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From Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us Wed Jun 1 11:34:08 2005
From: Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Wed Jun 1 11:10:47 2005
Subject: [Genealib] "Obituary Collection" on Ancestry.Com and NOT Ancestry
Library Ed ition?
Message-ID: <D7D9F5F5D18E7A4898EBFEC8F93A8641174A87@Exchsrv1.statelibrary.local>
Besides the "Historical Newspapers" collection NOT available on Ancestry
Library Edition or soon-to-be-gone AncestryPlus, is the newly added
"Obituary Collection" featured on Ancestry.Com also excluded from these
institutional services as well? My co-worker alerted me to this fact and I
can't find it on LE or Plus.

Paul M. Immel
Genealogy Services Librarian
State Library of Ohio
274 E. 1st Ave.
Columbus, OH

43201

(614) 387-1186 (desk)
(614) 644-6966 (Genealogy Services)
pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us <mailto:pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050601/c07a4abf/
attachment.htm
From MrArchive at aol.com Wed Jun 1 12:22:29 2005
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Wed Jun 1 12:01:09 2005
Subject: [Genealib] "Obituary Collection" on Ancestry.Com and NOT Ancestry
Library...
Message-ID: <dc.27a2c576.2fcf3ac5@aol.com>
Does that qualify as a "Bait and Switch" plan ??
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050601/d468056e/
attachment.htm
From mkmannix at gmail.com Wed Jun 1 15:42:23 2005
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed Jun 1 15:21:00 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Interest in MD/PA history journal
Message-ID: <b63c86520506011242447ae1cd@mail.gmail.com>
Hello all!

One of my patrons has developed a really lovely, excellent publication
called _Catoctin History_. The publisher is the Catoctin Center for
Regional Studies, a "think tank" staffed by the local community
college and the National Park Service. They are really changing, for
the better, the way local history is practiced in my area. The
Catoctin Region is considered western Maryland, into the surrounding
counties of PA, WVA, and VA. The journal is beautifully illustrated
and has a wide variety of articles on all sorts of topics -- military
history, social history, folklore, foodways, etc. They cite their
sources, includes color images. IT is a great publication and I am
not just saying that because they always make a point of thanking the
librarians and archivists who help them out.
The reason I am bringing it to your attention ... I am attempting to
compile a list for my patron of institutions who might be interested
in a) receiving information about subscribing in the hopes that you
might be so do one day and\or b) might even like to get a sample copy.
If you would like to get any information about the journal or a
sample, when samples once again become available, please let me know.
Additional information can be found at
http://catoctincenter.frederick.edu/, you will see the periodical has
won some big awards, including an AASLH award.
Also, I would be happy to fax anyone copies of the table of contents
of the back issues, if that would be of interest.
Thanks for your time and your assistance.
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From mkmannix at gmail.com Wed Jun 1 16:05:13 2005
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed Jun 1 15:43:50 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Michael Clegg named 2005 Genealogical Publishing
Co./History Section Award recipient
Message-ID: <b63c8652050601130530462cfd@mail.gmail.com>
CHICAGO ?Michael Barren Clegg, branch operations manager, Allen County
Public Library, Fort Wayne (Ind.), is the 2005 recipient of the
Genealogical Publishing Co./History Section Award presented by the
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA), a division of the
American Library Association (ALA).
The award consists of $1,500 and a citation donated by The
Genealogical Publishing Company and is given to encourage, recognize
and commend professional achievement in historical reference and
research librarianship.
"Michael Clegg has been active in genealogy and genealogy
librarianship since the late 1970s," stated the award committee. "All
of Michael's accomplishments, of which there are many, pale in

comparison to his crucial role as the creator and senior executive
editor of the 'Periodical Source Index (PERSI),' the largest subject
index to genealogical and historical periodical articles in the
world."
The Committee added "In the world of history librarianship, being the
father of PERSI is similar to being the father of 'Medline' or the
'Readers Guide to Periodical Literature.' There is nothing comparable
to PERSI. History librarianship owes an incredible debt of gratitude
to Michael Clegg. His work truly changed the way genealogy and local
history librarians interact with an important type of reference source
and thus greatly increased the level of service we can offer our
patrons."
The award will be presented at RUSA Awards Ceremony on June 27, 2005,
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m., during the ALA Annual Conference in Chicago.
From mkmannix at gmail.com Wed Jun 1 16:50:23 2005
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed Jun 1 16:29:00 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Michael Clegg named 2005 Genealogical Publishing
Co./History Section Award recipient
In-Reply-To: <b63c8652050601130530462cfd@mail.gmail.com>
References: <b63c8652050601130530462cfd@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <b63c865205060113505c12d201@mail.gmail.com>
I would also like to add that the Genealogical Publishing Company
should be applauded for continuing to generously finance this award
during times of difficult in the publishing industry. We should all
be very grateful to GPC for their dedication to this tradition, now in
its twelfth year, which allows RUSA's History Section the means to
recognize those who have given to our profession. Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From kjendlie at charter.net Wed Jun 1 18:40:25 2005
From: kjendlie at charter.net (Donna Kjendlie)
Date: Wed Jun 1 18:14:31 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Interest in MD/PA history journal
References: <b63c86520506011242447ae1cd@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <000d01c566fa$e7d54ca0$6401a8c0@mad.wi.charter.com>
Our society library patrons would be most interested. Donna Kjendlie,
President of the Walworth Co. Genealogical Society (WI)
----- Original Message ----From: "Mary K. Mannix" <mkmannix@gmail.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 01, 2005 2:42 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Interest in MD/PA history journal
Hello all!
One of my patrons has developed a really lovely, excellent publication

called _Catoctin History_. The publisher is the Catoctin Center for
Regional Studies, a "think tank" staffed by the local community
college and the National Park Service. They are really changing, for
the better, the way local history is practiced in my area. The
Catoctin Region is considered western Maryland, into the surrounding
counties of PA, WVA, and VA. The journal is beautifully illustrated
and has a wide variety of articles on all sorts of topics -- military
history, social history, folklore, foodways, etc. They cite their
sources, includes color images. IT is a great publication and I am
not just saying that because they always make a point of thanking the
librarians and archivists who help them out.
The reason I am bringing it to your attention ... I am attempting to
compile a list for my patron of institutions who might be interested
in a) receiving information about subscribing in the hopes that you
might be so do one day and\or b) might even like to get a sample copy.
If you would like to get any information about the journal or a
sample, when samples once again become available, please let me know.
Additional information can be found at
http://catoctincenter.frederick.edu/, you will see the periodical has
won some big awards, including an AASLH award.
Also, I would be happy to fax anyone copies of the table of contents
of the back issues, if that would be of interest.
Thanks for your time and your assistance.
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From birdie at holsclaw.net Wed Jun 1 19:04:36 2005
From: birdie at holsclaw.net (Birdie Holsclaw)
Date: Wed Jun 1 18:43:24 2005
Subject: [Genealib] award winning genealogies
In-Reply-To: <4295D0A7.11997.131F282@localhost>
Message-ID: <003f01c566fe$4c6dd580$6501a8c0@birdie>
There is a list of pre-1993 Jacobus award winners in the February 1993 issue
of The Colorado Genealogist, which I believe you have at Mid-Continent. It
includes a history of the award, and a table of mostly local libraries
holding the books, but also the Family History Library, the NEHGS Library,
and the NGS library.
A more current, but less descriptive list, is at the Web site of the
American Society of Genealogists:
http://www.fasg.org/jacobus_award.html
Hope this helps,

Birdie Holsclaw
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-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Janice Schultz
Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2005 12:36 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] award winning genealogies
Dear list,
We are trying to compile lists and label award winning genealogy
books. We want to be able to show our patrons/would-be-authors those
books which have gotten awards for content and are quality books. We
have been able to recreate lists of winners for New York Genealogical
& Biographical Society, the Anna Ford Book Contest sponsored by the
Heart of America Genealogical Society, the NGS Award for Excellence,
and the American Society of Genealogists Donald Lines Jacobus Award.
The Wisconsin Historical Society has a Book Award of Merit in
Genealogy but we cannot find a list of winners. We have the last two
winners of the Connecticut Society of Genealogists Literary Award.
Does anyone know of the winners of the above awards? Are there any
other book awards we need to be aware of?
Thank you for your help.
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From tkemp at Godfrey.org Wed Jun 1 19:52:17 2005
From: tkemp at Godfrey.org (Tom Kemp)
Date: Wed Jun 1 19:48:09 2005
Subject: [Genealib] OCLC's WorldCat
In-Reply-To: <003f01c566fe$4c6dd580$6501a8c0@birdie>
Message-ID: <000201c56704$fae41970$6801a8c0@kemp>
Hi Birdie,
Thought you'd want to know that the Godfrey has now added OCLC access to
our online Portal. It includes full searching of the WorldCat.
All the best,
Tom

Thomas Jay Kemp, Director
Godfrey Memorial Library
134 Newfield Street
Middletown, CT 06457-2534
Tel.
860.346.4375
Cell: 860.218.5479
FAX 860.347.9874
Tom@Godfrey.org
www.Godfrey.org
Listserv: Godfrey-Library-Help-L@Rootsweb.com

From birdie at holsclaw.net Thu Jun 2 02:28:40 2005
From: birdie at holsclaw.net (Birdie Holsclaw)
Date: Thu Jun 2 02:07:29 2005
Subject: [Genealib] OCLC's WorldCat
In-Reply-To: <000201c56704$fae41970$6801a8c0@kemp>
Message-ID: <000a01c5673c$578c0520$6501a8c0@birdie>
That is GREAT ... and I'll add that to my FirstSearch lecture! (base package
only, I assume)
Thanks, Birdie
P.S.
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I bet you're in Nashville ... sure wish I was!

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tom Kemp
Sent: Wednesday, June 01, 2005 5:52 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] OCLC's WorldCat
Hi Birdie,
Thought you'd want to know that the Godfrey has now added
OCLC access to
our online Portal. It includes full searching of the WorldCat.
All the best,
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp, Director
Godfrey Memorial Library
134 Newfield Street
Middletown, CT 06457-2534
Tel.
860.346.4375
Cell: 860.218.5479
FAX 860.347.9874
Tom@Godfrey.org
www.Godfrey.org
Listserv: Godfrey-Library-Help-L@Rootsweb.com
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_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From cwatan1 at lsu.edu Thu Jun 2 08:36:06 2005
From: cwatan1 at lsu.edu (cwatan1@lsu.edu)
Date: Thu Jun 2 08:14:38 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 21, Issue 1
Message-ID: <20050602123602.8D695CC0B5@ws4-3.us4.outblaze.com>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050602/b5167d7c/
attachment.htm
From ggrunow at ci.newport-news.va.us Thu Jun 2 12:20:09 2005
From: ggrunow at ci.newport-news.va.us (Gregg Grunow)
Date: Thu Jun 2 12:01:53 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Preservation of Maps
In-Reply-To: <OFE26126BB.14450D22-ON85257011.006823B485257011.00686828@oakville.ca>
References: <OFE26126BB.14450D22-ON85257011.006823B4-85257011.00686828@oakville.ca>
Message-ID: <web-79085372@visi.net>
Elise,
I would at least encapsulate the maps in mylar. We just had
a professional conservator review our document and map
collection. I will be getting her report in 2-3 weeks. I
will be happy to pass along to you any tips I receive from
her.
We have not catalogued our maps but have them in drawers by
type (topo, street, etc. and date) We have a printed
finding aid for them.
Gregg Grunow
Virginiana Room Librarian
Newport News Public Library System

On Mon, 30 May 2005 15:00:23 -0400
ECole@oakville.ca wrote:
> For those of you with large map collections (both number
> of maps and
> oversized maps):
>
> How is it best to protect these maps? Is laminating an
> option?
> Drymounting? Encapsulation in mylar? Some of our maps
> are quite large
> (3'x4'-5') and are slowly deteriorating due to
> researchers shuffling

>
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>

through them, etc.
Also, do you have a quick way to catalogue maps to
suggest?
I look forward to your ideas and suggestions.
Sincerely,
Elise
Elise C. Cole BAH, MLIS
Local History Librarian & AskUs! Coordinator
Oakville Public Library
ecole@oakville.ca
Central Library
120 Navy Street
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 2Z4
Tel. (905) 815-2042, Ext: 5037
Fax. (905) 815-2024
http://www.opl.on.ca

Have a question?

Visit our website and click on AskUs!

Gregg Grunow
Virginiana Room Librarian
Newport News Public Library System
Main Street Library
110 Main St.
Newport News, VA 23601
757-591-4858 (phone)
757-591-4826 (fax)
ggrunow@nngov.com
From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Jun 2 14:31:11 2005
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu Jun 2 14:09:46 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Preservation of Maps
In-Reply-To: <web-79085372@visi.net>
References: <OFE26126BB.14450D22-ON85257011.006823B4-85257011.00686828@oakville.ca>
<web-79085372@visi.net>
Message-ID: <b63c86520506021131493e5943@mail.gmail.com>
For those without a lot of preservation experience or training, in
regards to things like laminating ... a good rule of thumb ... if you
are not a trained conservator, always remember you don't want to do
anything to anything that cannot be undone. Don't do anything that is
not reversible. You cannot un-laminate something so therefore not a
good idea. :) Mary
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From daysa at oplin.org Sat Jun 4 10:45:59 2005
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Sat Jun 4 10:20:21 2005

Subject: [Genealib] WV and VA Books to trade
Message-ID: <018001c56914$257bf430$bb01a8c0@steubenville.lib.oh.us>

Hi
I have the following books I am willing to trade. I will trade any or all. For more
info, please email me off list.

Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH

WEST VIRGINIA AND VIRGINIA BOOKS TO TRADE

Rockbridge Co Marriages 1778-1850

(444 pg)

Abstract of land grant surveys (of Rockingham and Augusta Co VA) 1761-1791 (150 pg)
West VA in Color: Official Centennial Edition 1963
Hampshire

(126 pg)

and Hardy Counties WV Abstracts (wills and deeds 1757-1824)

Index to Marriages of Old Rappahannock and Essex Co VA 1655-1900
Marriage License Bonds of Northumberland Co VA 1783-1850

211 pg

255 pg

132 pg

Marriage records of the city of Fredericksburg and of Orange, Spotsylvania and
Stafford Counties in VA 1722-1850
Pendleton Co WV Deedbook records 1788-1813

Second Edition

258 pg

255 pg

Pendleton Co WV probate records: wills 1788-1866 etc

317 pg

VA County records volume 10 contains various counties land records and wills etc
95 pg
WV Genealogy Sources and Resources (1988)

129 pg

Further materials on Lewis Wetzel and the upper Ohio Frontier

111 pg

Song of the hills, the story of the Sisters of St Joseph of Wheeling

325 pg

Apprentices of VA 1623-1800
VA Social Index 1607-1957

294 pg
350th Anniversary of VA

165 pg

Early records of Hampshire Co VA (wills to 1860; deeds up to 1800; marriages 182428;
State census record 1782 and 1784 and more

170 pg

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050604/5edc5ce0/
attachment.htm
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Mon Jun 6 11:43:17 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Mon Jun 6 11:21:47 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals free to a good home
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B623AEE@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Mon Jun 6 11:49:42 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Mon Jun 6 11:28:11 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Available for trade
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CD093@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From raleighadams at hotmail.com Mon Jun 6 13:52:30 2005
From: raleighadams at hotmail.com (raleighadams@hotmail.com)
Date: Mon Jun 6 13:31:02 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Howard County, Missouri Newspaper Abstracts
Message-ID: <BAY106-DAV81EDBFC6639F653460841C9FB0@phx.gbl>
Gone West Publications is pleased to announce that the final volume in the fourvolume series, Genealogical Abstracts from Howard County, MO Newspapers, is now
finished and available for purchase!

Abstracted by myself, Sherry Raleigh-Adams, this final volume includes abstracts of
items of genealogical merit found in The Fayette Advertiser (Jan 1, 1885-Dec 23,
1887 and Jan 9, 1890-Sep 25, 1890) and The Armstrong Herald (Jan 5, 1888-Dec 20,
1894). It includes not only obituaries, marriage and birth notices, but also
notices of family reunions, visits from relatives long lost to the West or to
foreign lands, and stories of pioneers of Howard county, Missouri. It is stapled
and soft-bound with archival tape. Fully indexed. 188 Pages. $18.00
Like all my books, I include a PDF image of the index on my website at
www.gonewestpublications.com. You are welcome to take advantage of this free tool
to see if anyone of interest to you may be included in this book, which covers 1885
through 1894.
I used two newspapers, the Armstrong Herald and the Fayette Advertiser, to find
items of genealogical merit to fill these pages, and the editors of these two
newspapers were not stingy with the information. This included the period when the
Cherokee Strip offered promise to a lot of young Howardites, who literally "raced"
to make their claim in the Territory. I was surprised to learn that in 1894,
unemployed african americans found loitering around town could be arrested and
"sold" for a period of six months to the highest bidder. The practice smacked of
slavery days and put quite a scare in the Negro population. An especially bad
cyclone hit the Howard co area in 1885 and the damages that it caused to many
citizens throughout the county are described in detail in the newspaper account.
As you may have noted, these volumes are more than just a powerful genealogical
tool. They also offer the reader a peak into the social values and cultural aspects
relevant to their ancestors' time period. The historical significance of the
articles found in these newspapers are a great learning tool for the armchair
sociologist and the genealogist who has hit a brick wall. I hope that you will find
them useful.
Kind Regards,
Sherry Raleigh-Adams
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050606/526ece48/
attachment.htm
From kstanley at flash.net Tue Jun 7 12:05:29 2005
From: kstanley at flash.net (Karen Stanley)
Date: Tue Jun 7 11:43:56 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Howard County, Missouri Newspaper Abstracts
In-Reply-To: <BAY106-DAV81EDBFC6639F653460841C9FB0@phx.gbl>
Message-ID: <20050607160529.59799.qmail@web80206.mail.yahoo.com>
What a great idea, to include the indexes to the books you publish as a PDF on your
website. All you other genealogy publishers out there, please take note.
With acquisition budgets cut to the bone, genealogy libraries rely more and more on
donations from individuals to add to our collections, and folks are more likely buy
a book for the library if they know in advance that it will help them in their own
research.
Karen Stanley
Houston, Texas
raleighadams@hotmail.com wrote:

Gone West Publications is pleased to announce that the final volume in the fourvolume series, Genealogical Abstracts from Howard County, MO Newspapers, is now
finished and available for purchase!
Abstracted by myself, Sherry Raleigh-Adams, this final volume includes abstracts of
items of genealogical merit found in The Fayette Advertiser (Jan 1, 1885-Dec 23,
1887 and Jan 9, 1890-Sep 25, 1890) and The Armstrong Herald (Jan 5, 1888-Dec 20,
1894). It includes not only obituaries, marriage and birth notices, but also
notices of family reunions, visits from relatives long lost to the West or to
foreign lands, and stories of pioneers of Howard county, Missouri. It is stapled
and soft-bound with archival tape. Fully indexed. 188 Pages. $18.00
Like all my books, I include a PDF image of the index on my website at
www.gonewestpublications.com. You are welcome to take advantage of this free tool
to see if anyone of interest to you may be included in this book, which covers 1885
through 1894.
I used two newspapers, the Armstrong Herald and the Fayette Advertiser, to find
items of genealogical merit to fill these pages, and the editors of these two
newspapers were not stingy with the information. This included the period when the
Cherokee Strip offered promise to a lot of young Howardites, who literally "raced"
to make their claim in the Territory. I was surprised to learn that in 1894,
unemployed african americans found loitering around town could be arrested and
"sold" for a period of six months to the highest bidder. The practice smacked of
slavery days and put quite a scare in the Negro population. An especially bad
cyclone hit the Howard co area in 1885 and the damages that it caused to many
citizens throughout the county are described in detail in the newspaper account.
As you may have noted, these volumes are more than just a powerful genealogical
tool. They also offer the reader a peak into the social values and cultural aspects
relevant to their ancestors� time period. The historical significance of the
articles found in these newspapers are a great learning tool for the armchair
sociologist and the genealogist who has hit a brick wall. I hope that you will find
them useful.
Kind Regards,
Sherry Raleigh-Adams
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050607/a75de2cd/
attachment.htm
From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Tue Jun 7 12:09:36 2005
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Tue Jun 7 11:47:10 2005
Subject: [Genealib] local history guidelines
Message-ID: <42A58070.9380.A9E038@localhost>
Dear list,
The Local History committee of RUSA's History Section (ALA) is
revising "Guidelines for Establishing Local History Collections."
RUSA's guidelines committee would like additional comments on the
guidelines before approving. I have pasted the guidelines below.

Please email me off the list with any comments you may have.
Thank you so much.
Guidelines for Establishing Local History Collections
Developed by the Local History Committee of the History Section,
Reference and Adult Services Association, American Library
Association, June, 1979. Reaffirmed by Reference and Adult Services
Division Board of Directors, Denver, January, 1993.
Revised January 2005.
Introduction
These guidelines are intended to assist librarians establishing local
history collections.
Guidelines
1.0
Considerations before making a commitment to developing of a
local history collection
1.1

Establish and maintain a dialog between local institutions and
agencies. Consider what is currently being collected, what
services
are needed, to what depth such collections are being developed, and
what collaborative or cooperative agreements are needed. Determine
the most suitable repository for particular materials with respect
to
2.0

use, dissemination, and preservation.
Scope and Services of the Collection

2.1
Identify the focus and depth of the collection. Limiting
factors may include geography, format, etc.
2.2
Identify the range of services which will be provided, onsite
and remotely.
3.0

Collection Development
3.1
Write an acquisitions policy for collecting local history
materials.
3.1.1.
State the intended geographic collection area.
3.1.2.
Describe those materials desired by the institution and
the extent to which they will be collected.
3.1.3 Describe the formats you will collect.
3.1.4 Identify the types of materials that will not be collected by
the institution. Other institutions may be better equipped to handle
a given type of material. Some items may not be accepted due to
preservation issues.
3.1.4
Identify those subject areas that will be acquired only on
a
cooperative basis.
3.2
Write a policy on acceptance of materials through gifts and
bequests. Include forms for "deeds of gift". See the Society of
American Archivists webpage for detail guidelines.
[http://www.archivists.org/publications/deed_of_gift.asp]
3.3
Write a policy on de-accessioning that is in keeping with the
overall
policy of the institution. Bear in mind policies already
established by
other professional organizations. .[see www.archivists.org or

www.aam-us.org for de-accessioning guidelines]
4.0

Collection Location and Access
4.1
Establish the local history collection in an identifiable place
in the library, separate from other collections. Create a separate
area on the library's webpage for the local history collection.
4.2
Provide an environment that is conducive to the
preservation of materials.
4.3
Designate a secure space for the local history collection with
proper provisions for monitoring materials.
4.4
Provide a clear and visible access policy.
4.5
Provide equipment and workspace sufficient to use the
collection.
4.6
Utilize professional staff to collect, process, maintain and
provide access to the local history collection. Professionals may be
assisted by trained paraprofessionals and volunteers.
5.0

Fiscal Considerations
5.1
Provide a budget sufficient to acquire, process, maintain and
staff the local history collection.
5.2
Provide a budget for physical and bibliographic access to the
collection.
5.3
Provide a budget for reproduction and reformatting of rare and
fragile materials.
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Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library

ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
From librarian at schist.org Tue Jun 7 16:37:39 2005
From: librarian at schist.org (Virginia Bolen)
Date: Tue Jun 7 16:16:20 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Freebies
In-Reply-To: <20050607160007.F3D425C3A3@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20050607160007.F3D425C3A3@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <42A60593.5050901@schist.org>
I have available the following two publications for postage expense only:
The Detroit Society for Genealogical Research Magazine
Volume

No.

29

Date
1

30

3

31

32

33

Fall 1965
2

Winter 1965

3

Spring 1966

4

Summer 1966

1

Fall 1966
2

Winter 1966

4

Summer 1967

Spring 1967

1

Fall 1967
2

Winter 1967

3

Spring 1968

4

Summer 1968

1

Fall 1968
2

Winter 1968

3

Spring 1969

4

Summer 1969

5

Index 1968-1969

1

Fall 1969
2

35

4

Winter 1969
Summer 1972

5

Index 1971-1972

36

1

Fall 1972
2

Winter 1972

3

Spring 1973

Bulletin of the Stamford Genealogical Society, Stamford, Connecticut

Whole number

Vol.

No.

Date

95

13

3

February 1971

96

14

1

September 1971

97

14

2

November 1971

99

14

4

May 1972

100

15

1

September 1972

101

15

2

November 1972

103

15

4

May 1973

104

16

1

September 1973

105

16

2

November 1973

107

16

4

May 1974

109

17

2

November 1974

110

17

3

February 1975

Please contact me off list.
Ginny Bolen

>
>
From OTugarina at nehgs.org Thu Jun 9 11:21:05 2005
From: OTugarina at nehgs.org (Tugarina, Olga)
Date: Thu Jun 9 11:05:01 2005
Subject: [Genealib] FW: FREE JOURNALS
Message-ID: <732716B256AE3F4991AF61EACAA7FC4501A95CF1@MAIL_NEHGS>

Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Dup.j.2005.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 46592 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050609/a1918d2a/
Dup.j.2005.doc
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Jun 9 12:13:51 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu Jun 9 11:52:15 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Need help
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CD0B8@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Thu Jun 9 12:19:24 2005
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey J. Courouleau)
Date: Thu Jun 9 11:57:56 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Need help
In-Reply-To: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CD0B8@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCOEGPEHAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
Aren't name changes normally public records at county courthouses, if that
is the way in which the name change was conducted?
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Tracy Luscombe
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2005 11:14
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Subject: [Genealib] Need help
A patron contacted me yesterday with a stumper for me. He's trying to trace
his family tree for medical reasons. He is adopted. Has gotten past the
birth parents to a name for his Grandfather. Problem is, he knows his
grandfather was Seminole Indian and changed his name to serve in the
military. Changed it to Smith. Any suggestions on how he can find out what
his Grandfather's Seminole name was?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

From LGPrescott at nehgs.org Thu Jun 9 12:14:29 2005
From: LGPrescott at nehgs.org (Prescott, Laura)
Date: Thu Jun 9 11:58:23 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Missing Friends Irish database now online via NEHGS
Message-ID: <732716B256AE3F4991AF61EACAA7FC4501F51500@MAIL_NEHGS>
Important Irish Database Now Online at NewEnglandAncestors.org
<?xml:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office"
/>
A significant new collection has been added to the online databases at
NewEnglandAncestors.org, the website for the New England Historic
Genealogical Society (NEHGS). The Search for Missing Friends: Irish
Immigrant Advertisements Placed in The Boston Pilot 1831-1920, previously
offered only in book and CD form, is now available online to members of
NEHGS.

Beginning in 1831 and over the course of the next eighty-five years, the
nationally distributed Boston Pilot newspaper printed some 45,000 "Missing
Friends" advertisements placed by friends and relatives. No one knows how
many of these families found each other as a result of the ads, but these
nineteenth-century notices continue to help families today find their
ancestors.

The Missing Friends collection is an exceptional resource for anyone
researching immigrant Irish families. In the following example of an
advertisement published under "Information Wanted," on July 21, 1866, a
number of family details are provided:
OF MICHAEL DOLAN and wife (maiden name Mary Grady), both natives of
Boughane, parish of Ballantobber, county Mayo. They emigrated from Ireland
about 23 years ago, and when last heard of he was talking to Thomas Horan,
at the High Falls, State of New York; it is supposed he went to Wisconsin,
or some other Western State, about eighteen years ago. Any information of
his whereabouts will be thankfully received by his brother-in-law, James

Grady, care of John McCann, Hyde Park Post-office, Luzerne county,
Pennsylvania.

The flexibility of searching the Missing Friends database makes it
particularly useful to genealogists and historians. Not only can a
researcher look for information based upon surname and given name, but also
place name. Cross-reference searching enables users to hone in on a place in
Ireland or North America.

Unlike the "Database of Advertisements for Irish Immigrants Published in the
Boston Pilot" placed online by Boston College earlier this year
(http://infowanted.bc.edu), where details are selected from the
advertisements, the NEHGS database provides the entire ad as originally
published, and later republished in the popular multi-volume book series. In
addition to family and location information, many of the listings provide
poignant insights of family members in search of one another. This database
adds an additional 100,000 names to the NEHGS online offerings.

The Search for Missing Friends: Irish Immigrant Advertisements Placed in The
Boston Pilot 1831-1920, edited by Ruth-Ann M. Harris and B. Emer O'Keeffe,
was originally published by NEHGS as an eight-volume series beginning in
1989. A CD-ROM followed in 2002. By making the database available to
researchers on the NEHGS website, www.NewEnglandAncestors.org, many more
people will be able to access the valuable information contained in these
advertisements. The database is available for NEHGS Research Members and
above at
www.newenglandancestors.org/research/database/MissingFriends_VOL1-8/default.
asp. This collection is also available to libraries and organizations with
NEHGS institutional memberships.
Laura G. Prescott
Director of Marketing
New England Historic Genealogical Society
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050609/184aa424/
attachment.htm
From library at ci.belton.tx.us Thu Jun 9 12:24:16 2005
From: library at ci.belton.tx.us (LIBRARY)
Date: Thu Jun 9 12:04:42 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Need help
Message-ID: <F74FA678F48D794997663E7110DD9C6006E63B@CITY_EX>
Maybe the military would have a record.
Kim Kroll
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Tracy Luscombe
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2005 11:14 AM

To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Need help

A patron contacted me yesterday with a stumper for me. He's trying to trace
his family tree for medical reasons. He is adopted. Has gotten past the
birth parents to a name for his Grandfather. Problem is, he knows his
grandfather was Seminole Indian and changed his name to serve in the
military. Changed it to Smith. Any suggestions on how he can find out what
his Grandfather's Seminole name was?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
From WillowBend at WillowBendBooks.com Thu Jun 9 12:26:45 2005
From: WillowBend at WillowBendBooks.com (Craig R. Scott)
Date: Thu Jun 9 12:05:27 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Need help
References: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CD0B8@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <008d01c56d10$08b71e10$be0310ac@Traveler>
Need helpThe military recognizes that people sometimes have more than one name. The
first place to begin is the military record of the individual. It may provide clues
that will either lead to the name or where the name might be found. Another place
would be to check for the Bureau of Veterans Affairs records for the soldier.
Since there should be a SSN somewhere, what names are assocatied with that SSN.
C.
Craig R. Scott, CGRS
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
WillowBend@WillowBendBooks.com
Visit our websites www.HeritageBooks.com and www.WillowBendBooks.com
----- Original Message ----From: Tracy Luscombe
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2005 12:13 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Need help
A patron contacted me yesterday with a stumper for me. He's trying to trace his
family tree for medical reasons. He is adopted. Has gotten past the birth parents
to a name for his Grandfather. Problem is, he knows his grandfather was Seminole
Indian and changed his name to serve in the military. Changed it to Smith. Any
suggestions on how he can find out what his Grandfather's Seminole name was?

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged,
and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended
recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050609/f44f17f7/
attachment.htm
From klg33 at email.arizona.edu Thu Jun 9 12:34:10 2005
From: klg33 at email.arizona.edu (Kathi Gardner)
Date: Thu Jun 9 12:12:59 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Need help
In-Reply-To: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CD0B8@mckex1.ds.mckinneyt
exas.org>
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.0.20050609093147.02063210@klg33.inbox.email.arizona.edu>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050609/d2ea0f9c/
attachment.htm
From pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us Thu Jun 9 13:10:24 2005
From: pcooper at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu Jun 9 12:48:48 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Need help
In-Reply-To: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CD0B8@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <MAILZXxwKZrdnRXznXB00001408@mail.indian-river.lib.fl.us>
Tracy:
What time period and military service? If it is WWI, then the draft records
may still be helpful. Was it in Florida or Oklahoma? I am assuming OK

since you are in Texas.

The Seminole Tribe is very willing to help people trace their genealogy.
There is a book called "So You think there's a Seminole in Your Family
Tree?" published by the Seminole Tribe of Florida. Go to their web site
www.seminoletribe.com <http://www.seminoletribe.com/>
for information
about their libraries which are located on five of their six reservations in
Florida. They also have a link to genealogy research.

Also, Donna Rachal Lennon published an excellent book on "Tracing Ancestors
Among the Five Civilized Tribes: Southeastern Indians Prior to Removal."
Our library owns "Applications for Enrollment of the Commission to the Five
Civilized Tribes 1898-1914 [M1301 - 4 Rolls] on microfilm. But, as you can
see the date ends 1914. Also the Dawes rolls would be very important,
however they do not cover the Florida Seminoles.
Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Indian River County Main Library
Florida History & Genealogy Department
1600 21st Street
Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 Fax: 772-770-5066
Email: pcooper@indian-river.lib.fl.us
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tracy Luscombe
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2005 12:14 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Need help

A patron contacted me yesterday with a stumper for me. He's trying to trace
his family tree for medical reasons. He is adopted. Has gotten past the
birth parents to a name for his Grandfather. Problem is, he knows his
grandfather was Seminole Indian and changed his name to serve in the
military. Changed it to Smith. Any suggestions on how he can find out what
his Grandfather's Seminole name was?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library

101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050609/f88bb5a1/
attachment.htm
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Jun 9 13:52:44 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu Jun 9 13:31:07 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Need Help - Thanks
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CD0BB@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From walters at alaweb.com Thu Jun 9 14:42:55 2005
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Thu Jun 9 14:22:13 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Need help
In-Reply-To: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CD0B8@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <LKELJMJGOCJEBEDIGLMKIEOKCBAA.walters@alaweb.com>
Somewhere there has to a record of how he changed his name. He had to have
given some kind of document to someone to get in the military.
David
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Tracy Luscombe
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2005 11:14 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Need help
A patron contacted me yesterday with a stumper for me. He's trying to trace
his family tree for medical reasons. He is adopted. Has gotten past the
birth parents to a name for his Grandfather. Problem is, he knows his
grandfather was Seminole Indian and changed his name to serve in the
military. Changed it to Smith. Any suggestions on how he can find out what
his Grandfather's Seminole name was?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050609/12865801/
attachment.htm
From shellyjag619 at netzero.com Fri Jun 10 14:24:01 2005
From: shellyjag619 at netzero.com (Shelly Weiner)
Date: Fri Jun 10 14:04:38 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Las Vegas 2005 ... time is running out
Message-ID: <20050610.112432.26750.44452@webmail29.lax.untd.com>
Dear all,
Posting this reminder in case any of your patrons would be interested.
Please excuse any duplication.
----------------------------If you have not yet registered for the 25th annual International Conference on
Jewish Genealogy being held in Las Vegas during July 10-15th, there are only 14
days left to register online (as of Saturday June 11, 2005)
The conference program is available online at the following page:
< http://www.jewishgen.org/lv2005/program.htm >.
In the Resource Room, there will be special databases, translators and
Guests available only during the conference.
One of the "perks" of registering online before June 15th is you
can be assured that up to 6 of the surnames you are looking for will be included in
the Family Finder, distributed to all conference attendees.
Shelly Weiner, M.L.S.
LV2005 Resource Room Coordinator
Conference website:
< http://www.jewishgen.org/LV2005/home.htm >
From ckluskens at starpower.net Fri Jun 10 21:00:27 2005
From: ckluskens at starpower.net (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri Jun 10 20:39:55 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: (Name changes) Need help
In-Reply-To: <LKELJMJGOCJEBEDIGLMKIEOKCBAA.walters@alaweb.com>
References: <LKELJMJGOCJEBEDIGLMKIEOKCBAA.walters@alaweb.com>
Message-ID: <8a24eb59bf3d07a803e215385b574320@starpower.net>
Re: "Legally changing one's name." Contrary to popular belief, there is
(normally*) no legal requirement to go through a formal process to
change one's name, although most (if not all) states have set up a
statutory mechanism by which people may do so through the probate court
or equivalent. Going through the formal process certainly establishes a
record that the name change was made and should certainly satisfy any
government or private entity that John Doe is now Richard Roe. However,
under the common law, anyone can decide to adopt a new name and use
that name, so long as there is no intent to deceive by so doing. Women
getting married do that every day, and you don't see them lining up at
the courthouse to get a formal document that says that. It's just a
custom, not a requirement of the marriage certificate. I could (but I
won't) decide to call myself Claire the Snake Lady and that would be a
perfectly legal name so long as I didn't intend to deceive anyone by
it. So, unless we are talking really modern times, Grandfather Seminole
could have decided the moment he walked up to the recruiting officer to
say his name was "John Smith" (whatever) instead of "John Seminole"

(whatever). As someone else suggested, the search for Grandfather's
pre-Smith past should be the usual search all records leave no stone
unturned kind of search.
Claire Kluskens
P.S. The notation "(normally*)" is to caveat that it is certainly
possible that some state may now, in the 20th century, require a formal
process, but I doubt it.
On Jun 9, 2005, at 2:42 PM, David Walters wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Somewhere there has to a record of how he changed his name. He had to
have given some kind of document to someone to get in the military.
David
?
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Tracy
Luscombe
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2005 11:14 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Need help
?
A patron contacted me yesterday with a stumper for me. He's trying to
trace his family tree for medical reasons. He is adopted. Has gotten
past the birth parents to a name for his Grandfather. Problem is, he
knows his grandfather was Seminole Indian and changed his name to
serve in the military. Changed it to Smith. Any suggestions on how he
can find out what his Grandfather's Seminole name was?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: text/enriched
Size: 2830 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050610/310e3b23/
attachment.bin
From cagney at bellsouth.net Fri Jun 10 22:02:39 2005
From: cagney at bellsouth.net (Jean Spradlin-Miller)
Date: Fri Jun 10 21:41:08 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: (Name changes) Need help
References: <LKELJMJGOCJEBEDIGLMKIEOKCBAA.walters@alaweb.com>
<8a24eb59bf3d07a803e215385b574320@starpower.net>
Message-ID: <00d801c56e29$a5de7020$74c94cd8@JeansPC>

I legally changed my name about 25 years ago, because I wanted to have my mother's
as well as my father's name. The easy part was going to the probate court and
filling out a form in triplicate. The hard part was changing my Social Security
card, checks, bank cards, driver's license, etc. Bottom line, the name change
record, if done legally, is probably in the probate court.
Jean Spradlin-Miller
On Jun 9, 2005, at 2:42 PM, David Walters wrote:
Somewhere there has to a record of how he changed his name. He had to have
given some kind of document to someone to get in the military.
David
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Tracy Luscombe
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2005 11:14 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Need help
A patron contacted me yesterday with a stumper for me. He's trying to trace his
family tree for medical reasons. He is adopted. Has gotten past the birth parents
to a name for his Grandfather. Problem is, he knows his grandfather was Seminole
Indian and changed his name to serve in the military. Changed it to Smith. Any
suggestions on how he can find out what his Grandfather's Seminole name was?
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050610/f0c8a284/
attachment.htm
From smpotter at earthlink.net Sat Jun 11 11:59:12 2005
From: smpotter at earthlink.net (Susan Potter)
Date: Sat Jun 11 11:39:32 2005

Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
Message-ID: <007801c56e9e$83993070$8ebff704@sue2h1gbbufbn9>
I found in my father's effects a book that appears to be rather like a yearbook for
Navy trainees in San Francisco . It is dated 13 November 1942, and is called "Bed
Check, A Bief Chronicle of the Men of Class Six. There are brief stories about the
men who were in the Naval Training School (Radio Material) as well as group
pictures. It would be great if it could find a good home where others could enjoy
looking at their fathers/grandfathers/uncles.
Thank you.
Sue Potter
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050611/9f4e9f26/
attachment.htm
From rhnewman at hctc.com Sat Jun 11 14:06:10 2005
From: rhnewman at hctc.com (Roger Newman)
Date: Sat Jun 11 13:45:07 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
References: <007801c56e9e$83993070$8ebff704@sue2h1gbbufbn9>
Message-ID: <006601c56eb0$4ff4f440$43c97742@Rogers>
Is there any names in it? My dad was there in Mar 1942 when he married my
mother. Not sure how long he was there before he was shipped out to Tonga
in the South Pacific. His name was Herbert Newman.
----- Original Message ----From: "Susan Potter" <smpotter@earthlink.net>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Saturday, June 11, 2005 8:59 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
I found in my father's effects a book that appears to be rather like a
yearbook for Navy trainees in San Francisco . It is dated 13 November
1942, and is called "Bed Check, A Bief Chronicle of the Men of Class Six.
There are brief stories about the men who were in the Naval Training School
(Radio Material) as well as group pictures. It would be great if it could
find a good home where others could enjoy looking at their
fathers/grandfathers/uncles.
Thank you.
Sue Potter
------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
|
|
|

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From James_Capobianco at emerson.edu Mon Jun 13 08:50:27 2005
From: James_Capobianco at emerson.edu (James Capobianco)

Date: Mon Jun 13 08:28:46 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: (Name changes) Need help
Message-ID: <926B4A8D55661047B1353EC03E69CE2D0825B464@mail.emerson.edu>
I had no idea about not needing a formal process for a name change!
I did check it in the Massachusetts state code and case law, and lo and behold,
here it is:
ALM GL ch. 210, ? 12 (2005)
? 12. Petitions for Change of Name.
A petition for the change of name of a person may be heard by the probate court
in the county where the petitioner resides. The change of name of a person shall be
granted unless such change is inconsistent with public interests.
[...]
"City and town clerks have no right to insist that particular surnames be retained
or assumed for purposes of official recording; consequently, common law principle
that person may change his name at will without resort to legal proceedings by
merely adopting another name, provided there is no fraudulent or dishonest purpose,
applies to various situations involving recording of births, marriages and
legitimations, i.e., married and divorced persons may retain, assume, or resume any
name they choose, parents may choose as surname of child name borne by one, both or
neither of them, and mother of illegitimate child has right to control initial
surname of child. Secretary of Commonwealth v City Clerk of Lowell (1977) 373 Mass
178, 366 NE2d 717."
ANNOTATED LAWS OF MASSACHUSETTS
Copyright (c) 2005 Matthew Bender & Company, Inc.,
one of the LEXIS Publishing (TM) companies
All rights reserved
James
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Claire Kluskens
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2005 9:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Re: (Name changes) Need help

Re: "Legally changing one's name." Contrary to popular belief, there is (normally*)
no legal requirement to go through a formal process to change one's name, although
most (if not all) states have set up a statutory mechanism by which people may do
so through the probate court or equivalent. Going through the formal process
certainly establishes a record that the name change was made and should certainly
satisfy any government or private entity that John Doe is now Richard Roe. However,
under the common law, anyone can decide to adopt a new name and use that name, so
long as there is no intent to deceive by so doing. Women getting married do that
every day, and you don't see them lining up at the courthouse to get a formal
document that says that. It's just a custom, not a requirement of the marriage
certificate. I could (but I won't) decide to call myself Claire the Snake Lady and
that would be a perfectly legal name so long as I didn't intend to deceive anyone
by it. So, unless we are talking really modern times, Grandfather Seminole could
have decided the moment he walked up to the recruiting officer to say his name was
"John Smith" (whatever) instead of "John Seminole" (whatever). As someone else
suggested, the search for Grandfather's pre-Smith past should be the usual search
all records leave no stone unturned kind of search.

Claire Kluskens
P.S. The notation "(normally*)" is to caveat that it is certainly possible that
some state may now, in the 20th century, require a formal process, but I doubt it.
On Jun 9, 2005, at 2:42 PM, David Walters wrote:
Somewhere there has to a record of how he changed his name. He had to have given
some kind of document to someone to get in the military.
David
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050613/700bf7d1/
attachment.htm
From suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us Mon Jun 13 09:11:56 2005
From: suttonl at co.oakland.mi.us (suttonl@co.oakland.mi.us)
Date: Mon Jun 13 09:19:44 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: (Name changes) Need help
Message-ID: <3263fd3b.bc7f22c.8674200@mira03.co.oakland.mi.us>
The military changed my father's name. His birth certificate
has one name and his military records and all documents
thereafter including death certificate has another. Don't
know if it was at his insistance or the military's attempt to
get rid of "Junior" as a legal first name. I would expect
that the change is in his military records which we've been
unsuccessful about getting because of the fire that destroyed
a lot of the military records from that time period.
My mother informally changed her name; dropping her first
name that she never used but there are no records to indicate
that she changed her name.
Either way if you were looking for them by their original
names you would not find them as adults nor would there be
a 'flag' to let you know of the name change. You could be
aware of the name change and still not find any official
record.
I can go forward because I know the name changes and when
they happened. I am not sure how you can go backward to
locate the orginal name. Being of Native American decent he
might be listed by both his 'English' name and his 'Indian'
name on the Indian censuses of that time period. A lot of
them adopted or were given 'English' names but continued to
use their 'Indian' name among themselves. My suggestion is
that if he can't locate the information in the military
records to try the Indian records using the 'English' name
and see what comes up.
Linda Sutton
Oakland County Research Library
---- Original message ----

>Date: Fri, 10 Jun 2005 21:02:39 -0500
>From: "Jean Spradlin-Miller" <cagney@bellsouth.net>
>Subject: Re: [Genealib] Re: (Name changes) Need help
>To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>
I legally changed my name about 25 years ago,
>
because I wanted to have my mother's as well as my
>
father's name. The easy part was going to the
>
probate court and filling out a form in triplicate.
>
The hard part was changing my Social Security card,
>
checks, bank cards, driver's license, etc. Bottom
>
line, the name change record, if done legally, is
>
probably in the probate court.
>
>
Jean Spradlin-Miller
>
>
On Jun 9, 2005, at 2:42 PM, David Walters wrote:
>
>
Somewhere there has to a record of how he
>
changed his name. He had to have given some kind
>
of document to someone to get in the military.
>
David
>
>
-----Original Message---->
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On
>
Behalf Of Tracy Luscombe
>
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2005 11:14 AM
>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
Subject: [Genealib] Need help
>
>
>
A patron contacted me yesterday with a stumper
>
for me. He's trying to trace his family tree for
>
medical reasons. He is adopted. Has gotten past
>
the birth parents to a name for his Grandfather.
>
Problem is, he knows his grandfather was
>
Seminole Indian and changed his name to serve in
>
the military. Changed it to Smith. Any
>
suggestions on how he can find out what his
>
Grandfather's Seminole name was?
>
>
Tracy E. Luscombe
>
Genealogy Librarian
>
McKinney Memorial Public Library
>
101 E. Hunt Street
>
McKinney, TX 75069
>
972-547-7343
>
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
>
_______________________________________________
>
genealib mailing list
>
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
----------------------------------------------->
>
_______________________________________________
>
genealib mailing list

>
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>________________
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From smpotter at earthlink.net Mon Jun 13 09:58:45 2005
From: smpotter at earthlink.net (Sue Potter)
Date: Mon Jun 13 09:37:01 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Name Changes
Message-ID: <18040674.1118671125642.JavaMail.root@wamui-sweet.atl.sa.earthlink.net>
In my Michigan family during the late 19th century , everyone chose to go by their
middle names. So, sometimes in census, sometimes in official records they were
known as Angie, Della, Anna and Artie. The tradition seemed to carry on because in
the 20th century, another family member went by his middle name, Carl. Carl is
how it is listed on the SSDI, but not on his tombstone or death certificate!
From rlands at plcmc.org Mon Jun 13 13:57:50 2005
From: rlands at plcmc.org (Lands, Rosemary)
Date: Mon Jun 13 13:52:38 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals to trade
Message-ID: <B0A995C3D1FD0A40982788C07411B92850257A@voyager.plcmc.net>
We have a set of North Carolina Genealogical Journals, volumes 11-26 to
trade. If interested please contact me with trade list at rlands@plcmc.org.
From DarriesFa at cput.ac.za Mon Jun 13 14:18:38 2005
From: DarriesFa at cput.ac.za (FATIMA DARRIES)
Date: Mon Jun 13 13:54:06 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals to trade
Message-ID: <s2adea36.029@grpwise.ctech.ac.za>
Fatima Darries at the LIASA Western Cape Higher Education Libraries
Interest Group Winter Workshop and Colloquium on 14 and 15 June 2005.
Back in the office on 17 June 2005.
As of 2005 my e-mail address will change to darriesfa@cput.ac.za
-------------------------------------------------------------------Disclaimer
This e-mail transmission contains confidential information,
which is the property of the sender.
The information in this e-mail or attachments thereto is
intended for the attention and use only of the addressee.
Should you have received this e-mail in error, please delete
and destroy it and any attachments thereto immediately.
Under no circumstances will the Cape Peninsula University of
Technology or the sender of this e-mail be liable to any party for
any direct, indirect, special or other consequential damages for any
use of this e-mail.
For the detailed e-mail disclaimer please refer to
http://www.ctech.ac.za/polic or call +27 (0)21 460 3911
From SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org Mon Jun 13 17:54:59 2005
From: SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org (Shawna Woodard)
Date: Mon Jun 13 17:33:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
Message-ID: <41D681BD81BFC44FAE37CB1E7697B2B210AB0C05@mail.DMCPL.local>

Dear colleagues,
I am wondering how much your libraries charge for photocopying and mailing
obituaries to patrons. Do any of you send them as e-mail attachments? The only
library I know of that does this is the Columbus Metropolitan Library (OH). Our
library will soon be getting a microfilm scanner and be able to send e-mail
attachments of newspaper articles from microfilm, but we are wondering how much to
charge.
Our library currently charges $.25 per page in-state to copy and mail obituaries
from the microfilm and a $1.00 fee plus $.25 per page to mail them out-of-state.
(The justification for the difference in charges is that the majority of our
library's budget is paid for by Ohio taxpayers and the rest of our budget is paid
for by a local levy).
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050613/fc66366c/
attachment.htm
From ehayes at lclsonline.org Mon Jun 13 18:01:04 2005
From: ehayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Mon Jun 13 17:39:43 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
Message-ID: <s2adadd7.074@Lcls_internet>
We send photocopies (by US mail). We do not send scanned copies or
faxes. 10 cents per page to in state customers. $2 plus 10 cents per
page to out of state customers. I put a bill in with the photocopies
(most people pay - some send additional money as a donation).

Elaine Jones Hayes
Information Services Librarian
Interim Genealogy Coordinator
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
>>> SWoodard@daytonmetrolibrary.org 6/13/2005 3:54 PM >>>
Dear colleagues,
I am wondering how much your libraries charge for photocopying and
mailing obituaries to patrons. Do any of you send them as e-mail
attachments? The only library I know of that does this is the Columbus
Metropolitan Library (OH). Our library will soon be getting a microfilm
scanner and be able to send e-mail attachments of newspaper articles
from microfilm, but we are wondering how much to charge.
Our library currently charges $.25 per page in-state to copy and mail
obituaries from the microfilm and a $1.00 fee plus $.25 per page to mail
them out-of-state. (The justification for the difference in charges is
that the majority of our library's budget is paid for by Ohio taxpayers
and the rest of our budget is paid for by a local levy).

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
From Mary.Deluz at sjvls.org Mon Jun 13 18:11:04 2005
From: Mary.Deluz at sjvls.org (Deluz, Mary)
Date: Mon Jun 13 17:49:24 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
Message-ID: <D73AD75D280AE44DB5891809BB7ADFB5087B6B@sjvem1.sjvls.org>
Our library sends out lots of obituary responses. If the date of death is known,
and we can retrieve it from our newspaper, the cost is $3.50 plus P&H.
What kind of scanner are you getting? Our genealogy society is considering
purchasing one in the near future.
Mary De Luz
Genealogy Personnel
Tulare Public Library
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Shawna Woodard
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2005 2:55 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
Dear colleagues,
I am wondering how much your libraries charge for photocopying and mailing
obituaries to patrons. Do any of you send them as e-mail attachments? The only
library I know of that does this is the Columbus Metropolitan Library (OH). Our
library will soon be getting a microfilm scanner and be able to send e-mail
attachments of newspaper articles from microfilm, but we are wondering how much to
charge.
Our library currently charges $.25 per page in-state to copy and mail obituaries
from the microfilm and a $1.00 fee plus $.25 per page to mail them out-of-state.
(The justification for the difference in charges is that the majority of our
library's budget is paid for by Ohio taxpayers and the rest of our budget is paid
for by a local levy).
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050613/0ea3a098/
attachment.htm
From jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us Mon Jun 13 18:45:09 2005
From: jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us (Joyce McMullin)
Date: Mon Jun 13 18:17:54 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
In-Reply-To: <41D681BD81BFC44FAE37CB1E7697B2B210AB0C05@mail.DMCPL.local>
References: <41D681BD81BFC44FAE37CB1E7697B2B210AB0C05@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID: <42AE0C75.1010905@alexandria.lib.va.us>
AllWe charge a flat $5 photocopy/postage fee to VA, MD, & DC mailing

addresses (local consortium of public libraries) and $10 to all other
mailing addresses, prepaid only. These prices will buy a lot of
copies...some patrons want obits for a dozen or more people. We don't
email obits, but a couple of times have emailed custom order digital
files of photographs from the collection, again prepaid only.
Going
prepaid mercifully allowed us quit chasing after correspondents (and
shake that ripped off feeling). And we had discovered that other
libraries in the area had a flat rate.
Joyce
Shawna Woodard wrote:
> Dear colleagues,
>
>
> I am wondering how much your libraries charge for photocopying and
> mailing obituaries to patrons. Do any of you send them as e-mail
> attachments? The only library I know of that does this is the
> Columbus Metropolitan Library (OH). Our library will soon be getting
> a microfilm scanner and be able to send e-mail attachments of
> newspaper articles from microfilm, but we are wondering how much to
> charge.
>
>
>
> Our library currently charges $.25 per page in-state to copy and mail
> obituaries from the microfilm and a $1.00 fee plus $.25 per page to
> mail them out-of-state. (The justification for the difference in
> charges is that the majority of our library's budget is paid for by
> Ohio taxpayers and the rest of our budget is paid for by a local levy).
>
>
>
> Shawna Woodard
>
> Genealogy Librarian
>
> Dayton Metro Library
>
>----------------------------------------------------------------------->
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-Joyce A. McMullin, Branch Manager
Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen St.
Alexandria, VA 22314
PH: 703.838.4577 x 213
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Home Page:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/lhsc/special_collections_home.html
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050613/d9df50a7/
attachment.htm
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Mon Jun 13 20:23:24 2005
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Mon Jun 13 20:02:33 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
In-Reply-To: <42AE0C75.1010905@alexandria.lib.va.us>
Message-ID: <002301c57077$486d50f0$af28a8c0@genealogy>
The Muskogee Public Library charges $5.00 for both emailed and paper
copies. However, we also add a quarter per page for each sheet to cover
paper and toner costs. Prepayment is expected and recommended. Using a
Minolta MS 6000, we find that it is easy to keep improving the quality
of a scanned image by rescanning and rescanning at better settings. We
generally get a quality that is a degree better than before. Perhaps
this is from having a Ricoh printer.
The down side is that emailing takes longer than just pushing the print
button. First the scanning program has to be opened. After the image
is scanned, the email window has to be opened and an email address add.
We also are sure to put a counter number in the subject line so that the
recipient will know which email carries what. We also put a full
citation in the text box since we can no longer write it in the margin.
We have been emailing images for almost two years.
Our networked scanner is located in the public area and therefore
requires the level of security that would prevent a patron from getting
access to our server downstairs. This meant that we had to have
specially written program that just limits the computer to just scanning
and emailing or printing. I believe this is a one-of-a-kind program.
During an upgrade last year, the servicing company laid the tech off
because they thought he was through. Then they had to hire someone
special to figure the program out and to finish writing the code to put
the pieces back to work. This year we upgraded the PC and found that
the code needed modifying because the software had been too tightly
written to fit the previous computer.
Yes, we are back up, networked, emailing and printing. With a Canon DMP
100 now at the end of its service life, I am facing the decision whether
I want a push-button printer or another networked scanner.
Wally Waits
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 x257
"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
205.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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attachment.htm
From daysa at oplin.org Tue Jun 14 09:25:51 2005
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)

Date: Tue Jun 14 09:00:09 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
References: <007801c56e9e$83993070$8ebff704@sue2h1gbbufbn9>
Message-ID: <00af01c570e4$9ba45620$bb01a8c0@steubenville.lib.oh.us>
Sue
I am pretty sure my father in law went to that school but not of the date. His name
was Dwayne Day.
Sandy Day
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: Susan Potter
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Saturday, June 11, 2005 11:59 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Free to good home
I found in my father's effects a book that appears to be rather like a yearbook
for Navy trainees in San Francisco . It is dated 13 November 1942, and is called
"Bed Check, A Bief Chronicle of the Men of Class Six. There are brief stories
about the men who were in the Naval Training School (Radio Material) as well as
group pictures. It would be great if it could find a good home where others could
enjoy looking at their fathers/grandfathers/uncles.
Thank you.
Sue Potter
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Tue Jun 14 12:03:15 2005
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Tue Jun 14 11:41:31 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
Message-ID:
<5D14246AAC241246A0F2F56A60315C5901377696@FFXEXVM07.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>
Here is the message from our web site:
Prefer to have copies sent to you? Order up to 10 articles at a time via
e-mail <mailto:va_room@fairfaxcounty.gov?subject=HNI> or by phone at
703-293-6383 or by fax at 703-385-1911. Please include your street
address.
The fee is $.50 a page plus $2.50 for postage and handling.
Allow at least 2 to 4 weeks for delivery.
Most of the time when people request obits we find them in the death
notices. Those we usually email back at no charge. If they want a copy
we ask that they send a SASE or we send and bill them $3.00 based on the

above fee.
We do not distinguish between in state and out of state.
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax County Public Library
3915 Chain Bridge Road
Fairfax VA 22030
Tel. 703-293-6383
Fax 703-385-1911
suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov <mailto:suzanne.levy@fairfaxcounty.gov>
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr
<http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr>
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2005 5:55 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
Dear colleagues,
I am wondering how much your libraries charge for photocopying
and mailing obituaries to patrons. Do any of you send them as e-mail
attachments? The only library I know of that does this is the Columbus
Metropolitan Library (OH). Our library will soon be getting a microfilm
scanner and be able to send e-mail attachments of newspaper articles
from microfilm, but we are wondering how much to charge.
Our library currently charges $.25 per page in-state to copy and
mail obituaries from the microfilm and a $1.00 fee plus $.25 per page to
mail them out-of-state. (The justification for the difference in charges
is that the majority of our library's budget is paid for by Ohio
taxpayers and the rest of our budget is paid for by a local levy).
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050614/f25e8021/
attachment.htm
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Tue Jun 14 13:25:40 2005
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Tue Jun 14 13:04:36 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
In-Reply-To: <41D681BD81BFC44FAE37CB1E7697B2B210AB0C05@mail.DMCPL.local>
References: <41D681BD81BFC44FAE37CB1E7697B2B210AB0C05@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200506141225.AA25403015@and.lib.in.us>
The Anderson (Ind.) Public Library's Indiana Room was given a scanner
several years ago by our Friends of the Library. We actually prefer
sending scans of obituaries because we feel it saves time and trouble and
will always do it in the case where the customer wants only one or two
items. We do not charge for scans. For larger orders, we send paper

copies. We charge 10 cents per page and postage (which amounts to cost
recovery on materials). For large orders we request payment up front.
We would like to charge more, but it is the interpretation of our
Administration that we have to charge everyone one--in or out of district-the same thing.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
-----Original Message----From: "Shawna Woodard" <SWoodard@daytonmetrolibrary.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Mon, 13 Jun 2005 17:54:59 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear colleagues,
I am wondering how much your libraries charge for photocopying and
mailing obituaries to patrons. Do any of you send them as e-mail
attachments? The only library I know of that does this is the Columbus
Metropolitan Library (OH). Our library will soon be getting a
microfilm scanner and be able to send e-mail attachments of newspaper
articles from microfilm, but we are wondering how much to charge.
Our library currently charges $.25 per page in-state to copy and
obituaries from the microfilm and a $1.00 fee plus $.25 per page
mail them out-of-state. (The justification for the difference in
charges is that the majority of our library's budget is paid for
Ohio taxpayers and the rest of our budget is paid for by a local

mail
to
by
levy).

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library

From pm_mclaughlin at yahoo.com Tue Jun 14 14:32:49 2005
From: pm_mclaughlin at yahoo.com (P.M. McLaughlin)
Date: Tue Jun 14 14:11:04 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
In-Reply-To: <41D681BD81BFC44FAE37CB1E7697B2B210AB0C05@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID: <20050614183249.95030.qmail@web41902.mail.yahoo.com>
Right now we are not charging - but people must
include a SASE, or we will not even acknowledge the
request.
Pam McLaughlin
Fremont Public Library
Mundelein, IL 60060
www.fremontlibrary.org
--- Shawna Woodard <SWoodard@daytonmetrolibrary.org>
wrote:
> Dear colleagues,
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am wondering how much your libraries charge for
photocopying and mailing obituaries to patrons. Do
any of you send them as e-mail attachments? The
only library I know of that does this is the
Columbus Metropolitan Library (OH). Our library
will soon be getting a microfilm scanner and be able
to send e-mail attachments of newspaper articles
from microfilm, but we are wondering how much to
charge.
Our library currently charges $.25 per page in-state
to copy and mail obituaries from the microfilm and a
$1.00 fee plus $.25 per page to mail them
out-of-state. (The justification for the difference
in charges is that the majority of our library's
budget is paid for by Ohio taxpayers and the rest of
our budget is paid for by a local levy).
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
> _______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

__________________________________
Discover Yahoo!
Get on-the-go sports scores, stock quotes, news and more. Check it out!
http://discover.yahoo.com/mobile.html
From LNaukam at libraryweb.org Tue Jun 14 15:58:38 2005
From: LNaukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Tue Jun 14 15:35:36 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
Message-ID: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362016AF236@rpl05.rpl.org>
We used to charge 25 cents per obit on the honor system. After a number of years of
cutbacks, in 2003 the local board for the library voted to increase the obit fees
to 10 dollars per, paid in advance. We do make 2 to 3 copies of news articles
(accidents, political, parades, etc. - general news) for 5 dollars per.
There has been some small complaint, but mostly people pay it. Local people are
told that they can come in to the library and make them on the reader printers or
photocopiers for 15 cents. Out of towners have to send a check in advance.
We are planning to open a web page which has 750,000 searchable entries from 19602005 (birth, marriage, and deaths) soon; that will use credit cards.
Larry Naukam
Head of Local History and Genealogy Division
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY
From Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us Thu Jun 16 13:56:28 2005
From: Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us (Berger, Camilla)
Date: Thu Jun 16 13:34:40 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
Message-ID: <FADFA2DBC28296489DD3D7138FED85FA05590D1F@e_mail>

We do not have a microfilm scanner, but we do mail copies of obituaries. We
do not request a SASE because we are never sure how much information we
might find. We only charge $.20 per page + postage. I don't bill them a
specific amount in case the postage is different, but tell them the policy
and let them know that if they send any amount over that it is considered a
donation and will be used for the genealogy book collection. I usually
receive $200-300 in donations per year.
-----Original Message----From: Beth Oljace [mailto:boljace@and.lib.in.us]
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2005 10:26 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
The Anderson (Ind.) Public Library's Indiana Room was given a scanner
several years ago by our Friends of the Library. We actually prefer
sending scans of obituaries because we feel it saves time and trouble and
will always do it in the case where the customer wants only one or two
items. We do not charge for scans. For larger orders, we send paper
copies. We charge 10 cents per page and postage (which amounts to cost
recovery on materials). For large orders we request payment up front.
We would like to charge more, but it is the interpretation of our
Administration that we have to charge everyone one--in or out of district-the same thing.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
-----Original Message----From: "Shawna Woodard" <SWoodard@daytonmetrolibrary.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Mon, 13 Jun 2005 17:54:59 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear colleagues,
I am wondering how much your libraries charge for photocopying and
mailing obituaries to patrons. Do any of you send them as e-mail
attachments? The only library I know of that does this is the Columbus
Metropolitan Library (OH). Our library will soon be getting a
microfilm scanner and be able to send e-mail attachments of newspaper
articles from microfilm, but we are wondering how much to charge.
Our library currently charges $.25 per page in-state to copy and
obituaries from the microfilm and a $1.00 fee plus $.25 per page
mail them out-of-state. (The justification for the difference in
charges is that the majority of our library's budget is paid for
Ohio taxpayers and the rest of our budget is paid for by a local
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
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http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Jun 16 14:50:34 2005
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu Jun 16 14:28:43 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
In-Reply-To: <FADFA2DBC28296489DD3D7138FED85FA05590D1F@e_mail>
References: <FADFA2DBC28296489DD3D7138FED85FA05590D1F@e_mail>
Message-ID: <b63c865205061611503926343f@mail.gmail.com>
We charge $.15 (cents) per page for all our copying, including
obituaries and I don't generally even charge for postage unless it is
very big order. I would love to but my system does not have such
policies in place. My staff and I would love to set up something more
formal and really should work on it with my administration. We do,
however, make money on these obits for plenty of people, as you all
probably experience too, mail me $20.00 for an under $1.00 order. I
simply do not have the staff or the scanner (our webmaster has the
scanner) to open the floodgate in regards to scanning obituaries.
And, since I don't really have a scanning policy yet, I don't like the
idea of e-mailing folks copyrightable material they can put on their
webpage easily (our local newspaper very much considers the obits to
be their intellectual property). And, while folks can scan them all
by themselves from our copies at least I did not hand the the loaded
gun. :) I probably have asked this before, but I would love to get
copies of scanning policies for any local history collections in a
public library. Mary M.
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
The Home of the Linton Obituary Collection
From jewellebaker at cox.net Thu Jun 16 15:02:58 2005
From: jewellebaker at cox.net (Jewelle Baker)
Date: Thu Jun 16 14:41:19 2005
Subject: [Genealib] UpDate PC CHRONICLES VOL II
Message-ID: <013101c572a6$03271e00$68156544@Jewelle1>
Hello Group...
and all of our displaced Pitt Co NC friends with ancestral roots beginning
with Bath County 1696, Pamtecough 1705, Beaufort 1712, with Beaufort gaining from
Craven 1757, and FINALLY forming PITT County 1760 ..... you can see... these roots
stretch far and deep along the Migration Trails to the many families that now
populate these United States.
???and so,

here is

another UPDATE on Pitt County NC CHRONICLES VOL II, as requested by many of you on
my UpDate List and the various eMail Lists. Hopefully, this won?t ?overlap? each
other and you receive several. If so, consider this my apology and just delete!
Thanks!
HOORAY!!!! CHRONICLES OF PITT COUNTY, North Carolina, VOLUME II,
published by the Pitt County Historical Society, is scheduled
to arrive in Greenville around 28 June 2005 and will be distributed
immediately to those who have prepaid.
Look for your UPS shipments first weeks in July, labels being

prepared as we speak.
SHEPPARD MEMORIAL LIBRARY, Greenville, N.C. is the 'Pick-Up' Location
for PREPAID only.
[No sales can be made at the Library.]
Copies of Volume II may still be purchased at the pre-publication
price of $53.50 (including tax). Locals can pick-up copies at the
Humber House in Greenville. UPS Shipment Orders still accepted, see below.
For new orders requiring shipping, the total cost
However, due to the unanticipated number of pages
in Volume II, the price of the book will increase
(tax included) plus $10 for shipping after August

is $60.00.
and photographs
to $74.90
01, 2005.

For ALL of our new GenPCNCFIR members who are NOT familiar with the PITT
COUNTY CHRONICLES VOLUME ONE REPRINT AND VOLUME II.... and those of you on our
'Sister-eLists' who would like additional information.... click here:
http://www.usgennet.org/usa/nc/county/pitt/
or:

http://www.pittcountyhistoricalsociety.com/order-join-form.html
GenPCNCFIR Members with Yahoo ID's can click here for easy access:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/genpcncfir/files/

and to view CHRONICLE photos:
http://photos.groups.yahoo.com/group/genpcncfir/lst
CHRONICLES VOLUME II is a 1,046-page history of Pitt County, N.C. and its
citizens, both past and present.
It contains more than 1200 articles on Pitt County communities and family
histories, and includes over 1200 photos.
The community section is indexed with over 7,600 names and places The family
history index includes over 33,000 names of
individuals mentioned in the articles.
For additional information, and/or to place orders, feel free to contact
Chairman Sandra Hunsucker shunsucker@hotmail.com or Liz Sparrow
liz_sparrow@yahoo.com or mail to:
Chronicles of Pitt County Committee
Pitt County Historical Society
307 Queen Anne's Road
Greenville, N.C. 27858
If you haven't done so, place your order NOW for either the RePrint and/or Volume
II. As I've always said.... they should DEFINITELY be considered a Set... a MUST
HAVE for your home genealogical Library!
The Set makes a memorable gift for any
occasion for your family, friends, and "in-honor-of" to Libraries and/or
Genealogical Societies.
Please feel free to spread the word to friends, neighbors, relatives and other
eGroups who may be interested.
.....and as always, contact me whenever you need to.
Jewelle Baker
jewellebaker@cox.net

jewelle@coastalnet.com
Main SURNAMES;
CANNON; COX; JACKSON; McLAWHORN (all sp); WINGATE ++++
GenealogyPITT Co NC Friends In Research
(Serving all Eastern/Coastal NC Counties)
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/genpcncfir
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/genpcncfir/messages
eMail scan by NAV & certified Virus Free

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050616/430cfdb9/
attachment.htm
From kakmiller at yahoo.com Thu Jun 16 16:23:56 2005
From: kakmiller at yahoo.com (Karen Miller)
Date: Thu Jun 16 16:02:06 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
In-Reply-To: <b63c865205061611503926343f@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <20050616202357.23294.qmail@web52202.mail.yahoo.com>
Mary you pose a very interesting point about
copyright. Our library absolves itself of any
responsibility for infringements by patrons by posting
signs on self-serve copiers and on faxed materials
sent to patrons that the material may be protected by
copyright. You could do the same with photocopied
obituaries.
Wilmette Public Library recently got a great digital
scanner, and we've been experimenting with sending
scanned copies of obituaries in response to requests.
It's especially useful in the case of photographs as
it gives the patron the best possible copy from
microfilm. Currently Wilmette Public Library does not
have ANY charges for obituaries, but we do request a
donation. Response is spotty. Those who send a
contribution are generous, but most do not respond at
all.
This is a great discussion, and I'm very interested in
learning about the policies other libraries have
concerning charges for obituaries and similar
materials.
Karen Miller
Wilmette, Illinois
--- "Mary K. Mannix" <mkmannix@gmail.com> wrote:

> We charge $.15 (cents) per page for all our copying,
> including
> obituaries and I don't generally even charge for
> postage unless it is
> very big order. I would love to but my system does
> not have such
> policies in place. My staff and I would love to set
> up something more
> formal and really should work on it with my
> administration. We do,
> however, make money on these obits for plenty of
> people, as you all
> probably experience too, mail me $20.00 for an under
> $1.00 order. I
> simply do not have the staff or the scanner (our
> webmaster has the
> scanner) to open the floodgate in regards to
> scanning obituaries.
> And, since I don't really have a scanning policy
> yet, I don't like the
> idea of e-mailing folks copyrightable material they
> can put on their
> webpage easily (our local newspaper very much
> considers the obits to
> be their intellectual property). And, while folks
> can scan them all
> by themselves from our copies at least I did not
> hand the the loaded
> gun. :) I probably have asked this before, but I
> would love to get
> copies of scanning policies for any local history
> collections in a
> public library. Mary M.
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> The Home of the Linton Obituary Collection
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
From jmiller at fvrl.org Thu Jun 16 19:39:19 2005
From: jmiller at fvrl.org (Jane Miller)
Date: Thu Jun 16 19:17:32 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
In-Reply-To: <20050616202357.23294.qmail@web52202.mail.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <PDEGLJAGHGLEDNFCOEEICEADCCAA.jmiller@fvrl.org>

Sounds like this thread is still going, so I'll throw in my 2 cents. Our
copies policy tends to be inconsistent in general: first 10 copies free at
the Internet and photocopiers, but $.10 a page from the microfilm
reader/printers, and no limits on our electronics databases which can also
be a source of more recent obits. We do not charge for copies or postage
when mailing materials. People often mention they will pay if we tell them
how much, but we don't. Some do send a small donation (a buck or two), but
usually it ends up being free to them. We often get e-mail requests for
obits with the expectation that we can e-mail the material, which we can't.
So we have to ask them for a snail mail address because they seldom send
one, which takes up more staff time. The copyright issue troubles me, and I
think most of us live somewhat on those edges somewhere. I'd like to see us
be more consistent, but there are technical and other issues, and I don't
make policy.
Jane Miller
Reference/Genealogy Librarian
District Information Services
Fort Vancouver Regional Library
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Karen Miller
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2005 1:24 PM
To: Mary K. Mannix; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
Mary you pose a very interesting point about
copyright. Our library absolves itself of any
responsibility for infringements by patrons by posting
signs on self-serve copiers and on faxed materials
sent to patrons that the material may be protected by
copyright. You could do the same with photocopied
obituaries.
Wilmette Public Library recently got a great digital
scanner, and we've been experimenting with sending
scanned copies of obituaries in response to requests.
It's especially useful in the case of photographs as
it gives the patron the best possible copy from
microfilm. Currently Wilmette Public Library does not
have ANY charges for obituaries, but we do request a
donation. Response is spotty. Those who send a
contribution are generous, but most do not respond at
all.
This is a great discussion, and I'm very interested in
learning about the policies other libraries have
concerning charges for obituaries and similar
materials.
Karen Miller
Wilmette, Illinois
--- "Mary K. Mannix" <mkmannix@gmail.com> wrote:
> We charge $.15 (cents) per page for all our copying,

> including
> obituaries and I don't generally even charge for
> postage unless it is
> very big order. I would love to but my system does
> not have such
> policies in place. My staff and I would love to set
> up something more
> formal and really should work on it with my
> administration. We do,
> however, make money on these obits for plenty of
> people, as you all
> probably experience too, mail me $20.00 for an under
> $1.00 order. I
> simply do not have the staff or the scanner (our
> webmaster has the
> scanner) to open the floodgate in regards to
> scanning obituaries.
> And, since I don't really have a scanning policy
> yet, I don't like the
> idea of e-mailing folks copyrightable material they
> can put on their
> webpage easily (our local newspaper very much
> considers the obits to
> be their intellectual property). And, while folks
> can scan them all
> by themselves from our copies at least I did not
> hand the the loaded
> gun. :) I probably have asked this before, but I
> would love to get
> copies of scanning policies for any local history
> collections in a
> public library. Mary M.
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> The Home of the Linton Obituary Collection
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ksmith at aapld.org Fri Jun 17 12:38:12 2005
From: ksmith at aapld.org (Kristen Smith)

Date: Fri Jun 17 12:16:22 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
Message-ID: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0FB0@www.aapld.info>
Mary et al.,
Regarding copyright issues, it is generally a good idea to include a
copyright notice with any materials the library faxes or emails.
Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
847-458-6060 ext. 129
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K.
Mannix
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2005 1:51 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
We charge $.15 (cents) per page for all our copying, including
obituaries and I don't generally even charge for postage unless it is
very big order. I would love to but my system does not have such
policies in place. My staff and I would love to set up something more
formal and really should work on it with my administration. We do,
however, make money on these obits for plenty of people, as you all
probably experience too, mail me $20.00 for an under $1.00 order. I
simply do not have the staff or the scanner (our webmaster has the
scanner) to open the floodgate in regards to scanning obituaries.
And, since I don't really have a scanning policy yet, I don't like the
idea of e-mailing folks copyrightable material they can put on their
webpage easily (our local newspaper very much considers the obits to
be their intellectual property). And, while folks can scan them all
by themselves from our copies at least I did not hand the the loaded
gun. :) I probably have asked this before, but I would love to get
copies of scanning policies for any local history collections in a
public library. Mary M.
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
The Home of the Linton Obituary Collection
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From kdr at ckls.org Fri Jun 17 17:38:28 2005
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Fri Jun 17 17:15:46 2005
Subject: [Genealib] World War II Records
In-Reply-To: <004d01c5587d$24e5bf80$0a8df404@EudoraOffice>
Message-ID: <200506172137.QAA32707@www.kweb.net>
I have had some luck using NARA's

"Access to Archival Databases (AAD) System"

at:
<http://www.archives.gov/aad/index.html>http://www.archives.gov/aad/index.html
in searching for WWII soldiers (Click "search", then "World War II Army
Enlistment Records").
I suggest using the "Getting started" link to learn how the searching works
and
how to interpret the results. I was much more successful after reviewing that
information!
Kathy
At 07:04 AM 5/14/2005 -0500, you wrote:
>
> We have had a researcher the past couple of days looking for information
on a
> cousin who was lost in a plane crash flying "the hump" into China during
> WWII.? They had requested his military file knowing only his
> name,?birthdate,?and place of enlistment?and were told they needed his
> complete unit name. They are aware of the fire in the records center in St.
> Louis in the 1970's.
> ??? The Register of Deeds office has the records of the service men from
this
> county that were discharged.? The local VFW has records for those that the
> family has erected a flag on the Avenue of Flags locally, the high school
> where he graduated from in the county has been consolidated with a
> neighboring town in another county and at this time the family has not
> located the plaques and etc from the walls of the previous school.? There
was
> no record of him in the Kansas National Guard Archives,? The only letter
they
> have found in the family was after he completed basic training and was being
> assigned to a group in TX.? The note in the newspaper in 1944 stated that
the
> grandparents who had raised him (parents were deceased) had been notified he
> was MIA.? Family legend says the plane was found around 1955-1960.?The
> grandparents were deceased?by this time.?At this point we are looking at
> articles done by the National Geographic Society for clues and would
> appreciate any suggestions as to where or how to find this young man's
> records.?
> ?
> Eudora Petersen
> Cloud County Genealogical Society and
> Frank Carlson Library
> Concordia, KS
> <mailto:mepetersen@dustdevil.com>mepetersen@dustdevil.com
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Kathy Rippel
Dept. Head/Consultant
ILL/Ref/Rural Serv/Tech Serv,
Central Kansas Library System

1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
From vctinney at dcn.org Fri Jun 17 19:00:35 2005
From: vctinney at dcn.org (V. Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Jun 17 18:40:37 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
UPDATED
Message-ID: <42B35613.3010401@dcn.org>
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory UPDATED
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
Updated June 13, 2005
SEARCH:
The Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/searchthissite.htm
Complex pathways to the past are made simple by a careful
review of this "fundamental" genealogy guide and advanced
research directory.
Search for descriptive genealogy terms
and legitimate family history words related to your ancestry.
Obtain subsets of relevant link clusters or examples. Then,
continue separate searches within a desired family history,
pedigree or surname link. Information containing billions
of primary and secondary database records for individuals
are offered free or at cost, depending on the site reviewed.
----------------------------------------------------------Examples of interesting additions:
UNDER: Medical and Health
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/medicalhealthgenealogygenetics.htm#Health
THE DEATH CLOCK
When am I going to die? Like the hourglass of the Net,
the Death Clock will remind you just how short life is.
[Hint: Being optimistic is a great trait for genealogists
and family historians. It will give you more time.]
UNDER: Community, Maps & Geography
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/archives.htm#Community
Multimap.com - Online Maps to Everywhere
Includes "Street-level maps of the United Kingdom,
Europe and the US" for free. . . .
[Locate you destination before researching; look
for surrounding areas of interest.]
UNDER: News, Media and Travel
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/newsmediatravel.htm
TRAVEL - BUDGET:
Find cheap gas [USA]
"To sort the results according to price or city,
just click on the header of the table column"
[For the genealogist or family historian traveling
on a research trip by car.]

UNDER: Living Family and Fun Portal
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/livingfamilyfun.htm#Financial
Financial:
CNN/Money: Money 101
Step by Step guide to gaining control of your financial life.
[Have more money available for genealogical research services.]
UNDER: Top Search Engines and Directories:
Genealogy and Family History Internet Portals and Browsers
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/topsearchenginesdirectories.htm
CURRENT INFORMATION:
PubSearch: Search for New Content as it Becomes Available
"Create a free PubSub subscription:"
. . .
"Today, PubSub reads over over 10 million weblogs,
more than 50,000 internet newsgroups and all SEC
(EDGAR) filings. In the coming months, we'll be adding
many more streams of data, so stay tuned!"
SAMPLE: The word "history" picked up:
Oklahoma Political History
Becomes Important Genealogical Source
. . .
"Oklahoma Book Award finalist, Suzanne H. Schrems'
book Who's Rocking the Cradle? Women Pioneers of
Oklahoma Politics from Socialism to the KKK, 1900-1930,
contains wonderful histories of the ladies who forged women's
political culture in the early twentieth century.
[PRWEB Jun 17, 2005]"
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th] - 2004
Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.academic-genealogy.com/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050617/6d016c76/
attachment.htm
From AbigtM at aol.com Sat Jun 18 10:39:19 2005
From: AbigtM at aol.com (AbigtM@aol.com)
Date: Sat Jun 18 10:17:32 2005
Subject: [Genealib] How to find a biography of an author???
Message-ID: <20d.33ae798.2fe58c17@aol.com>
Hello,
I am searching for information of an author - Emil J. Abigt. He
books on architecture and I think gardening in the early 1900s in

published
Germany.

Abigt, Emil. Eigenheim des Mittelstandes. Ratgeber f?r Bau oder Kauf
eines eigenes Hauses mit Garten. Wiesbaden, Westdt. Vlgs.-Ges. 1910.
Ill.-OPpbd., 112 S. und 96 S. Bildanhang. Mit 300 Ansichten und Grundrissen. 4.
Aufl. <Bestellnr. 3011>
Stempel auf Vorsatz. Hinterer Vorsatz beschrieben.

[SW: Architektur]
Gefunden im Katalog:
_Architektur_
(http://cgi.zvab.com/SESSz154094866111119105134/cgi-bin/show-cat.cgi?
cat=6500161&lo=gr2&lang=de&uc
=de&shp=0&noimg=0)
(228 weitere Eintr?ge)
Anbieter: _Antiquariat Hans Hammerstein OHG_
(http://cgi.zvab.com/SESSz154094866111119105134/cgi-bin/show-cat.cgi?
aq=80799h&lo=gr2&lang=de&uc=de&shp=0&noi
mg=0)
<NOBR>[D M?nchen]
Preis:
EUR
97,00
Versand (Landweg):
EUR
4,50
Gesamt:
EUR
101,50
(http://www.zvab.com/SESSz154094866111119105134/gr2/de/shop/shop.php?
item=939929624&func=add)
____________________________________
I find several books listed by him on the ZVAB (Antiquarian Book Sellers).
I am writing a book on the Abicht-Abigt families of Germany and America.
This man uses our spelling of the name which indicates that it is more than
likely one of our particular line.
Here in America, I could look for him in the 1910, 1920 census. In Germany,
there is no central census. One must know the village/town/city of his
residence and then, it is still difficult. therefore, I think that some method
of using the publisher or other information pertinent to his profession might
be the only way.
Can anyone give me any suggestions?

Any help

will be appreciated.

Thank you.
Marilyn Abigt
Montgomery, AL
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050618/21e10c5d/
attachment.htm
From pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us Sat Jun 18 12:14:28 2005
From: pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us (Paula Manzella)
Date: Sat Jun 18 11:52:41 2005
Subject: [Genealib] charges for photocopying obituaries
References: <FADFA2DBC28296489DD3D7138FED85FA05590D1F@e_mail>
<b63c865205061611503926343f@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <42B44864.EB71FF62@bcls.lib.nj.us>
Hi,
I am always intrigued by the vast differences in the fee policies
across the library world. For a number of reasons - staffing and customer
service being two - about five years ago, we instituted the following fee
structure for all genealogy/family history research:
Burlington County Library's fees for research are as follows:
1) If you are looking for a newspaper notice of a specific event, i.e. a
birth, marriage, or obituary/death notice, and you know the date, the BCL
charge is $5.00 for the search PER NOTICE plus $.25 per photocopied page
(e.g., 2 obituaries = 2 notices = $10.50). Pre-payment is required and the

fee includes postage. Please allow 15 working days.
2) If you are looking for family history, genealogy, or biographical
information on a Burlington County family, we will search a specific list
of resources which are available in our New Jersey Room Collection for a
pre-paid research fee of $15.00 plus $.25 per photocopy. The search fee
includes postage. Photocopies will be billed. Please allow 4-6 weeks.
We will scan and email, but the same fee policy applies... However,
because the process is currently cumbersome for staff, we don't promote it
much.
We have five indexes <
http://research.bcls.lib.nj.us/result.phtml?topic=6 > that researchers
can search for citations to birth, death, and marrige notices in a number
of local newspapers. They can then write us for the item.
We also offer an online "newspaper directory"
<http://sql.bcls.lib.nj.us/gen/descriptions.html> (currently not used much
by the public, but I'm working on that) that gives alternate locations for
each newspaper title. So, if someone doesn't want to pay our fees, they
can contact the other locations for their fees/service.
Regards,
Paula Manzella
Sr. Reference Librarian
Local History & Genealogy
Burlington County Library
5 Pioneer Blvd.
Westampton, NJ 08060
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050618/68bf6db7/
attachment.htm
From ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us Sat Jun 18 12:33:32 2005
From: ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us (Ernie Thode)
Date: Sat Jun 18 12:11:18 2005
Subject: [Genealib] How to find a biography of an author???
Message-ID: <200506181233.AA428540204@mail.wcplib.lib.oh.us>
I find that he had a publishing house in Leipzig and that his successor was located
at Gutenbergstrasse 2 in Leipzig. I suggest that you contact the municipal archive
in Leipzig:
Stadtarchiv Leipzig
Fon: 0341/24290
Fax: 0341/2429121
stadtarchiv (at) Leipzig.de
Ernie Thode
Washington County Public Library
Local History and Genealogy Dept.
418 Washington St.
Marietta, OH 45750-1922
phone (740) 376-2172
fax (740) 376-2175
---------- Original Message ----------------------------------

From: AbigtM@aol.com
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Sat, 18 Jun 2005 10:39:19 EDT
Hello,
I am searching for information of an author - Emil J. Abigt. He
books on architecture and I think gardening in the early 1900s in

published
Germany.

Abigt, Emil. Eigenheim des Mittelstandes. Ratgeber f?r Bau oder Kauf
eines eigenes Hauses mit Garten. Wiesbaden, Westdt. Vlgs.-Ges. 1910.
Ill.-OPpbd., 112 S. und 96 S. Bildanhang. Mit 300 Ansichten und Grundrissen. 4.
Aufl. <Bestellnr. 3011>
Stempel auf Vorsatz. Hinterer Vorsatz beschrieben.
[SW: Architektur]
Gefunden im Katalog:
_Architektur_
(http://cgi.zvab.com/SESSz154094866111119105134/cgi-bin/show-cat.cgi?
cat=6500161&lo=gr2&#9001;=de&uc
=de&shp=0&noimg=0)
(228 weitere Eintr?ge)
Anbieter: _Antiquariat Hans Hammerstein OHG_
(http://cgi.zvab.com/SESSz154094866111119105134/cgi-bin/show-cat.cgi?
aq=80799h&lo=gr2&#9001;=de&uc=de&shp=0&noi
mg=0)
<NOBR>[D M?nchen]
Preis:
EUR
97,00
Versand (Landweg):
EUR
4,50
Gesamt:
EUR
101,50
(http://www.zvab.com/SESSz154094866111119105134/gr2/de/shop/shop.php?
item=939929624&func=add)
____________________________________
I find several books listed by him on the ZVAB (Antiquarian Book Sellers).
I am writing a book on the Abicht-Abigt families of Germany and America.
This man uses our spelling of the name which indicates that it is more than
likely one of our particular line.
Here in America, I could look for him in the 1910, 1920 census. In Germany,
there is no central census. One must know the village/town/city of his
residence and then, it is still difficult. therefore, I think that some method
of using the publisher or other information pertinent to his profession might
be the only way.
Can anyone give me any suggestions?

Any help

will be appreciated.

Thank you.
Marilyn Abigt
Montgomery, AL

________________________________________________________________
Sent via the WebMail system at mail.wcplib.lib.oh.us

From MrArchive at aol.com Sat Jun 18 13:18:18 2005
From: MrArchive at aol.com (MrArchive@aol.com)
Date: Sat Jun 18 12:56:26 2005
Subject: [Genealib] How to find a biography of an author???
Message-ID: <77.47c1c43a.2fe5b15a@aol.com>
Did you try abebooks.com or the OCLC catalogue??
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050618/fd574ba2/
attachment.htm
From mokotoff at earthlink.net Sat Jun 18 13:29:09 2005
From: mokotoff at earthlink.net (Gary Mokotoff-)
Date: Sat Jun 18 13:07:53 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Avotaynu Guide to Jewish Genealogy
Message-ID: <NCBBLOACEKFICHKEDAOJEELKMAAA.mokotoff@earthlink.net>
Avotaynu, the leading publisher of books for Jewish genealogy, published
last July the "Avotaynu Guide to Jewish Genealogy." The reviews are in and
the comments are excellent.
"Reference Book Bulletin" of the American Library Association (February 1,
2005) stated "What a treat for genealogists when two of today's foremost
authorities on Jewish genealogical research join forces with more than 60
international experts to create a much-needed reference book...Designed for
'one-stop' shopping, [the book] is both a beginning and advanced guide for
anyone seriously researching Jewish family heritage."
"NGS Quarterly" (December 2004) stated "The book has consolidated the major
themes and issues of Jewish genealogy into one volume, which will provide
the researcher with a good first place to look. It is a must for every
library with a genealogical collection and will remain -the- book on Jewish
genealogy for years to come."
"APG Quarterly" (March 2005) stated "If you have Jewish ancestry you must
read this guide and the review. If you don't have Jewish ancestry, please do
not skip this review. The guidebook is helpful for researchers from many
different ethnic groups and for many localities including basic U.S.
resources. I am doing Eastern European research word on families believed to
be non-Jewish, and I found this guide helpful soon after I received it for
review."
Additional information about the book including the complete table of
contents and a sample chapter can be found at
http://www.avotaynu.com/books/guide.htm.
Gary Mokotoff
From MVanHorn at chplnj.org Sat Jun 18 16:42:32 2005
From: MVanHorn at chplnj.org (Miranda VanHorn)
Date: Sat Jun 18 16:20:42 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Quest/computers/genealogy class
Message-ID: <200506181642.AA1882128670@chplnj.org>
Periodically I offer a class for Genealogists using computers here at our public

library. I usually cover getting started, some old favorites, and new sites.
Since we've just added Heritage Quest to the list of databases available to our
membership, I thought I'd offer an intro to using the database. I find instruction
on HQ's help pages not very.....ummmm ....exciting ....or thorough. (Is it me?)
Any suggestions?
Miranda Van Horn
Cherry Hill Public Library
Cherry Hill, NJ
From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Sat Jun 18 16:46:04 2005
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey J. Courouleau)
Date: Sat Jun 18 16:24:17 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Quest/computers/genealogy class
In-Reply-To: <200506181642.AA1882128670@chplnj.org>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCEEAAEIAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
You might search through the list archives for the discussion we had a month
or two ago about HeritageQuest. Help files (both homegrown and
company-provided) were centralized to one place. I had a bit of a hand in it
after I explained some of the intricacies of HQ printing and some of the
hidden quirks. :)
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Miranda
VanHorn
Sent: Saturday, June 18, 2005 15:43
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Quest/computers/genealogy class
Periodically I offer a class for Genealogists using computers here at our
public library. I usually cover getting started, some old favorites, and
new sites. Since we've just added Heritage Quest to the list of databases
available to our membership, I thought I'd offer an intro to using the
database. I find instruction on HQ's help pages not very.....ummmm
....exciting ....or thorough. (Is it me?) Any suggestions?
Miranda Van Horn
Cherry Hill Public Library
Cherry Hill, NJ
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Sun Jun 19 00:36:37 2005
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Sun Jun 19 00:15:46 2005
Subject: [Genealib] How to find a biography of an author???
In-Reply-To: <20d.33ae798.2fe58c17@aol.com>
Message-ID: <200506190436.j5J4acb6017007@ms-smtp-02.tampabay.rr.com>
One genealogist I know has recommended trying Thomson Gale?s K. G. Saur
series of international biographies. Hope that helps!
Drew
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Instructor, School of Library and Information Science
College of Arts and Sciences, University of South Florida, Tampa
dsmith@mail.usf.edu
work: (813) 974-6849
cell: (813) 263-2028

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of AbigtM@aol.com
Sent: Saturday, June 18, 2005 10:39 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] How to find a biography of an author???
Hello,
I am searching for information of an author - Emil J. Abigt. He published
books on architecture and I think gardening in the early 1900s in Germany.
Abigt, Emil. Eigenheim des Mittelstandes. Ratgeber f?r Bau oder Kauf eines
eigenes Hauses mit Garten. Wiesbaden, Westdt. Vlgs.-Ges. 1910. Ill.-OPpbd.,
112 S. und 96 S. Bildanhang. Mit 300 Ansichten und Grundrissen. 4. Aufl.
<Bestellnr. 3011>
Stempel auf Vorsatz. Hinterer Vorsatz beschrieben.
[SW: Architektur]
Gefunden im Katalog:
Architektur
<http://cgi.zvab.com/SESSz154094866111119105134/cgi-bin/show-cat.cgi?cat=650
0161&lo=gr2&lang=de&uc=de&shp=0&noimg=0>
(228 weitere Eintr?ge)
Anbieter:
Antiquariat
<http://cgi.zvab.com/SESSz154094866111119105134/cgi-bin/show-cat.cgi?aq=8079
9h&lo=gr2&lang=de&uc=de&shp=0&noimg=0> Hans Hammerstein OHG [D-80799
M?nchen]
Preis:
EUR
97,00
Versand (Landweg):
EUR
4,50
Gesamt:
EUR
101,50
<http://www.zvab.com/SESSz154094866111119105134/gr2/de/shop/shop.php?item=93

9929624&func=add> [In den Warenkorb]
_____
I find several books listed by him on the ZVAB (Antiquarian Book Sellers).
I am writing a book on the Abicht-Abigt families of Germany and America.
This man uses our spelling of the name which indicates that it is more than
likely one of our particular line.
Here in America, I could look for him in the 1910, 1920 census. In Germany,
there is no central census. One must know the village/town/city of his
residence and then, it is still difficult. therefore, I think that some
method of using the publisher or other information pertinent to his
profession might be the only way.
Can anyone give me any suggestions?

Any help will be appreciated.

Thank you.
Marilyn Abigt
Montgomery, AL
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050619/0414e2da/
attachment.htm
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Mon Jun 20 10:27:49 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Mon Jun 20 10:05:52 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Quest/computers/genealogy class
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B02F1CEFD@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
You can take a free on line/live class from ProQuest for any of their
products. Just go to the ProQuest web site and look for the training
calendar. At the training you'll hook up by phone with an instructor and
they'll have control of your screen while they teach you the stuff. You
can also ask questions.
Tracy E. Luscombe
McKinney Public Library
McKinney, TX
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Miranda
VanHorn
Sent: Saturday, June 18, 2005 3:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Quest/computers/genealogy class
Periodically I offer a class for Genealogists using computers here at
our public library. I usually cover getting started, some old
favorites, and new sites. Since we've just added Heritage Quest to the
list of databases available to our membership, I thought I'd offer an
intro to using the database. I find instruction on HQ's help pages not
very.....ummmm ....exciting ....or thorough. (Is it me?) Any
suggestions?
Miranda Van Horn

Cherry Hill Public Library
Cherry Hill, NJ
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From kakmiller at yahoo.com Mon Jun 20 11:55:12 2005
From: kakmiller at yahoo.com (Karen Miller)
Date: Mon Jun 20 11:33:14 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Quest/computers/genealogy class
In-Reply-To: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B02F1CEFD@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <20050620155512.73812.qmail@web52207.mail.yahoo.com>
Thanks Tracy for the reminder. This is one of those
things I "knew" but hadn't taken advantage of.
Karen Miller
Wilmette Public Library
Wilmette, IL
--- Tracy Luscombe <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

You can take a free on line/live class from ProQuest
for any of their
products. Just go to the ProQuest web site and look
for the training
calendar. At the training you'll hook up by phone
with an instructor and
they'll have control of your screen while they teach
you the stuff. You
can also ask questions.
Tracy E. Luscombe
McKinney Public Library
McKinney, TX
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On
Behalf Of Miranda
VanHorn
Sent: Saturday, June 18, 2005 3:43 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage
Quest/computers/genealogy class
Periodically I offer a class for Genealogists using

> computers here at
> our public library. I usually cover getting
> started, some old
> favorites, and new sites. Since we've just added
> Heritage Quest to the
> list of databases available to our membership, I
> thought I'd offer an
> intro to using the database. I find instruction on
> HQ's help pages not
> very.....ummmm ....exciting ....or thorough. (Is it
> me?) Any
> suggestions?
> Miranda Van Horn
> Cherry Hill Public Library
> Cherry Hill, NJ
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> > The material in this e-mail is intended only for
the
> use of the individual to whom it is addressed and
> may contain information that is confidential,
> privileged, and exempt from disclosure under
> applicable law. If you are not the intended
> recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review,
> use, disclosure, duplication, distribution, or the
> taking of any action in reliance on this information
> is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
> e-mail in error, please notify the sender by return
> email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of
> the original message and any attachments
> immediately. Please note that neither City of
> McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility
> for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan
> attachments (if any). Thank You.
> > _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

____________________________________________________
Yahoo! Sports
Rekindle the Rivalries. Sign up for Fantasy Football
http://football.fantasysports.yahoo.com
From mccartj at halifaxpubliclibraries.ca Mon Jun 20 09:25:46 2005
From: mccartj at halifaxpubliclibraries.ca (Joanne McCarthy)
Date: Mon Jun 20 12:04:43 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker in a public library setting
Message-ID: <111928474619728-20132519728majm1@nsh.library.ns.ca>
Hello everyone,
We have three copies of Family Tree maker and are considering loading

them onto stand alone computers for public use. I know there are
concerns about privacy and wonder if anyone has found a way to resolve
this problem. For example, we are considering having the patron load it
brand new to the stand alone computer each time they want to use it, but
then staff would have to remember to delete the software afterwards. Im
not sure if this will really work, and was wondering if there are any
other solutions to this issue.
Of course, we can't put them into circulation, so are looking for a
viable solution.
Thank you for your time and advice.
Joanne
Joanne McCarthy
Reference Librarian
Halifax Regional Library
5381 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Mon Jun 20 12:29:58 2005
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Mon Jun 20 12:07:59 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker in a public library setting
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D226016278E5@phosphorus.uwa.edu>
We have loaded PAF onto every computer in our library and in the library
lab. It is a free download from the church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, www.familysearch.org. It is compatible with Family Tree
Maker and most genealogy programs available on the market today. It
does everything that most people would want a genealogy program to do.
We did call and get permission to use the program on our computers.
Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205 652-3677
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joanne
McCarthy
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2005 8:26 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker in a public library setting
Hello everyone,
We have three copies of Family Tree maker and are considering loading
them onto stand alone computers for public use. I know there are
concerns about privacy and wonder if anyone has found a way to resolve
this problem. For example, we are considering having the patron load it

brand new to the stand alone computer each time they want to use it, but
then staff would have to remember to delete the software afterwards. Im
not sure if this will really work, and was wondering if there are any
other solutions to this issue.
Of course, we can't put them into circulation, so are looking for a
viable solution.
Thank you for your time and advice.
Joanne
Joanne McCarthy
Reference Librarian
Halifax Regional Library
5381 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From gwyneth.duncan at duke.edu Mon Jun 20 14:31:29 2005
From: gwyneth.duncan at duke.edu (Gwyneth Duncan)
Date: Mon Jun 20 14:10:03 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Quest/computers/genealogy class
In-Reply-To: <200506181642.AA1882128670@chplnj.org>
References: <200506181642.AA1882128670@chplnj.org>
Message-ID: <971BBB1EB8D7365E15327B0B@GwynethHome>
You may want to look at the Heritage Quest tutorial on the Grapevine Public
Library site:
<http://www.grapevine.lib.tx.us/Heritage%20quest%20online%20help/index.html>.
Gwyneth
--On Saturday, June 18, 2005 4:42 PM -0400 Miranda VanHorn
<MVanHorn@chplnj.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Periodically I offer a class for Genealogists using computers here at our
public library. I usually cover getting started, some old favorites,
and new sites. Since we've just added Heritage Quest to the list of
databases available to our membership, I thought I'd offer an intro to
using the database. I find instruction on HQ's help pages not
very.....ummmm ....exciting ....or thorough. (Is it me?) Any
suggestions? Miranda Van Horn
Cherry Hill Public Library
Cherry Hill, NJ
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

---------------------------------------------------Gwyneth Duncan
Voice: 919-660-5860
Systems Librarian
Fax: 919-684-2855
Perkins Library
Email: gwyneth.duncan@duke.edu
Box 90196
Duke University
Durham, NC 27708-0196
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Mon Jun 20 15:33:03 2005
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Mon Jun 20 15:12:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker in a public library setting
In-Reply-To: <111928474619728-20132519728majm1@nsh.library.ns.ca>
Message-ID: <002b01c575ce$e09a0470$af28a8c0@genealogy>
We added several Family Tree Maker programs two years ago to public
computers. To date, I have seen very little use of the programs.
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 x257
"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
205.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joanne
McCarthy
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2005 8:26 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker in a public library setting
Hello everyone,
We have three copies of Family Tree maker and are considering loading
them onto stand alone computers for public use. I know there are
concerns about privacy and wonder if anyone has found a way to resolve
this problem. For example, we are considering having the patron load it
brand new to the stand alone computer each time they want to use it, but
then staff would have to remember to delete the software afterwards. Im
not sure if this will really work, and was wondering if there are any
other solutions to this issue.
Of course, we can't put them into circulation, so are looking for a
viable solution.
Thank you for your time and advice.
Joanne
Joanne McCarthy
Reference Librarian
Halifax Regional Library

5381 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Mon Jun 20 15:44:33 2005
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey J. Courouleau)
Date: Mon Jun 20 15:22:49 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker in a public library setting
In-Reply-To: <002b01c575ce$e09a0470$af28a8c0@genealogy>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCOECNEIAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
We have Family Tree Maker on one computer and see very little, if any, use.
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of MPL
Genealogy
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2005 14:33
To: mccartj@halifaxpubliclibraries.ca; 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker in a public library setting
We added several Family Tree Maker programs two years ago to public
computers. To date, I have seen very little use of the programs.
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 x257
"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.

205.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joanne
McCarthy
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2005 8:26 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker in a public library setting
Hello everyone,
We have three copies of Family Tree maker and are considering loading
them onto stand alone computers for public use. I know there are
concerns about privacy and wonder if anyone has found a way to resolve
this problem. For example, we are considering having the patron load it
brand new to the stand alone computer each time they want to use it, but
then staff would have to remember to delete the software afterwards. Im
not sure if this will really work, and was wondering if there are any
other solutions to this issue.
Of course, we can't put them into circulation, so are looking for a
viable solution.
Thank you for your time and advice.
Joanne
Joanne McCarthy
Reference Librarian
Halifax Regional Library
5381 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Mon Jun 20 17:03:54 2005
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Mon Jun 20 16:41:59 2005
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (June 2005)
Message-ID: <16A9005EDEB2D611BDE000306E015F160174212A@chinn1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC

June 2005

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.
703-792-4540 www.pwcgov.org/library <http://www.pwcgov.org/library>
Email: relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2@pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials in RELIC (through the end of
May) click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001060002048
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001060002048>

RELIC After Dark, our gala held on May 14, was a stimulating evening for
our patrons and staff alike. The response to the event has been so
positive we are already at work on plans for a similar evening to be
held next spring. Stay tuned for details.
Thanks to a donation from former County Supervisor Ben Thompson
(Brentsville District), special lighting controls were recently
installed over RELIC's microfilm reader area, allowing us to dim the
lights for better viewing of low-contrast microforms.

UPCOMING PROGRAMS - NOW TAKING REGISTRATIONS

Following are upcoming programs at Bull Run Regional Library related to
local history and genealogy. Regular times for monthly programs
(Genealogy Resources Users Group) are the fourth Tuesday of each month
(except December) at 7:30 p.m. Group programs are held in the
Library's community room. Sign language interpretation of library
programs is available if requested three weeks in advance. Funding for
RELIC programs is supported by grants from the Friends of the Central
and Bull Run Libraries.
Tuesday June 28 - What's New in Genealogy Online?
The Genealogy Doctor is In - Thursdays, July 7, August 4, 18.
Tuesday July 26 - Genealogy 101.
Tuesday August 21 - Progressing to Europe.
(For details, see below.)

Also in this issue:
Delving Into RELIC:

Tracing Land Titles (Part 2)

Tuesday June 28, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
WHAT'S NEW IN GENEALOGY ONLINE?
Although one must be careful when using the Internet for family
research, there are many tools there that are great time-savers. Learn
about some of the latest and most useful resources for genealogy on the
Web, on Tuesday June 28, at 7:30 p.m., presented by Don Wilson of the
RELIC Staff.
The program will include a live demonstration of
important free sites as well as subscription sites available free to
Library cardholders.
To register for this free program contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or
TTY: (703) 792-4524, or through email at relic2@pwcgov.org.
Tuesday July 26, 2005, 7:30-8:45 p.m.
GENEALOGY 101
Family history enthusiasts will have an opportunity to learn about
methods, strategies and resources for tracing their roots at a free
session sponsored by RELIC on June 26, at 7:30 p.m. The program will be
conducted by local genealogy instructor Diane Nesmeyer.
Both beginners and those who have dabbled in various aspects of their
family heritage will benefit from this presentation, which will
highlight the numerous free genealogical resources available at RELIC
and Nesmeyer's expertise as a veteran researcher.
To register for this free program contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or
TTY: (703) 792-4524, or through email at relic2@pwcgov.org. Sign
language interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library
programs if requested at least three weeks in advance.
Tuesday, August 23, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
PROGRESSING TO EUROPE:

A GERMAN EXAMPLE

Learn what's need to locate your European ancestor before you cross the
Atlantic. Learn which records lead to his/her place of birth, and about
alternative records to try if the "usual sources" aren't available.
Sample the use of maps, gazetteers and common web sites. Examine a
record. This program will be presented by Carol Whitton, coordinator of
the Fairfax County Genealogical Society's German Special Interest Group.
To register for this free program contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or
TTY: (703) 792-4524, or through email at relic2@pwcgov.org. Sign
language interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library

programs if requested at least three weeks in advance.

The Genealogy Doctor Is In

Schedule a private, 30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson to start
your research or discuss and analyze an historical or genealogical
problem that has stumped you. First and Third Thursdays of each month,
10:00 a.m. - 12 noon.

(Upcoming available dates: July 7, August 4, August 18.
times: 10:00, 10:45, 11:30 a.m.)

Choice of

Call RELIC at 703-792-4540 for a free appointment.
DELVING INTO RELIC
By Don Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
TRACING LAND TITLES:

PART 2.

Last month we covered sources for Prince William County land research
since 1865. Research prior to the Civil War is made difficult by the
loss of numerous records during the Federal occupation of Prince William
County. An eyewitness account by a Massachusetts officer in October
1863 highlights the damage that had been suffered by the Clerk's Office
and its records. An upcoming article in Prince William Reliquary will
enumerate the records surviving at the end of the war and the County's
attempts to reconstruct lost files.
>From Prince William's creation in 1731 until 1865, more than 50 deed
books were created. Of that number least 15 deed books are now missing,
and 11 others have missing or damaged pages. One volume called "Land
Records" (1835-1843) is a collection of fragments from four otherwise
lost books (14, 15, 17, and 18). See the Library of Virginia's website
for an inventory of existing records:
http://www.lva.lib.va.us/whatwehave/local/local_rec/county_city/prince_w
illiam.htm#land_records.
After the War, land owners were encouraged to re-record documents that
had disappeared from the court house. Nevertheless, many if not most
title searches today run into a brick wall at some point before 1865.
RELIC has copies of all the surviving
microfilm, including a microfilm copy
the 20th century. The index does not
District Court Deed Book B (1795-99),
after the index was prepared.

deeds for this period, on
of an index that was prepared in
include Deed Book A (1731-32) and
which were apparently recovered

Here are my recommended steps for tracing a title backwards from 1865.
*

Begin with the name of the owner in 1865 and a description of

the property.
*
Check the General Index to Deeds (on microfilm, 1732-1799 and
1799-1887) for that name as a grantee (buyer).
*
If you find the name, make a note of the book and page
references and check them one-by-one until you find the correct
document.
*

Repeat the process using the newly-found seller's name.

If an owner had many transactions, this may become tedious. The General
Index gives no property description to help you. The date of each
document can only be estimated by the book reference.
If you do not find the name or do not find the correct document (or find
the number of transactions to check to be overwhelming):
*
Work backwards through the annual land tax lists (on microfilm
1782-1861) to see how long the land was in that person's name. On some
lists you may find the name of the previous owner after the current
owner's name. [For example: Smith, John (of Jones) means that this
property was conveyed by someone named Jones to John Smith.]
RELIC has
the films for Prince William and Stafford. The films can also be
borrowed through interlibrary loan from the Library of Virginia. See
http://www.lvalib.va.us/whatwehave/tax/index.htm
<http://www.lva.lib.va.us/whatwehave/tax/index.htm> .
*
The tax lists will give you the owner's name, county of
residence, type of ownership (fee simple, life interest), number of
acres or lots, location clue (such as nearby stream or adjacent owner,
distance and direction from the courthouse), value per acre, value of
improvements, total value, and tax rate.
*
The first year the property is in the person's name, there
should be a memo in the Remarks column indicating how it was obtained.
[For example: "By Deed from Robert Jones" or "By will from William
Brown."] If that memo is missing, you may need to scan properties on
the previous tax year to find one whose acreage, location and value
match yours. That property must disappear from the previous owner's
list as soon as your owner picks it up.
*
Examine the surviving deeds for a year or two before the
reported tax transfer to see if it might have been overlooked in the
deeds index. Most times you will find a gap in the records.
If the
deed is lost, you will have to reconstruct the provisions of the deed
from the other clues you have.
*
Check the minutes of the County, Circuit or District Court for
the immediate period to see if there is a reference to the conveyance
being recorded. That will give you the full names of both parties, the
date of recording, and names of witnesses. Occasionally other details
will be found there.
*
In 1827 a manuscript index was prepared by the County Clerk
which covered all deeds back to 1731 (including deeds that are now
lost). Unfortunately, the first volume of the index (surnames A-L) has
disappeared, as well as the pages for the letters X-Z. RELIC has
prepared a cross index for the surviving manuscript, M-W. Names A-L and

Y appear as the second party for many of these deeds. Thus it is
estimated that perhaps three quarters of all original deeds are indexed
here (lacking those in which both parties are within the missing
alphabet).
*
Occasionally you may find an early newspaper advertisement that
describes your land for sale. It can be a valuable source for details
about the buildings and landscape of the tract. See Ronald R. Turner's
series Prince William County Virginia [.] Newspaper Transcripts
[1784-1860, 1865-1875, 1876-1899] (Manassas: Author, 1999-2001).
*
For the period prior to 1799, take advantage of the published
abstracts of deeds by Ruth and Sam Sparacio (1740-1799) and by June W.
Johnson (1731-1740). These have comprehensive name indexes and some
volumes have helpful place-name indexes. When you add to the 1827
manuscript index the indexing by Sparacio and Johnson, something
approaching 90 percent of early deeds are probably accounted for.
*
Prior to 1782, when the Land Tax lists begin, a series of Rent
Rolls exist that were maintained by the Proprietor's Office. RELIC has
collected all known surviving lists: 1735/6 [Hamilton Parish], 1738/9
[Hamilton Parish], 1751/2, 1753, 1754, 1760, 1761, 1762, 1765, 1767,
1773, 1777, and 1779.
Poll lists for 1741 and 1761 identify
landowners, although they don't describe their lands. RELIC has
collected copies of these lists in a notebook.
*
Before 1731, Prince William County lands were part of Stafford
County (the Potomac watershed) or King George County (the Rappahannock
watershed, now totally within Fauquier County). King George County
(created 1721) and its parent counties of Richmond (created 1692) and
Old Rappahannock (created 1656) have intact files of deeds. Those of
interest to Prince William land titles have been abstracted by Ruth and
Sam Sparacio.
*
The early records of Stafford County (created 1664) are spotty.
The Sparacios have abstracted most of what survives, including deeds
1680, 1686-1693, 1699-1709, and 1722-1728.
A Rent Roll for 1723 may be
helpful. The Land Causes of Prince William County's District Court
(beginning 1789) contain transcripts of early land titles, including
some going back to the first settlements. The first volume of Land
Causes (1789-1793) has been abstracted by the Sparacios. The second
volume (1793-1811) is being published serially in RELIC's online journal
Prince William Reliquary. More volumes await publication.
*
Private papers found in archives and historical societies may
supply copies of missing documents. One prime example is the Land Book
of John Mercer of Stafford County containing Northern Virginia documents
from 1654 to 1767. See "John Mercer and His Land Book," by Wesley E.
Pippenger, in Magazine of Virginia Genealogy, 34:85 (Spring 1996).
*
Continue working backward until you reach the original land
grant obtained from the Proprietor's Office. (The earliest grant in
present day Prince William County is believed to be that of Thomas
Burbage, 1653.)
The text and some plats of original Prince William
grants are available online at www.lva.lib.va.us/whatwehave/land, click
on Virginia Land Office Patents [etc.].
Abstracts of the grants appear
in book form by Gertrude E. Gray (covering 1694-1862) and by Nell M.
Nugent (the period before 1694 is in Cavaliers and Pioneers).

*
In addition to the original grant, other papers (warrants and
surveys) may be available that add detail about the first settler. See
Peggy Shomo Joyner, Northern Neck Warrants & Surveys [volume 3]:
Dunmore, Shenandoah, Culpeper, Prince William, Fauquier & Stafford
Counties, 1710-1780 [Portsmouth: Author, 1986].
*
A RELIC volunteer is working on a map showing original grants
within present-day Prince William County. While it is still at a
preliminary stage, the information currently available to us may help to
identify the first owner of your land. Working forward in time from
that grant is another option to the researcher who is stuck on his trip
backward in time.
Although the above instructions are especially for Prince William
research, the general principals may be useful in doing land research
throughout Virginia, and may give you ideas of what to look for in other
states.

#
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue
Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540 www.pwcgov.org/library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050620/536692d7/
attachment.htm
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Mon Jun 20 18:09:49 2005
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Mon Jun 20 17:47:55 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker in a public library setting
In-Reply-To: <002b01c575ce$e09a0470$af28a8c0@genealogy>
References: <002b01c575ce$e09a0470$af28a8c0@genealogy>
Message-ID: <42B73EAD.6020003@arlsmail.org>
Ditto here
Laura
MPL Genealogy wrote:
>We added several Family Tree Maker programs two years ago to public
>computers. To date, I have seen very little use of the programs.
>
>Muskogee Public Library
>Local History/Genealogy Libn.
>history@eok.lib.ok.us
>918-682-6657 x257
>
>"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
>even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
>in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
>205.

>
>
>-----Original Message---->From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joanne
>McCarthy
>Sent: Monday, June 20, 2005 8:26 AM
>To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker in a public library setting
>
>Hello everyone,
>
>We have three copies of Family Tree maker and are considering loading
>them onto stand alone computers for public use. I know there are
>concerns about privacy and wonder if anyone has found a way to resolve
>this problem. For example, we are considering having the patron load it
>brand new to the stand alone computer each time they want to use it, but
>then staff would have to remember to delete the software afterwards. Im
>not sure if this will really work, and was wondering if there are any
>other solutions to this issue.
>
>Of course, we can't put them into circulation, so are looking for a
>viable solution.
>
>Thank you for your time and advice.
>
>Joanne
>
>
>Joanne McCarthy
>Reference Librarian
>Halifax Regional Library
>5381 Spring Garden Road
>Halifax, Nova Scotia
>B3J 1E9
>902-490-5813 (phone)
>902-490-5746 (fax)
>www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
From nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us Mon Jun 20 18:31:46 2005
From: nmaxwell at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon Jun 20 18:09:15 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker in a public library setting
References: <002b01c575ce$e09a0470$af28a8c0@genealogy>
<42B73EAD.6020003@arlsmail.org>
Message-ID: <42B743D1.CED5D4F0@grapevine.lib.tx.us>

We bought Version 8 when it came out and it's on all six genealogy
computers. We have no plans to upgrade. Data entry is rarely used.
buy the CD-ROMs and they're used fairly regularly.

We do

Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Phone: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell@grapevine.lib.tx.us
Laura Carter wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Ditto here
Laura
MPL Genealogy wrote:
>We added several Family Tree Maker programs two years ago to public
>computers. To date, I have seen very little use of the programs.
>
>Muskogee Public Library
>Local History/Genealogy Libn.
>history@eok.lib.ok.us
>918-682-6657 x257
>
>"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
>even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
>in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
>205.
>
>
>-----Original Message---->From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joanne
>McCarthy
>Sent: Monday, June 20, 2005 8:26 AM
>To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker in a public library setting
>
>Hello everyone,
>
>We have three copies of Family Tree maker and are considering loading
>them onto stand alone computers for public use. I know there are
>concerns about privacy and wonder if anyone has found a way to resolve
>this problem. For example, we are considering having the patron load it
>brand new to the stand alone computer each time they want to use it, but
>then staff would have to remember to delete the software afterwards. Im
>not sure if this will really work, and was wondering if there are any
>other solutions to this issue.
>
>Of course, we can't put them into circulation, so are looking for a
>viable solution.
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>Thank you for your time and advice.
>
>Joanne
>
>
>Joanne McCarthy
>Reference Librarian
>Halifax Regional Library
>5381 Spring Garden Road
>Halifax, Nova Scotia
>B3J 1E9
>902-490-5813 (phone)
>902-490-5746 (fax)
>www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
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From MVanHorn at chplnj.org Tue Jun 21 11:16:14 2005
From: MVanHorn at chplnj.org (Miranda VanHorn)
Date: Tue Jun 21 10:54:14 2005
Subject: [Genealib] thanks for Heritage Quest help
Message-ID: <200506211116.AA3201958206@chplnj.org>
Thanks to all who offered help and ideas on Heritage Quest lesson. Now I'll be
able to sleep at night...."and" really have something to offer my class.
Miranda
From dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org Tue Jun 21 15:44:30 2005
From: dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org (Debra Capponi)
Date: Tue Jun 21 15:23:11 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Book for postage
Message-ID: <000501c57699$a448de80$f7460ca8@chestateelibrary.net>
Available for the price of postage: KNIGHTS FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION
(Meaford (Ont. Canada): Knight Press, 1971), focusing on George Knight
Sr./Sarah Harris family of London-came to America in 1847.
If interested, please contact me off list at the email below.
Thanks!

Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050621/3306d494/
attachment.htm
From dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org Tue Jun 21 16:11:52 2005
From: dcapponi at chestateelibrary.org (Debra Capponi)
Date: Tue Jun 21 15:50:34 2005
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Book for postage
Message-ID: <001301c5769d$77886e20$f7460ca8@chestateelibrary.net>
The KNIGHTS FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION has been spoken for. Thanks!

Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-----Original Message----From: Debra Capponi [mailto:dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2005 3:45 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Book for postage

Available for the price of postage: KNIGHTS FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION
(Meaford (Ont. Canada): Knight Press, 1971), focusing on George Knight
Sr./Sarah Harris family of London-came to America in 1847.
If interested, please contact me off list at the email below.
Thanks!

Debra Capponi
Lumpkin County Library
342 Courthouse Hill
Dahlonega, GA 30533
(706) 864-3668, ext. 230
dcapponi@chestateelibrary.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050621/750b2d5e/
attachment.htm
From rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us Wed Jun 22 02:56:10 2005
From: rsteinig at suffolk.lib.ny.us (Renee Steinig)
Date: Wed Jun 22 02:34:36 2005
Subject: [Genealib] How to find a biography of an author???
In-Reply-To: <20d.33ae798.2fe58c17@aol.com>
Message-ID: <009101c576f7$7bb97ac0$6501a8c0@RSDELL>
Dear Marilyn,

Searching on FamilySearch, the genealogy site of the Church of Jesus Christ
of LDS (the Mormons) www.familysearch.org/Eng/Search/frameset_search.asp ,
I found an Emil ABIGT listed in the IGI and Ancestral File. He was born on
11 Jan 1878 in Zeitz, Sachsen (Saxony), in what was then Prussia and is now
Germany.

According to OCLC?s WorldCat, a library search tool, Emil the author was
born in 1878, so he?s a likely match. WorldCat also shows a middle name:
Julius.

Searching further on FamilySearch for all ABIGTs from Zeitz, I found many
additional names. Clicking on Emil?s name revealed that his parents were
<http://www.familysearch.org/Eng/Search/af/individual_record.asp?recid=42060
47&lds=0> Julius Ferdinand ABIGT and
<http://www.familysearch.org/Eng/Search/af/individual_record.asp?recid=42060
48&lds=0> Emilie Hermine JAHN and his wife was
<http://www.familysearch.org/Eng/Search/af/individual_record.asp?recid=97396
91&lds=0> Klara PIEPER. Julius was the son of
<http://www.familysearch.org/Eng/Search/af/individual_record.asp?recid=42060
54&lds=0> Luise Friederike ABIGT and the grandson of
<http://www.familysearch.org/Eng/Search/af/individual_record.asp?recid=97396
84&lds=0> Friedrich August ABIGT. See the site for more details.

Renee

Renee Stern Steinig
Dix Hills (Long Island), NY
RSteinig@suffolk.lib.ny.us

-----Original Message----From: AbigtM@aol.com [mailto:AbigtM@aol.com]
Sent: Saturday, June 18, 2005 9:39 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] How to find a biography of an author???

Hello,

I am searching for information of an author - Emil J. Abigt. He published
books on architecture and I think gardening in the early 1900s in Germany.

Abigt, Emil. Eigenheim des Mittelstandes. Ratgeber f?r Bau oder Kauf eines
eigenes Hauses mit Garten. Wiesbaden, Westdt. Vlgs.-Ges. 1910. Ill.-OPpbd.,
112 S. und 96 S. Bildanhang. Mit 300 Ansichten und Grundrissen. 4. Aufl.
<Bestellnr. 3011>
Stempel auf Vorsatz. Hinterer Vorsatz beschrieben.
[SW: Architektur]
Gefunden im Katalog:
Architektur
<http://cgi.zvab.com/SESSz154094866111119105134/cgi-bin/show-cat.cgi?cat=650
0161&lo=gr2&lang=de&uc=de&shp=0&noimg=0>
(228 weitere Eintr?ge)
Anbieter:
Antiquariat
<http://cgi.zvab.com/SESSz154094866111119105134/cgi-bin/show-cat.cgi?aq=8079
9h&lo=gr2&lang=de&uc=de&shp=0&noimg=0> Hans Hammerstein OHG [D-80799
M?nchen]

Preis:
EUR
97,00
Versand (Landweg):

EUR
4,50
Gesamt:
EUR
101,50

<http://www.zvab.com/SESSz154094866111119105134/gr2/de/shop/shop.php?item=93
9929624&func=add> [In den Warenkorb]
_____

I find several books listed by him on the ZVAB (Antiquarian Book Sellers).
I am writing a book on the Abicht-Abigt families of Germany and America.
This man uses our spelling of the name which indicates that it is more than
likely one of our particular line.

Here in America, I could look for him in the 1910, 1920 census. In Germany,
there is no central census. One must know the village/town/city of his
residence and then, it is still difficult. therefore, I think that some
method of using the publisher or other information pertinent to his
profession might be the only way.

Can anyone give me any suggestions?

Any help will be appreciated.

Thank you.

Marilyn Abigt
Montgomery, AL

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From georgeann at msn.com Wed Jun 22 10:26:55 2005

From: georgeann at msn.com (Georgeann Malowney)
Date: Wed Jun 22 10:05:03 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Ireland Land Valuation records
In-Reply-To: <1530.128.104.96.94.1113571182.squirrel@webmail.netwurx.net>
Message-ID: <BAY107-DAV177DFBC81C6BBBC24C5FD6B9EB0@phx.gbl>
I recently returned from several months researching in Ireland. I went all
the major archives/libraries. At the Land Valuation office I purchased
copies of all the land valuation records for numerous townships where my
ancestors lived from Griffith's time to the most current records.
The sheets include Reference to Map, Occupier Name, Immediate Lessor,
Description (land, house, out buildings etc), Rateable Annual Valuation
(Land, Buildings, Railways, Fisheries, Tolls, Half Rents and an Observation
column. There are many codes in the Observation column. Most importantly is
the YEAR for the entry since nearly all the entries are color coded. For
example, the occupier's name could be in black ink crossed out, with another
name above it in green crossed out, and another name above it in red. If you
follow across to the "observer" column you can determine if the green name
was written in 1861, the red name was written in 1877 etc.
If you find an ancestor in Griffith's Index, these sheets are extremely
useful to follow to the point the ancestor is crossed out. He could have
died or left the area. The subsequent name is possibly a relative.
The valuation office charges over 18 Euros (about $24) just to spend the day
researching, 3 Euros (about $4) if they pull a book off a shelf for a
researcher to look at, about $1.75 for one color copy. I was advised by
various librarians that a duplicate set of these records does not exist in
any archive or library they are aware of. They have not been microfilmed
that we are aware of.
I took the sheets for each township to the nearest pub and the patrons in
the townland were able to help me decipher handwriting and explain many of
the relationships for the more recent land occupiers.
All of the papers I have like this are for County Galway, mostly in the
Eastern area near Moylough and Mt. Bellow. I was told it is acceptable with
the valuation office that I use the papers as I see fit. I would like to get
them bound into books with additional information and maps on the particular
townlands and area. I have at least 100 sheets of 11 x 14 pages, so it would
take at least 100 double side pages to include them. The cost of color
duplication concerns me but I don't see an alternative in black and white as
some pages look to have as many as 100 entries crossed out in color.
Does anyone have any feedback on whether it would be easy to place 10-15
copies of books including these valuation records in libraries and how much
libraries might be able to pay. I am hoping to make enough copies to send
some to the townships in Ireland, and libraries in Ireland.
From pm_mclaughlin at yahoo.com Wed Jun 22 15:43:28 2005
From: pm_mclaughlin at yahoo.com (P.M. McLaughlin)
Date: Wed Jun 22 15:21:27 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Quest/computers/genealogy class
In-Reply-To: <200506181642.AA1882128670@chplnj.org>
Message-ID: <20050622194328.21273.qmail@web41904.mail.yahoo.com>
Acting on the class evaluation forms, I now call
people who are registered for classes and ask them if

they want to give me a surname/place to use as a class
example. This has been very popular.
I also use some Illinois history examples to add
interest to the class, and to make points about
accuracy and completeness. For instance, if you look
for U.S. Grant in the 1860 census, you can't find him.
But if you go to the census images, you can find him,
and discover that the person doing the indexing
mistook a "U" for a "W".
Pam McLaughlin
Fremont Public Library
Mundelein, IL
6006
www.fremontlibrary.org
--- Miranda VanHorn <MVanHorn@chplnj.org> wrote:
> Periodically I offer a class for Genealogists using
> computers here at our public library. I usually
> cover getting started, some old favorites, and new
> sites. Since we've just added Heritage Quest to the
> list of databases available to our membership, I
> thought I'd offer an intro to using the database. I
> find instruction on HQ's help pages not
> very.....ummmm ....exciting ....or thorough. (Is it
> me?) Any suggestions?
> Miranda Van Horn
> Cherry Hill Public Library
> Cherry Hill, NJ
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

____________________________________________________
Yahoo! Sports
Rekindle the Rivalries. Sign up for Fantasy Football
http://football.fantasysports.yahoo.com
From DarriesFa at cput.ac.za Wed Jun 22 15:44:05 2005
From: DarriesFa at cput.ac.za (FATIMA DARRIES)
Date: Wed Jun 22 15:22:33 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Heritage Quest/computers/genealogy class
Message-ID: <s2b9dbb8.026@grpwise.ctech.ac.za>
Fatima Darries will be back in SA on 25 July 2005 and back at work on 1 August 2005
As of 2005 my e-mail address will change to darriesfa@cput.ac.za
-------------------------------------------------------------------Disclaimer
This e-mail transmission contains confidential information,
which is the property of the sender.

The information in this e-mail or attachments thereto is
intended for the attention and use only of the addressee.
Should you have received this e-mail in error, please delete
and destroy it and any attachments thereto immediately.
Under no circumstances will the Cape Peninsula University of
Technology or the sender of this e-mail be liable to any party for
any direct, indirect, special or other consequential damages for any
use of this e-mail.
For the detailed e-mail disclaimer please refer to
http://www.ctech.ac.za/polic or call +27 (0)21 460 3911
From pkeroack at yahoo.com Wed Jun 22 21:27:56 2005
From: pkeroack at yahoo.com (paul keroack)
Date: Wed Jun 22 21:05:54 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Ireland Land Valuation records
In-Reply-To: <BAY107-DAV177DFBC81C6BBBC24C5FD6B9EB0@phx.gbl>
Message-ID: <20050623012756.18061.qmail@web51501.mail.yahoo.com>
These records have been microfilmed, by the FHL
(Mormon)- I've viewed some. I believe they are
cataloged under "Ireland. Land records. Valuation
Office."
As you note, much is lost in a black and white copy,
but if the property you seek had not changed hands too
often within the time span of each volume (usually
about 10 years), it may be fairly readable.
Paul Keroack
--- Georgeann Malowney <georgeann@msn.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I recently returned from several months researching
in Ireland. I went all
the major archives/libraries. At the Land Valuation
office I purchased
copies of all the land valuation records for
numerous townships where my
ancestors lived from Griffith's time to the most
current records.
The sheets include Reference to Map, Occupier Name,
Immediate Lessor,
Description (land, house, out buildings etc),
Rateable Annual Valuation
(Land, Buildings, Railways, Fisheries, Tolls, Half
Rents and an Observation
column. There are many codes in the Observation
column. Most importantly is
the YEAR for the entry since nearly all the entries
are color coded. For
example, the occupier's name could be in black ink
crossed out, with another
name above it in green crossed out, and another name
above it in red. If you
follow across to the "observer" column you can
determine if the green name
was written in 1861, the red name was written in
1877 etc.
If you find an ancestor in Griffith's Index, these

> sheets are extremely
> useful to follow to the point the ancestor is
> crossed out. He could have
> died or left the area. The subsequent name is
> possibly a relative.
>
> The valuation office charges over 18 Euros (about
> $24) just to spend the day
> researching, 3 Euros (about $4) if they pull a book
> off a shelf for a
> researcher to look at, about $1.75 for one color
> copy. I was advised by
> various librarians that a duplicate set of these
> records does not exist in
> any archive or library they are aware of. They have
> not been microfilmed
> that we are aware of.
>
> I took the sheets for each township to the nearest
> pub and the patrons in
> the townland were able to help me decipher
> handwriting and explain many of
> the relationships for the more recent land
> occupiers.
>
> All of the papers I have like this are for County
> Galway, mostly in the
> Eastern area near Moylough and Mt. Bellow. I was
> told it is acceptable with
> the valuation office that I use the papers as I see
> fit. I would like to get
> them bound into books with additional information
> and maps on the particular
> townlands and area. I have at least 100 sheets of 11
> x 14 pages, so it would
> take at least 100 double side pages to include them.
> The cost of color
> duplication concerns me but I don't see an
> alternative in black and white as
> some pages look to have as many as 100 entries
> crossed out in color.
>
> Does anyone have any feedback on whether it would be
> easy to place 10-15
> copies of books including these valuation records in
> libraries and how much
> libraries might be able to pay. I am hoping to make
> enough copies to send
> some to the townships in Ireland, and libraries in
> Ireland.
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
__________________________________________________

Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
From Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us Thu Jun 23 07:44:44 2005
From: Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Thu Jun 23 07:21:22 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Freebies for the asking!
Message-ID: <D7D9F5F5D18E7A4898EBFEC8F93A8641174B0B@Exchsrv1.statelibrary.local>
Below are several periodical titles which are free for the asking.
for them, please do the following:

To ask

*
Do not email this listserv. Email me at pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us
<mailto:pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us>
*
Include your full postage mailing address: Name of institution,
address or P.O. box, city, state, zip
*
Do not worry about postage.
*
First come, first served.

Thank you,

Paul M. Immel

PERIODICALS

BRITISH

FAMLY HISTORY NEWS AND DIGEST
April 1987, Volume 6, Number 1
September 1987, Volume 6, Number 2

GENEALOGISTS' MAGAZINE
June 1980, Volume 20, Number 2
September 1980, Volume 20, Number 3
March 1981, Volume 20, Number 5
December 1986, Volume 22, Number 4

PRACTICAL FAMILY HISTORY
January 2001, No. 37
August 2002, No. 56

HUGUENOTS

THE CROSS OF LANGUEDOC
February 1998
August 1998
February 1999
August 1999
Fall 2000
Spring 2001

ILLINOIS

THE HAPPY HUNTER (Cumberland County)
Spring 1969, Volume 4, Number 2
Summer 1969, Volume 4, Number 3
Fall 1969, Volume 4, Number 4
Winter 1970, Volume 5, Number 1
Summer 1975, Volume 10, Number 3
Fall 1975, Volume 10, Number 4

INDIANA

THE HOOSIER GENEALOGIST
September 1990, Volume 30, Number 3

INDIANA MAGAZINE OF HISTORY
March 1991, Volume 87, Number 1
June 1991, Volume 87, Number 2
September 1991, Volume 87, Number 3
December 1991, Volume 87, Number 4
March 1992, Volume 88, Number 1
June 1992, Volume 88, Number 2
September 1992, Volume 88, Number 3
December 1992, Volume 88, Number 4
March 1993, Volume 89, Number 1
June 1993, Volume 89, Number 2
September 1993, Volume 89, Number 3
March 1994, Volume 90, Number 1
June 1994, Volume 90, Number 2
September 1994, Volume 90, Number 3
December 1994, Volume 90, Number 4
March 1995, Volume 91, Number 1
June 1995, Volume 91, Number 2
September 1995, Volume 91, Number 3
December 1995, Volume 91, Number 4

IOWA

HAWKEYE HERITAGE
1969-1970, Volumes 4-5
January 1970, Volume 5, Number 1
October 1970, Volume 5, Number 4
1971-1972, Volumes 6-7
January 1971, Volume 6, Number 1
April 1971, Volume 6, Number 2
July 1971, Volume 6, Number 3
October 1971, Volume 6, Number 4
January 1972, Volume 7, Number 1
April 1972, Volume 7, Number 2
July 1972, Volume 7, Number 3
October 1972, Volume 7, Number 4
January 1972, Volume 8, Number 1
Volume 8, Numbers 2, 3 and 4 (bound together)
January 1974, Volume 9, Number 1
April 1974, Volume 9, Number 2
July 1974, Volume 9, Number 3
October 1974, Volume 9, Number 4
January 1975, Volume 10, Number 1 (2 copies)
April 1975, Volume 10, Number 2
July 1975, Volume 10, Number 3
October 1975, Volume 10, Number 4
January 1976, Volume 11, Number 1
April 1976, Volume 11, Number 2
July 1976, Volume 11, Number 3
October 1976, Volume 11, Number 4
January 1977, Volume 12, Number 1
April 1977, Volume 12, Number 2
October 1977, Volume 12, Number 4

January 1978, Volume 13, Number 1
April 1978, Volume 13, Number 2
July 1978, Volume 13, Number 3
Fall 1978, Volume 13, Number 4

MARYLAND

MARYLAND MAGAZINE OF GENEALOGY
Fall1978, Volume 1, Number 1
Spring 1979, Volume 2, Number 1
Fall 1979, Volume 2, Number 2
Spring 1980, Volume 3, Number 1

MENNONITES

MENNONITE FAMILY HISTORY
April 1993, Volume XII, Number 2

MICHIGAN

THE DETROIT SOCIETY FOR GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH MAGAZINE
Fall 1966, Volume 30, Number 1 (2 copies)
Winter 1966, Volume 30, Number 2
Spring 1967, Volume 30, Number 3
Summer 1967, Volume 30, Number 4
Fall 1967, Volume 31, Number 1
Spring 1968, Volume 31, Number 3
Fall 1968, Volume 32, Number 1

Winter 1968, Volume 32, Number 2
Index 1968-69, Volume 32, Number 5
Fall 1969, Volume 33, Number 1

FAMILY TRAILS
Spring 1968, Volume 1, Number 3
Winter 1968/69, Volume 2, Number 1
Spring 1969, Volume 2, Number 2
Summer 1969, Volume 2, Number 3
Fall-Winter 1969-70, Volume 2, Number 4
Spring-Summer 1970, Volume 3, Number 1
Fall-Winter 1970-71, Volume 3, Number 2
Spring-Summer 1971, Volume 3, Number 3
Fall-Winter 1971-72, Volume 3, Number 4
Summer 1972, Volume 4, Number 1
Summer 1973, Volume 4, Number 2
Spring 1974, Volume 4, Number 3
Fall 1974, Volume 4, Number 4
Summer 1975, Volume 5, Number 1
Summer 1976, Volume 5, Number 2
Spring 1977, Volume 5, Number 3
Winter 1977-78, Volume 5, Number 4
Summer-Fall 1978, Volume 6, Number 1
Winter 1979, Volume 6, Number 2
1982, Volume 6, Number 3

NEW ENGLAND

THE AMERICAN GENEALOGIST

October 1989, #256, Volume 64, Number 4
January 1990, #257, Volume 65, Number 1
April 1990, #258, Volume 65, Number 2
July 1990, #259, Volume 65, Number 3
October 1990, #260, Volume 65, Number 4
January 1991, #261, Volume 66, Number 1
April 1991, #262, Volume 66, Number 2
July 1991, #263, Volume 66, Number 3
October 1991, #264, Volume 66, Number 4
January 1992, #265, Volume 67, Number 1
April 1992, #266, Volume 67, Number 2
July 1992, #267, Volume 67, Number 3
October 1992, #268, Volume 67, Number 4
January 1993, #269, Volume 68, Number 1
April 1993, #270, Volume 68, Number 2
July 1993, #271, Volume 68, Number 3
October 1993, #272, Volume 68, Number 4
January 1994, #273, Volume 69, Number 1
April 1994, #274, Volume 69, Number 2
July 1994, #275, Volume 69, Number 3
October 1994, #276, Volume 69, Number 4
January 1995, #277, Volume 70, Number 1
April 1995, #278, Volume 70, Number 2
July 1995, #279, Volume 70, Number 3
October 1995, #280, Volume 70, Number 4
January 1996, #281, Volume 71, Number 1
April 1996, #282, Volume 71, Number 2
July 1996, #283, Volume 71, Number 3
October 1996, #284, Volume 71, Number 4

January 1997, #285, Volume 72, Number 1
April 1997, #286, Volume 72, Number 2
July/October 1997, #287-288, Volume 72, Numbers 3-4
January 1998, #289, Volume 73, Number 1
April 1998, #290, Volume 73, Number 2
July 1998, #291, Volume 73, Number 3
October 1998, #292, Volume 73, Number 4

PENNSYLVANIA

KEYHOLE
1984-1985, Volume 12-13 (hardbound)
April 1990, Volume 18, Number 2
October 1991, Volume 19, Number 4

THE PENNSYLVANIA GENEALOGICAL MAGAZINE
Fall/Winter 2000, Volume 41, Number 4
Spring/Summer 2001, Volume 42, Number 1
Fall/Winter 2003, Volume 43, Number 2
Spring/Summer 2004, Volume 43, Number 3

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY QUARTERLY
August 1982, Volume 9, Number 1
November 1982, Volume 9, Number 2
February 1983, Volume 9, Number 3
May 1983, Volume 9, Number 4
Index to Volume 9, 1983
August 1983, Volume 10, Number 1
November 1983, Volume 10, Number 2
February 1984, Volume 10, Number 3

May 1984, Volume 10, Number 4
August 1984, Volume 11, Number 1
November 1984, Volume 11, Number 2
February 1985, Volume 11, Number 3
May 1985, Volume 11, Number 4
Summer 1985, Volume 12, Number 1
Fall 1985, Volume 12, Number 2
Winter 1986, Volume 12, Number 3
Spring 1986, Volume 12, Number 4
Summer 1986, Volume 13, Number 1
Fall 1986, Volume 13, Number 2
Winter 1987, Volume 13, Number 3
Spring 1987, Volume 13, Number 4
Summer 1987, Volume 14, Number 1
Fall 1987, Volume 14, Number 2
Winter 1988, Volume 14, Number 3
Spring 1988, Volume 14, Number 4
Summer 1988, Volume 15, Number 1
Fall 1988, Volume 15, Number 2

SWEDISH

SWEDISH GENEALOGIST
June 1988, Volume 8, Number 2
March 1991, Volume 9, Number 1

VIRGINIA

RIDGE RUNNERS (Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, Kentucky and
Tennessee)
1973-1980 (12 books)
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From Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us Thu Jun 23 09:38:50 2005
From: Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Thu Jun 23 09:15:34 2005
Subject: [Genealib] All my freebies are taken!
Message-ID: <D7D9F5F5D18E7A4898EBFEC8F93A8641174B0D@Exchsrv1.statelibrary.local>
Thanks to all who emailed!

Paul

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org Thu Jun 23 09:48:07 2005
From: SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org (Shawna Woodard)
Date: Thu Jun 23 09:26:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] results of obituary costs survey
Message-ID: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F78C36FE@mail.DMCPL.local>
Information as of June 2005 - compiled from Librarians Serving
Genealogists Listserve, Shawna's personal interaction with libraries,
and information from library websites. Many libraries' policies do not
fit neatly in these boxes. I take the blame for any and all errors on
this page. Shawna Woodard, Dayton Metro Library.

Obituaries or other local history or magazine photocopies

Library
In state
Faxing

In House
Out of State

Dayton Metro Library (OH)
$.10 per page
$.10 per page
$.25 per page, minimum $1.00

In County
Scanning & E-mailing

$.25 per page, $1.00 mailing fee, $2.00 minimum
coming soon, fees not established
$.25 per page plus $1.00 fee for long distance
Greene County Public Library (OH)

$.25 per page, minimum $1.00
$.25 per page, minimum $1.00

Columbus Metropolitan Library (OH)
$.10 per page

Free
$1.00 per page
Cleveland Public Library (OH)

Up to 10 pages mailed free
Up to 10 pages mailed free
Up to 10 pages mailed free
NA

Ohio Historical Society (OH)

$11.00 base fee plus $.25 per page in excess of 4 pages
$11.00 base fee plus $.25 per page in excess of 4 pages
$11.00 base fee plus $.25 per page in excess of 4 pages

NA

California State Library (CA)
$.25 per page plus $1.00 handling fee
$.25 per page plus $5.00 handling fee
$.25 per page plus $5.00 handling fee
$.25 per page plus $5.00 handling fee

City of Pomona Library (CA)

$.20 per page plus postage
$.20 per page plus postage
$.20 per page plus postage
NA

Tulare Public Library (CA)

$3.50 plus postage and handling
$3.50 plus postage and handling
$3.50 plus postage and handling

Anderson Public Library (IN)

$.10 per page plus postage
$.10 per page plus postage
$.10 per page plus postage
free

Frankfort Community Public Library (IN)

$5.00 per request, $3.00 for each additional query within the request
plus $.50 per page copy charge
$5.00 per request, $3.00 for each additional query within the request
plus $.50 per page copy charge
$5.00 per request, $3.00 for each additional query within the request
plus $.50 per page copy charge

Michigan City Library (IN)

$5.00 plus SASE

includes up to 2 obituaries

$5.00 plus SASE

includes up to 2 obituaries

$5.00 plus SASE

includes up to 2 obituaries

Fremont Public Library (IL)

Free - must provide SASE
Free - must provide SASE
Free - must provide SASE

Wilmette Public Library (IL)

Donation requested
Donation requested
Donation requested
Donation requested

Frederick County Public Libraries (MD)

$.15 per page
$.15 per page
$.15 per page
NA

Shiawassee District Library (MI)

$.25 per page
$.25 per page
$1.00 per page
NA

Grand Rapids Public Library (MI)

$30 per research hour includes up to 5 pages, then $.25 per page,
minimum $6.00 fee

Springfield Green County Library (MO)
$.10 per page
$.25 per page
$.50 per page
$.50 per page
NA

Burlington County Library (NJ)

$5.00 per notice plus $.25 per page if date is known; if searching is
involved $15.00 plus $.25 per page
$5.00 per notice plus $.25 per page if date is known; if searching is
involved $15.00 plus $.25 per page
$5.00 per notice plus $.25 per page if date is known; if searching is
involved $15.00 plus $.25 per page
$5.00 per notice plus $.25 per page if date is known; if searching is
involved $15.00 plus $.25 per page

Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY
(NY)
$.15 per page
$10.00 per obit, prepaid
$5.00 per news article
Can pay by credit card
$10.00 per obit, prepaid
$5.00 per news article
Can pay by credit card
$10.00 per obit, prepaid
$5.00 per news article
Can pay by credit card

Muskogee Public Library (OK)

$5.00 fee plus $.25 per printed page, prepaid

$5.00 fee plus $.25 per printed page, prepaid
$5.00 fee plus $.25 per printed page, prepaid
$5.00 fee minus $.25 per printed page, prepaid

Alexandria Library (VA)

$5.00 flat fee for libraries in consortium (VA, MD, DC)
$5.00 flat fee for libraries in consortium (VA, MD, DC)
$10.00 flat fee, prepaid only
$10.00 flat fee for scanning and emailing photographs, prepaid only,
Do not scan and email obituaries, however

Fairfax County Public Library (VA)

$2.50 fee plus $.50 per page
$2.50 fee plus $.50 per page
$2.50 fee plus $.50 per page
Email information from death notices for free, use U.S. mail for
obituaries

Fort Vancouver Regional Library (WA)
$.10 per page
Free/donation
Free/donation
Free/donation
NA

Merrill Public Library (WI)

Negotiable

Laramie County Library System
(WY)
$.10 per page
$.10 per page
$.10 per page
$.10 per page plus $2.00 fee
NA

Random Acts of Genealogical Kindness

Help cover researcher's mailing costs, sometimes gas money
Help cover researcher's mailing costs, sometimes gas money
Help cover researcher's gas money

National Archives

Fees start at $14.00 for a packet of information
Fees start at $14.00 for a packet of information
Fees start at $14.00 for a packet of information
NA

Paid researchers

Fees start at $15.00 per hour plus price of copies
Fees start at $15.00 per hour plus price of copies
Fees start at $15.00 per hour plus price of copies
Fees start at $15.00 per hour

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050623/141168e0/
attachment-0001.htm
From SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org Thu Jun 23 09:53:37 2005
From: SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org (Shawna Woodard)
Date: Thu Jun 23 09:31:44 2005
Subject: [Genealib] results of obituary costs survey
Message-ID: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F78C3706@mail.DMCPL.local>
Oops.

My chart didn't come through correctly.

If anyone wants a copy

of the chart, e-mail me and I will send it to you in M.S. Word format.

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
swoodard@daytonmetrolibrary.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050623/c83f4532/
attachment.htm
From jgaronzi at genealogical.com Thu Jun 23 11:30:03 2005
From: jgaronzi at genealogical.com (Joe Garonzik)
Date: Thu Jun 23 11:07:54 2005
Subject: [Genealib] GENEALOGIST'S ADDRESS BOOK 5TH ED. & OTHER NEW BOOKS
FROM GPC
Message-ID: <20050623150753.2D7075C343@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subscribers may recall that I surveyed genealib to learn how librarians
would respond to having a 5th edition of THE GENEALOGIST'S ADDRESS, by
Elizabeth Petty Bentley, on CD rather than book form. The results of the
survey showed that librarians, by far, preferred to have the publication in
paper. Although a less expensive CD-ROM version has been available since
January, I am pleased to inform everyone that you can now get the new FIFTH
EDITION in the same paperback format as in prior editions. (To keep the
publication to a single volume, by the way, we were compelled to reduce the
typeface.)
Following you will find a link to a full description of the 5th Edition plus
links to other titles issued in 2005. If you have not already done so, we
encourage readers to subscribe to our weekly newsletter, "Genealogy
Pointers" to stay abreast of new releases and special offers. You will find
the sign-up link near the top of our home page <www.genealogical.com>
Joe Garonzik
Marketing Director
www.genealogical.com
THE GENEALOGIST'S BOOK. FIFTH EDITION
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=427
DENIZATIONS AND NATURALIZATIONS IN THE BRITISH COLONIES IN AMERICA,
1607-1775
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=489
MICHIGAN GENEALOGY: SOURCES & RESOURCES. NEW SECOND EDITION
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=3525
CARMACK'S GUIDE TO COPYRIGHT & CONTRACTS. A PRIMER FOR GENEALOGISTS,
WRITERS, & RESEARCHERS
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=883

BRITISH EMIGRANTS IN BONDAGE, 1614-1788. CD-ROM
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=7012
A GAZETTEER OF INDIAN TERRITORY (Reprint of U.S. Geological Bulletin No.
248, Series F, Geography, 44)
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9861
INDIAN WILLS, 1911-1921. RECORDS OF THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. Book One
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9862
UNION AND CONFEDERATE SOLDIERS AND SYMPATHIZERS OF BARBOUR COUNTY, WV
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9864
THE SWISS IN THE UNITED STATES (Reprint of 1940 publication)
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9865
DEATH SEEM'D TO STARE: THE NEW HAMPSHIRE AND RHODE ISLAND REGIMENTS AT
VALLEY FORGE
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9866
LATER SCOTS-IRISH LINKS, 1725-1825. PART TWO
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9795
EASTERN CHEROKEE BY BLOOD, 1906-1910. Volume 1. Applications 1-3000 from the
U.S. Court of Claims, 1906-1910. Cherokee Related Records of Special
Commissioner Guion Miller
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9869
NINETEENTH-CENTURY GERMANS TO AMERICA. A Consolidation of Six Pamphlets
Identifying Emigrants from Baden-Wuerttemberg, Hamburg, Bremen,
Nordrhein-Westfalen, Reinland-Pfalz and Schleswig-Holstein
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9872
THE ALBEMARLE PARISH VESTRY BOOK, 1742-1786
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9875
SCOTS IN THE USA AND CANADA, 1825-1875. PART FOUR
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9874
THE GEORGIA FRONTIER. IN THREE VOLUMES (Available July 2005)
http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9873
From Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us Thu Jun 23 11:30:02 2005
From: Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us (Curt Witcher)
Date: Thu Jun 23 11:08:05 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy & Local History Discussion Group at ALA in
Chicago
Message-ID: <s2ba8f31.000@groupwise-server.acpl.lib.in.us>
For those who are heading to ALA later today or tomorrow, I want to send this
reminder to join the ALA--RUSA Genealogy and Local History Discussion Group Meeting
at ALA in Chicago Our topic for this meeting is: Access vs. Ownership: A Persistent
Collection Development & Service Issue Revisited Hear and share experiences on how
online resources and vast digital archives are impacting collection development
decisions and materials budgets as well as reference work and information services
in the genealogy and local history fields. Some great discussion starters will
illuminate some of the aspects of this issue for us. Join us at The Palmer House,

Room PDR16, in downtown Chicago Saturday morning, June 25, 2005 at 9 am.
Curt B.
Witcher
Manager, Historical Genealogy Department
NE Director, Indiana Genealogical Society
Allen County Public Library
P. O. Box 2270, 200 E. Berry Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
CWitcher@ACPL.Lib.in.us
260-421-1226
Fax: 260-421-1386
===========================================
The views, opinions, and judgments expressed
in this message are solely those of the author.
The message contents have not been reviewed
or approved by the Allen County Public Library.
===========================================
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050623/9a66e5ea/
attachment.htm
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Jun 23 11:59:32 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu Jun 23 11:37:30 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New books to trade
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CD0CF@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From boljace at and.lib.in.us Thu Jun 23 12:13:02 2005
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Thu Jun 23 11:51:42 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New books to trade
In-Reply-To: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CD0CF@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
References: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CD0CF@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200506231113.AA13024679@and.lib.in.us>
Would you take Forkner's History of Madison County, Indiana (1912)
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
-----Original Message----From: "Tracy Luscombe" <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thu, 23 Jun 2005 10:59:32 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] New books to trade
> I have 3 copies of the following book to trade. These books are

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

paperback and brand new reprint editions
The Peters Colony of Texas: a history and biographical sketches of the
Early Settlers, by Seymour V. Connor, original printing 1959. 473 pages
including index.
I prefer to trade for books of comparable length on southern or
Midwestern states on migration routes to Texas.
Please email me off list to trade. tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75409
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

From carol.berteotti at nmt.com Thu Jun 23 12:32:24 2005
From: carol.berteotti at nmt.com (Carol Berteotti)
Date: Thu Jun 23 12:11:26 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New books to trade
In-Reply-To: <WorldClient-F200506231113.AA13024679@and.lib.in.us>
References: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CD0CF@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
<WorldClient-F200506231113.AA13024679@and.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <42BAE418.3090104@nmt.com>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative-------------- next part
-------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: aud ana 2005.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 21504 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050623/240a481f/
audana2005.doc
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Jun 23 12:42:24 2005
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu Jun 23 12:20:20 2005
Subject: [Genealib] New books to trade
Message-ID: <7A24704D4F52D1448B44D1199909095B5CD0D0@mckex1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Tell me about the book. Length, condition, index, binding, subtitle?
Tracy
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Beth Oljace
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2005 11:13 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New books to trade
Would you take Forkner's History of Madison County, Indiana (1912)
Beth E. Oljace

Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library
-----Original Message----From: "Tracy Luscombe" <tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thu, 23 Jun 2005 10:59:32 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] New books to trade
> I have 3 copies of the following book to trade. These books are
> paperback and brand new reprint editions
>
> The Peters Colony of Texas: a history and biographical sketches of the
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Early Settlers, by Seymour V. Connor, original printing 1959. 473
pages including index.
I prefer to trade for books of comparable length on southern or
Midwestern states on migration routes to Texas.
Please email me off list to trade. tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75409
972-547-7343
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original
message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of McKinney
nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility
to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From daysa at oplin.org Thu Jun 23 13:26:11 2005
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Thu Jun 23 13:00:19 2005
Subject: [Genealib] GENEALOGIST'S ADDRESS BOOK 5TH ED. & OTHER NEW
BOOKSFROM GPC
References: <20050623150753.2D7075C343@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <002501c57818$ac3f8780$bb01a8c0@steubenville.lib.oh.us>
Joe
I am a librarian that thanks you very much for the print version of this
great book!
Sandy Day

Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: "Joe Garonzik" <jgaronzi@genealogical.com>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2005 11:30 AM
Subject: [Genealib] GENEALOGIST'S ADDRESS BOOK 5TH ED. & OTHER NEW BOOKSFROM
GPC
> Subscribers may recall that I surveyed genealib to learn how librarians
> would respond to having a 5th edition of THE GENEALOGIST'S ADDRESS, by
> Elizabeth Petty Bentley, on CD rather than book form. The results of the
> survey showed that librarians, by far, preferred to have the publication
in
> paper. Although a less expensive CD-ROM version has been available since
> January, I am pleased to inform everyone that you can now get the new
FIFTH
> EDITION in the same paperback format as in prior editions. (To keep the
> publication to a single volume, by the way, we were compelled to reduce
the
> typeface.)
>
> Following you will find a link to a full description of the 5th Edition
plus
> links to other titles issued in 2005. If you have not already done so, we
> encourage readers to subscribe to our weekly newsletter, "Genealogy
> Pointers" to stay abreast of new releases and special offers. You will
find
> the sign-up link near the top of our home page <www.genealogical.com>
>
> Joe Garonzik
> Marketing Director
> www.genealogical.com
>
>
> THE GENEALOGIST'S BOOK. FIFTH EDITION
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=427
>
> DENIZATIONS AND NATURALIZATIONS IN THE BRITISH COLONIES IN AMERICA,
> 1607-1775
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=489
>
> MICHIGAN GENEALOGY: SOURCES & RESOURCES. NEW SECOND EDITION
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=3525
>
> CARMACK'S GUIDE TO COPYRIGHT & CONTRACTS. A PRIMER FOR GENEALOGISTS,
> WRITERS, & RESEARCHERS
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=883
>
> BRITISH EMIGRANTS IN BONDAGE, 1614-1788. CD-ROM
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=7012
>
> A GAZETTEER OF INDIAN TERRITORY (Reprint of U.S. Geological Bulletin No.
> 248, Series F, Geography, 44)
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9861
>

> INDIAN WILLS, 1911-1921. RECORDS OF THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. Book One
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9862
>
> UNION AND CONFEDERATE SOLDIERS AND SYMPATHIZERS OF BARBOUR COUNTY, WV
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9864
>
> THE SWISS IN THE UNITED STATES (Reprint of 1940 publication)
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9865
>
> DEATH SEEM'D TO STARE: THE NEW HAMPSHIRE AND RHODE ISLAND REGIMENTS AT
> VALLEY FORGE
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9866
>
> LATER SCOTS-IRISH LINKS, 1725-1825. PART TWO
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9795
>
> EASTERN CHEROKEE BY BLOOD, 1906-1910. Volume 1. Applications 1-3000 from
the
> U.S. Court of Claims, 1906-1910. Cherokee Related Records of Special
> Commissioner Guion Miller
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9869
>
> NINETEENTH-CENTURY GERMANS TO AMERICA. A Consolidation of Six Pamphlets
> Identifying Emigrants from Baden-Wuerttemberg, Hamburg, Bremen,
> Nordrhein-Westfalen, Reinland-Pfalz and Schleswig-Holstein
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9872
>
> THE ALBEMARLE PARISH VESTRY BOOK, 1742-1786
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9875
>
> SCOTS IN THE USA AND CANADA, 1825-1875. PART FOUR
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9874
>
> THE GEORGIA FRONTIER. IN THREE VOLUMES (Available July 2005)
> http://www.genealogical.com/item_detail.asp?afid=&ID=9873
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

From dskissel at cableone.net Thu Jun 23 13:38:18 2005
From: dskissel at cableone.net (D. Sue Kissel)
Date: Thu Jun 23 13:16:19 2005
Subject: [Genealib] results of obituary costs survey
References: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F78C3706@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID: <00f801c5781a$5831aae0$33407418@yourw92p4bhlzg>
I would appreciate a copy.
Thanks
Sue
D Sue Crowder Kissel
USGenWeb Project
Yavapai Co. AZ
History is not history, unless it is the truth.

- Abraham Lincoln
----- Original Message ----From: Shawna Woodard
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2005 6:53 AM
Subject: [Genealib] results of obituary costs survey
Oops. My chart didn't come through correctly. If anyone wants a copy of the
chart, e-mail me and I will send it to you in M.S. Word format.

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
swoodard@daytonmetrolibrary.org

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050623/08d11ac0/
attachment.htm
From ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org Thu Jun 23 14:23:21 2005
From: ahayes at crystallakelibrary.org (Hayes, Alice)
Date: Thu Jun 23 14:01:40 2005
Subject: [Genealib] results of obituary costs survey
Message-ID: <AB53362EE2F0204EB734CB2AFF5C07916929C7@diamond.crlake.lib.il.us>
Is there any way that this can be put onto this maillist? I would also like to see
the results and maybe others would as well. Thank you. Alice Hayes
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of D. Sue Kissel
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2005 12:38 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] results of obituary costs survey
I would appreciate a copy.
Thanks
Sue
D Sue Crowder Kissel

USGenWeb Project
Yavapai Co. AZ
History is not history, unless it is the truth.
- Abraham Lincoln
----- Original Message ----From: Shawna Woodard <mailto:SWoodard@daytonmetrolibrary.org>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2005 6:53 AM
Subject: [Genealib] results of obituary costs survey
Oops. My chart didn't come through correctly. If anyone wants a copy of the
chart, e-mail me and I will send it to you in M.S. Word format.

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
swoodard@daytonmetrolibrary.org

_____

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050623/44be9168/
attachment.htm
From RRoberts at cslib.org Thu Jun 23 16:50:55 2005
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Thu Jun 23 16:23:02 2005
Subject: [Genealib] CT State Library closed July 2 and 4
Message-ID: <s2bae897.096@po.cslib.org>
The Connecticut State Library will be closed Saturday, July 2 and
Monday, July 4 for the Independence Day holiday.
Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537

(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us Fri Jun 24 07:24:56 2005
From: Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Fri Jun 24 07:01:33 2005
Subject: [Genealib] More freebies...books!
Message-ID: <D7D9F5F5D18E7A4898EBFEC8F93A8641174B1A@Exchsrv1.statelibrary.local>
Below are several book titles which are free for the asking.
them, please do the following:

To ask for

*
Do not email this listserv. Email me at pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us
<mailto:pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us>
*
Include your full postage mailing address: Name of institution,
address or P.O. box, city, state, zip
*
Do not worry about postage.
*
First come, first served.

Thank you,

Paul M. Immel

Genealogy Online, 5th edition by Elizabeth Powell Crowe

Further Undertakings of a Dead Relative Collector by Laverne Galeener-Moore

Collecting Dead Relatives by Laverne Galeener-Moore

Guide to Genealogical Sources at the Pennsylvania State Archives by Robert
M. Dructor

The Adams Family by James Truslow Adams

Searching For Your Ancestors by Gilbert H. Doane

Know Your Ancestors: A Guide to Genealogical Research by Ethel W. Williams

Ethan Allen: Frontier Rebel by Charles A. Jellison

1994 Genealogical Research Directory: National and International by Keith A.
Johnson & Malcolm R. Sainty

1996 Genealogical Research Directory: National and International by Keith A.
Johnson & Malcolm R. Sainty

1992 Genealogical Research Directory: National and International by Keith A.
Johnson & Malcolm R. Sainty

Chronicles of the Crusades by Joinville & Villehardouin

Life and Public Services of Gov. Rutherford B. Hayes by Russell H. Conwell

Netting Your Ancestors: Genealogical Research of the Internet by Cyndi
Howells

Ohioana Quarterly, v. 64, no. 3, 2001

Our Vanishing Landscape by Eric Sloane

Guide to Genealogical Records in the National Archives

Historical Collections of Ohio, v. 1 by Henry Howe (cover

and spine gone)

The Library of Congress: A Guide to Genealogical and Historical Research by
James C. Neagles

The Source: A Guidebook of American Genealogy

The Library: A Guide to the LDS Family History Library

Guide to Genealogical Research in the National Archives

Federal Population Censuses, 1790-1890: A catalog of microfilm copies of the
schedules

Guide to Ohio County and Municipal Government Records for Urban Research by
Paul D. Yon

The Elements of Style by E.B. White

Marion (Ohio) City Directory 1987-R.L. Polk & Co.

Psychic Roots: Serendipity & Intuition in Genealogy by Henry Z. Jones, Jr.

More Psychic Roots: Further Adventures in Serendipity & Intuition in
Genealogy by Henry Z. Jones, Jr.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050624/3c46b224/
attachment.htm
From Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us Fri Jun 24 12:28:33 2005
From: Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Fri Jun 24 12:05:18 2005
Subject: [Genealib] 5 freebies left
Message-ID: <D7D9F5F5D18E7A4898EBFEC8F93A8641174B1D@Exchsrv1.statelibrary.local>
NOTE. All items from my posting this morning have been spoken for EXCEPT
the following:

Searching For Your Ancestors by Gilbert H. Doane

Chronicles of the Crusades by Joinville & Villehardouin

Netting Your Ancestors: Genealogical Research of the Internet by Cyndi
Howells

Ohioana Quarterly, v. 64, no. 3, 2001

Federal Population Censuses, 1790-1890: A catalog of microfilm copies of the
schedules

To ask for them, please do the following:

*
Do not email this listserv. Email me at pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us
<mailto:pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us>
*
Include your full postage mailing address: Name of institution,
address or P.O. box, city, state, zip
*
Do not worry about postage.
*
First come, first served.

Thank you,

Paul M. Immel

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050624/b9ee4218/
attachment.htm
From Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us Fri Jun 24 13:55:08 2005
From: Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Fri Jun 24 13:31:46 2005
Subject: [Genealib] All freebies offered today are now spoken for!
Message-ID: <D7D9F5F5D18E7A4898EBFEC8F93A8641174B22@Exchsrv1.statelibrary.local>

Thank you.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050624/229b56f7/
attachment.htm
From dsmith at mail.usf.edu Sat Jun 25 00:13:29 2005
From: dsmith at mail.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Fri Jun 24 23:51:41 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy-related events at ALA Annual (Chicago)
Message-ID: <20050625035131.182E95C38D@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
The following page lists genealogy-related events at ALA Annual in Chicago:

http://www.ala.org/HISTORYTemplate.cfm?Section=histevents

Drew Smith
Chair, Genealogy Committee

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050625/e6ffcdc7/
attachment.htm
From vshelton at mclib.net Sat Jun 25 16:12:54 2005
From: vshelton at mclib.net (Vonnie)
Date: Sat Jun 25 15:50:51 2005
Subject: [Genealib] results of obituary costs survey
References: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F78C36FE@mail.DMCPL.local>
Message-ID: <003a01c579c2$45a9a810$0201a8c0@gatewaycompute>
Thanks to Shawna for taking the time to make the summary chart.
helpful.

It is very

Vonnie Shelton
Special Collections
McCracken County Public Library
555 Washington Street
Paducah, Kentucky 42003
270-442-2510 Ext. 24
vshelton@mclib.net
www.mclib.net
----- Original Message ----From: Shawna Woodard
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2005 8:48 AM
Subject: [Genealib] results of obituary costs survey
Information as of June 2005 - compiled from Librarians Serving Genealogists
Listserve, Shawna's personal interaction with libraries, and information from
library websites. Many libraries' policies do not fit neatly in these boxes. I
take the blame for any and all errors on this page. Shawna Woodard, Dayton Metro

Library.

Obituaries or other local history or magazine photocopies

Library
Out of State

In House
Scanning & E-mailing

In County
Faxing

Dayton Metro Library (OH)
$.10 per page
$.10 per page
$.25 per page, minimum $1.00
$.25 per page, $1.00 mailing fee, $2.00 minimum
coming soon, fees not established
$.25 per page plus $1.00 fee for long distance
Greene County Public Library (OH)
$.25 per page, minimum $1.00
$.25 per page, minimum $1.00

Columbus Metropolitan Library (OH)
$.10 per page

Free
$1.00 per page
Cleveland Public Library (OH)
Up to 10 pages mailed free
Up to 10 pages mailed free
Up to 10 pages mailed free
NA
Ohio Historical Society (OH)
$11.00 base fee plus $.25 per page in excess of 4 pages
$11.00 base fee plus $.25 per page in excess of 4 pages
$11.00 base fee plus $.25 per page in excess of 4 pages
NA

In state

California State Library (CA)
$.25 per page plus $1.00 handling
$.25 per page plus $5.00 handling
$.25 per page plus $5.00 handling
$.25 per page plus $5.00 handling

fee
fee
fee
fee

City of Pomona Library (CA)
$.20 per page plus postage
$.20 per page plus postage
$.20 per page plus postage
NA
Tulare Public Library (CA)
$3.50 plus postage and handling
$3.50 plus postage and handling
$3.50 plus postage and handling

Anderson Public Library (IN)
$.10 per page plus postage
$.10 per page plus postage
$.10 per page plus postage
free
Frankfort Community Public Library (IN)
$5.00 per request, $3.00 for each additional query within the request plus
$.50 per page copy charge
$5.00 per request, $3.00 for each additional query within the request plus
$.50 per page copy charge
$5.00 per request, $3.00 for each additional query within the request plus
$.50 per page copy charge

Michigan City Library (IN)
$5.00 plus SASE
$5.00 plus SASE
$5.00 plus SASE

includes up to 2 obituaries
includes up to 2 obituaries
includes up to 2 obituaries

Fremont Public Library (IL)
Free - must provide SASE
Free - must provide SASE
Free - must provide SASE

Wilmette Public Library (IL)
Donation
Donation
Donation
Donation

requested
requested
requested
requested

Frederick County Public Libraries (MD)
$.15 per page
$.15 per page
$.15 per page
NA

Shiawassee District Library (MI)
$.25 per page
$.25 per page
$1.00 per page
NA
Grand Rapids Public Library (MI)

$30 per research hour includes up to 5 pages, then $.25 per page, minimum
$6.00 fee

Springfield Green County Library (MO)
$.10 per page
$.25 per page
$.50 per page
$.50 per page
NA

Burlington County Library (NJ)
$5.00 per notice plus $.25 per
involved $15.00 plus $.25 per page
$5.00 per notice plus $.25 per
involved $15.00 plus $.25 per page
$5.00 per notice plus $.25 per
involved $15.00 plus $.25 per page
$5.00 per notice plus $.25 per
involved $15.00 plus $.25 per page

page if date is known; if searching is
page if date is known; if searching is
page if date is known; if searching is
page if date is known; if searching is

Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY
(NY)
$.15 per page
$10.00 per obit, prepaid
$5.00 per news article
Can pay by credit card

$10.00 per obit, prepaid
$5.00 per news article
Can pay by credit card
$10.00 per obit, prepaid
$5.00 per news article
Can pay by credit card

Muskogee Public Library (OK)
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

fee
fee
fee
fee

plus $.25 per printed page, prepaid
plus $.25 per printed page, prepaid
plus $.25 per printed page, prepaid
minus $.25 per printed page, prepaid

Alexandria Library (VA)
$5.00 flat fee for libraries in consortium (VA, MD, DC)
$5.00 flat fee for libraries in consortium (VA, MD, DC)
$10.00 flat fee, prepaid only
$10.00 flat fee for scanning and emailing photographs, prepaid only,
Do not scan and email obituaries, however
Fairfax County Public Library (VA)
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
Email

fee plus $.50 per page
fee plus $.50 per page
fee plus $.50 per page
information from death notices for free, use U.S. mail for obituaries

Fort Vancouver Regional Library (WA)
$.10 per page
Free/donation
Free/donation
Free/donation
NA

Merrill Public Library (WI)

Negotiable

Laramie County Library System
(WY)
$.10 per
$.10 per
$.10 per
$.10 per
NA

page
page
page
page plus $2.00 fee

Random Acts of Genealogical Kindness
Help cover researcher's mailing costs, sometimes gas money
Help cover researcher's mailing costs, sometimes gas money

Help cover researcher's gas money

National Archives
Fees start at $14.00 for a packet of information
Fees start at $14.00 for a packet of information
Fees start at $14.00 for a packet of information
NA

Paid researchers
Fees start at $15.00 per hour plus price of copies
Fees start at $15.00 per hour plus price of copies
Fees start at $15.00 per hour plus price of copies
Fees start at $15.00 per hour

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050625/17599f84/
attachment-0001.htm
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Mon Jun 27 16:26:47 2005
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Mon Jun 27 16:03:49 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Marquis Who's Who
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066901E2CE45@mail.wvculture.local>
Does anyone have a subscription to Marquis Who'sWho on theWeb?
Apparently they have just expanded their database to include "Who's Who

in American History" by digitizing "Who Was Who in America" print
volumes.
Is it useful?

Is it used?

I know subscription rates vary, but I need some idea of cost as well.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050627/7c32d530/
attachment.htm
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Mon Jun 27 20:47:51 2005
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Mon Jun 27 20:26:49 2005
Subject: [Genealib] PayPal and Credit Cards
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066901E2CE45@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <005a01c57b7b$0488b870$af28a8c0@genealogy>
I would like to hear from librarians who have established policies and
procedures for accepting electronic payment for services. I am
beginning to see the need for this and would like information to mull
over before I begin talking about adding it.
Do you take credit card numbers online?
Do you use a PayPal, or similar, account for payment?
Did you adjust your fee schedule for the expense of receiving payment
electronically?
What restrictions were placed on your activities as a result of being
allowed to accept such payments?
What kind of security did you have to add to guarantee privacy?
Best of all, what questions should I be asking?
Wally Waits
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 x257
"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded
in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p.
205.
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050627/1a6bc29f/
attachment.htm
From pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us Mon Jun 27 20:55:16 2005
From: pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us (Paula Manzella)
Date: Mon Jun 27 20:33:07 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry/HQ alternatives?
Message-ID: <42C09FF4.9070403@bcls.lib.nj.us>
Hi,
It's renewal time... We were one of the libraries caught in Ancestry's
Gale-to-ProQuest transfer and now are facing a sizeable increase in the
subscription renewal rate. I am interested in finding out if any other
libraries currently subscribe to OTHER genealogy databases that are
offered to institutions?
We have had Ancestry for a long while now (four plus years) and do not
want to deny our customers a service, however the price increase is not
exactly in the, shall we say "comfortable" range. We have also offered
Heritage Quest on one PC as a "trial" for two years.
We will be adding
"New England Ancestors.org" on a trial basis for the upcoming year.
We are very familiar with the pros/cons of both Ancesty & HQ, and would
like to hear about any institutional/library alternatives out there.
Thank you for any & all input,
Paula Manzella
Reference, Local History & Genealogy
Burlington County Library
Westampton, NJ

From tkemp at godfrey.org Mon Jun 27 23:58:12 2005
From: tkemp at godfrey.org (Tom Kemp)
Date: Mon Jun 27 23:38:07 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Marquis Who's Who
Message-ID: <20050628033803.2FB415C362@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
At Monday, 27 June 2005, "Susan Scouras" <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.
org> wrote:
>Does anyone have a
>subscription to Marquis Who'sWho on theWeb?? Apparently they have just
>expanded their database to include "Who's Who in American History"
by digitizing
>"Who Was Who in America" print volumes.?
>?
>Is it useful??
>Is it used?
>?
>I know subscription
>rates vary, but I need some idea of cost as well.
>?
>Susan Scouras
>Librarian
>WV Archives and History

>Library
>The Cultural Center
>1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
>Charleston, WV?
>25305-0300
>(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
>?
>?
We have it at our library.
It is great. You can easily search on the names of the persons featured;
pull hits for the maiden names of the mothers, spouses, spouses
of children etc.
Easy to use; easy to cut and paste; good tech support.
We are very pleased.
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp, Director
Godfrey Memorial Library
134 Newfield Street
Middletown, CT 06457-2534
Phone: 860-346-4375 Cell: 860-218-5479
Fax:
860-347-9874 Email: TKemp@Godfrey.org
Web site: http://www.Godfrey.org
Listserv: Godfrey-Library-Help-L@Rootsweb.com

From Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us Tue Jun 28 07:27:56 2005
From: Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Tue Jun 28 07:04:45 2005
Subject: [Genealib] My final list of freebies or the asking!
Message-ID: <D7D9F5F5D18E7A4898EBFEC8F93A8641174B33@Exchsrv1.statelibrary.local>

Below is my final list of several periodical and book titles which are free
for the asking. To ask for them, please do the following:

*
Do not email this listserv. Email me at pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us
<mailto:pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us>
*
Include your full postage mailing address: Name of institution,
address or P.O. box, city, state, zip
*
Do not worry about postage.
*
First come, first served.

Thank you,

Paul M. Immel

PERIODICALS

NEW ENGLAND HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL REGISTER (1980, 1983-1990, 1998,
scattered issues)
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

October 1980
January 1983
July 1983
January 1984
October 1984
January 1985
October 1985
January 1986
July 1986
October 1986
July 1987
January 1988
April 1988
October 1988
January 1989
April 1989
July 1989
October 1989
January 1990
April 1990
January 1998
October 1998

NATIONAL GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY QUARTERLY (v. 74, no. 1, v. 87, no. 4, volume
91)
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

74,
87,
90,
91,
91,
91,
91,

no.
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.

1
4
1
1 (2 copies)
2
3
4 (2 copies)

OHIO GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY QUARTERLY
*
*
*
*

v.
v.
v.
v.

43,
44,
44,
44,

no.
no.
no.
no.

4,
1,
2,
3,

December 2003
March 2004
June 2004 (2 copies)
September 2004 (2 copies)

*

v. 44, no. 4, December, 2004

THE PALATINE IMMIGRANT
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

14, no. 4, Winter, 1989-90
15, no. 1, Spring, 1990 (4 copies)
11-15, Five Year Index, 1986-1991 (2 copies)
19, no. 4, September 1994
20, no. 1, December 1994
20, no. 2, March, 1995
20, no. 3, June, 1995
20, no. 4, September 1995
21, no. 1, December 1995
21, no. 2, March 1996
21, no. 3, June 1996
29, no. 1, December 2003
29, no. 4, September 2004

THE PALATINE PATTER
*
*
*

Number 91, Summer 2000
Number 93, Winter 2001
Number 94, Spring 2001

PALATINE HERITAGE
*
*

V. 23, no. 2, May 2000
V. 23, no. 4, November 2000

TIMELINE
*
*
*
*
*

October-November 1986
April-May 1992
August-September 1992
March-April 1993
January-February 1994

COLUMNS: INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF FAMILY HISTORY WRITERS AND EDITORS
*
*

V. 16, no. 1, March 2004
V. 16, no. 2, June 2004

THE BUCKEYE MAYFLOWER
*

V. 17, issue 1, Spring 1999

PIKE SPEAKS (Pike Co., O. Genealogy Society)
*
*
*
*

January 2000
Spring 2000
Summer 2000
2002

CHICAGO GENEALOGIST
*

V. 5, no. 1, Fall 1972

FAMILY TREE MAGAZINE (British)
*
*
*
*
*

V.
V.
V.
V.
V.

2, no. 1, November/December 1985
3, no. 1, November 1986
3, no. 3, January 1987
9, no. 1, November 1992
16, no. 9, July 2000

WILLIAM AND MARY QUARTERLY
*

3rd series, vols. I-XV, Index

FAMILY TRAILS
*

V. 6, no. 1, Summer-Fall 1978

OHIO CIVIL WAR GENEALOGY JOURNAL
*

V. 5, no. 3, 2001

ANCESTRY
*

V. 22, no. 1, January/February 2004

FAMILY TREE MAGGAZINE
*

December 2001

FAMILY CHRONICLE

*
*

March/April 2000
July/August 2000

HERITAGE QUEST MAGAZINE
*

Issue #15, Mar/Apr 1988

*
*
*
*

Issue
Issue
Issue
Issue

#32,
#33,
#34,
#36,

Jan/Feb 1991
Mar/April 1991
May/June 1991
Sept/Oct 1991

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Issue
Issue
Issue
Issue
Issue
Issue
Issue
Issue
Issue
Issue

#37,
#43,
#44,
#45,
#46,
#47,
#67,
#69,
#71,
#72,

Nov/Dec 1991
Jan/Feb 1993
Mar/Apr 1993
May/June 1993
July/Aug 1993
Sept/Oct 1993
Jan/Feb 1997
May/June 1997
September/October 1997
November/December 1997

EVERTON'S FAMILY HISTORY MAGAZINE
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

January/February 2002
March/April 2002
May/June 2002
July/August 2002
September/October 2002
November/December 2002 (2 copies)
January/February 2003 (2 copies)
March/April 2003
May/June 2003
July/August 2003 ( 2 copies)
September/October 2003
November/December 2003

NATIONAL GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY NEWSMAGAZINE
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

March/April 2001
September/October 2001
November/December 2001 (2 copies)
January/February 2002
March/April 2002
May/June 2002
Jul.y/August 2002
September/October 2002
November/December 2002
January/February 2003
March/April 2003 (2 copies)
May/June 2003
July/August 2003

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

September/October 2003
November/December 2003
January 2004
June/July 2004
September/October 2004
December 2004
January/February/March 2005

BOOKS

Delaware County, Ohio Grantor and Grantee Index to 1800-1810 Land Records

A Preliminary Guide to Pre-1904 County Records in the Virginia State Library
and Archives

Guide to Research Materials in the North Carolina State Archives, Section B:
County Records

Genealogy as Pastime and Profession by Donald Lines Jacobus

American & British Genealogy & Heraldry: A Selected List of Books by P.
William Filby

The Genealogist's Encyclopedia by L.G. Pine

Handbook for Genealogical Correspondence by the Cache Genealogical Library

In Search of Your European Roots by Angus Baxter

Searching for Your Ancestors by Gilbert Doane (hardback)

Know Your Ancestors: A Guide to Genealogical Research by Ethel W. Williams

"British and American Cousins": A Regional Conference on Genealogical
Research in New England, Canada, England, Scotland, and Ireland plus How to

trace Your Ancestors Across the Atlantic (5 copies)

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050628/759a0916/
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From WillowBend at WillowBendBooks.com Tue Jun 28 09:36:17 2005
From: WillowBend at WillowBendBooks.com (Craig R. Scott)
Date: Tue Jun 28 09:14:18 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Fw: Willow Bend Books
Message-ID: <006201c57be6$5e501bd0$3b00a8c0@Traveler>
Willow Bend Books has the capability of helping genealogical librarians to identify
titles, consistent with their acquisition policies which are not currently showing
in their on-line catalogs.
For example:
Library C has volumes 1 to 9 of Colonial Families of the Eastern Shore in their
catalog. But they are missing volumes 10 through 21.
Library D has the second volume of Berks County, Penn. wills 1785 - 1800, but is
missing the volume before and the volume after.
Library E has only the first three volumes of Lancaster County, Penn. Church
records and is missing volumes 4 and 5.

Librarians who are interested in this service should contact me directly with the
following information:
Name of Library:
Name of point of contact:
URL of on-line catalog:
Area that I should first focus on:
How often you would like a listing:
Dollar Value of Listing:
How would you like to receive the list:
Libraries that are interested in creating standing orders for series should also
contact me so that the orders can be established. We are currently revamping our
standing order system which seems to have been a miserable failure so far.
Thank you for what you do and for the patience you have. If you ever have questions
for me, you know where to find me.
C.
Craig R. Scott, CGRS
President & CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
WillowBend@WillowBendBooks.com
Visit our websites www.HeritageBooks.com and www.WillowBendBooks.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050628/b796c751/
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From kakmiller at yahoo.com Tue Jun 28 10:28:59 2005
From: kakmiller at yahoo.com (Karen Miller)
Date: Tue Jun 28 10:06:46 2005
Subject: [Genealib] PayPal and Credit Cards
In-Reply-To: <005a01c57b7b$0488b870$af28a8c0@genealogy>
Message-ID: <20050628142859.74032.qmail@web52205.mail.yahoo.com>
Great questions Wally. I hope all will post replies to
the list so I don't have to bug Wally for copies of
your e-mails!
Karen Miller
Reference Librarian
Wilmette Public Library
--- MPL Genealogy <history@eok.lib.ok.us> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I would like to hear from librarians who have
established policies and
procedures for accepting electronic payment for
services. I am
beginning to see the need for this and would like
information to mull
over before I begin talking about adding it.
Do you take credit card numbers online?
Do you use a PayPal, or similar, account for
payment?
Did you adjust your fee schedule for the expense of
receiving payment
electronically?
What restrictions were placed on your activities as
a result of being
allowed to accept such payments?
What kind of security did you have to add to
guarantee privacy?
Best of all, what questions should I be asking?
Wally Waits
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us

> 918-682-6657 x257
>
> "At most living memory endures for a hundred years
> or so. Thereafter,
> even the barest outline of the past is forgotten,
> unless it is recorded
> in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in
> the Roman Empire, p.
> 205.
>
>
> > _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
From LNaukam at libraryweb.org Tue Jun 28 10:39:12 2005
From: LNaukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Tue Jun 28 10:15:22 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry/HQ alternatives?
Message-ID: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362016AF263@rpl05.rpl.org>
I will say, for public consumption, that when we did a study of the databases we
have online for the public, our genealogy databases had FIVE times the usage of all
the other databases we have, put together. There is definitely a need being met
here.
Larry Naukam
Head of Local History and Genealogy Division
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY
From cheryls at plano.gov Tue Jun 28 10:46:43 2005
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Tue Jun 28 10:24:34 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Prairie City by Angie Debo
Message-ID: <93FCB61D215564418A5E269154E9C51518EC279C@ismb01.city.plano.gov>
Does anyone have this in their genealogy collection? In WorldCat it is
listed as having dewey call number of 976.6. It's questionable because
in the preference it says "The chronicle of a typical, rather than an
actual community, a composite of numerous Oklahoma settlements." It
does have facts in the book. We had a copy donated to our collection
but we question whether it belongs in the genealogy area.
Cheryl Smith
Public Services Librarian Senior
Harrington Library
1501 18th St.
Plano, TX 75074
972-941-7175
From kdr at ckls.org Tue Jun 28 11:33:40 2005
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Tue Jun 28 11:08:25 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Prairie City by Angie Debo

In-Reply-To: <93FCB61D215564418A5E269154E9C51518EC279C@ismb01.city.plano .gov>
Message-ID: <200506281530.KAA27699@www.kweb.net>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050628/c1e61396/
attachment.htm
From bendigd at oclc.org Tue Jun 28 12:21:25 2005
From: bendigd at oclc.org (Bendig,Deb)
Date: Tue Jun 28 11:59:18 2005
Subject: [Genealib] OCLC's WorldCat
Message-ID: <35A72025A61EE3488E4CF824C717F70E02DF7FB0@OAEXCH1SERVER.oa.oclc.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050628/7dbd9579/
attachment.htm
From bendigd at oclc.org Tue Jun 28 12:27:23 2005
From: bendigd at oclc.org (Bendig,Deb)
Date: Tue Jun 28 12:05:14 2005
Subject: [Genealib] OCLC's WorldCat for Genealogical Research
Message-ID: <35A72025A61EE3488E4CF824C717F70E02DF7FB6@OAEXCH1SERVER.oa.oclc.org>
My apologies - didn't mean to send a non-message to the list.
However, as long as I'm doing this, please note that OCLC will be
looking at ways to improve the FirstSearch WorldCat experience for
genealogical researchers, so please feel free to send me
suggestions/comments/questions about using FirstSearch WorldCat for
genealogical research.
Thanks!
Deb
Deborah L. Bendig
Product Manager, FirstSearch WorldCat
OCLC Online Computer Library Center
6565 Frantz Rd.
Dublin, OH 43017
Email: dbendig@oclc.org
Phone: 1-800-848-5878, ext. 5084
or 1-614-761-5084
Fax: 1-614-718-7433
http://www.oclc.org/worldcat/genealogy/default.htm
> _____________________________________________
> From:
Bendig,Deb
> Sent:
Tuesday, June 28, 2005 12:21 PM
> To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
> Subject: [Genealib] OCLC's WorldCat
>
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050628/030ec733/
attachment.htm
From jerry at heritagecreations.com Tue Jun 28 13:41:03 2005
From: jerry at heritagecreations.com (Jerry Millar)

Date: Tue Jun 28 13:19:15 2005
Subject: [Genealib] City Directories
In-Reply-To: <20050623150753.2D7075C343@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20050623150753.2D7075C343@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <42C18BAF.50406@heritagecreations.com>
Heritage Creations just unboxed and shelved over 2000 city directories,
and will be listing them on our new city directory website
http://citydirectories.heritagecreations.com/
This was a great adventure, it was like digging through a
treasure. We have books that span fifty years of history,
nineteen thirties through the Seventies with a variety of
cities. Most are in good to excellent condition, and vary
$20 to $60 dollars.

genealogy
from the
states and
in price from

You will find many of the titles listed on the new city directory
website http://citydirectories.heritagecreations.com/ however, we still
have hundreds of titles that have not yet been listed. You can call me
to find out the condition of a book, or to see if we may have a city not
listed.
Jerry Millar - National Marketing Director Heritage Creations
425 North 400 West
Suite 1A
North Salt Lake, UT 84054
toll free: 866-783-7899 - cell: 801-574-6603 - fax: 801-677-0049
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Tue Jun 28 15:06:06 2005
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Tue Jun 28 14:42:57 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry-- price negotiable??
Message-ID: <7D3DDF19D93C3642931C3EB8803165A9019C784E@mail.winnefox.org>
Heard a rumor that if you wave last year's Gale invoice in their faces
they will drop the price considerably. Also heard that they were going
to give Library edition ALL the stuff in the personal edition, which has
not always been the case. I think the library community needs to push
for that. We look stupid to the patrons telling them, no, our
subscription doesn't include that database their cousin has.
Mara B. Munroe
Reference Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
106 Washington Ave.
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"My mother took me to the library when I was six, and it is still the
most pivotal event of my life. It changed everything." --Dennis
Lehane, author of Mystic River in an interview with Terry Gross on
National Public Radio 's Fresh Air, broadcast on March 14, 2001.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Paula
Manzella
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2005 7:55 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry/HQ alternatives?
Hi,
It's renewal time... We were one of the libraries caught in Ancestry's
Gale-to-ProQuest transfer and now are facing a sizeable increase in the
subscription renewal rate. I am interested in finding out if any other
libraries currently subscribe to OTHER genealogy databases that are
offered to institutions?
We have had Ancestry for a long while now (four plus years) and do not
want to deny our customers a service, however the price increase is not
exactly in the, shall we say "comfortable" range. We have also offered
Heritage Quest on one PC as a "trial" for two years.
We will be adding
"New England Ancestors.org" on a trial basis for the upcoming year.
We are very familiar with the pros/cons of both Ancesty & HQ, and would
like to hear about any institutional/library alternatives out there.
Thank you for any & all input,
Paula Manzella
Reference, Local History & Genealogy
Burlington County Library
Westampton, NJ

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Jun 28 15:19:19 2005
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Jun 28 14:56:19 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry-- price negotiable??
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902322343@mail.wvculture.local>
Don't forget that "they" are probably monitoring this list.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2005 2:06 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Ancestry-- price negotiable??

Heard a rumor that if you wave last year's Gale invoice in their faces
they will drop the price considerably. Also heard that they were going
to give Library edition ALL the stuff in the personal edition, which has
not always been the case. I think the library community needs to push
for that. We look stupid to the patrons telling them, no, our
subscription doesn't include that database their cousin has.
Mara B. Munroe
Reference Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
106 Washington Ave.
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"My mother took me to the library when I was six, and it is still the
most pivotal event of my life. It changed everything." --Dennis
Lehane, author of Mystic River in an interview with Terry Gross on
National Public Radio 's Fresh Air, broadcast on March 14, 2001.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Paula
Manzella
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2005 7:55 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry/HQ alternatives?
Hi,
It's renewal time... We were one of the libraries caught in Ancestry's
Gale-to-ProQuest transfer and now are facing a sizeable increase in the
subscription renewal rate. I am interested in finding out if any other
libraries currently subscribe to OTHER genealogy databases that are
offered to institutions?
We have had Ancestry for a long while now (four plus years) and do not
want to deny our customers a service, however the price increase is not
exactly in the, shall we say "comfortable" range. We have also offered
Heritage Quest on one PC as a "trial" for two years.
We will be adding
"New England Ancestors.org" on a trial basis for the upcoming year.
We are very familiar with the pros/cons of both Ancesty & HQ, and would
like to hear about any institutional/library alternatives out there.
Thank you for any & all input,
Paula Manzella
Reference, Local History & Genealogy
Burlington County Library
Westampton, NJ

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Tue Jun 28 15:24:52 2005
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Tue Jun 28 15:01:52 2005
Subject: [Genealib] PayPal and Credit Cards
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066901E2CE4D@mail.wvculture.local>
This is not a direct reply to the information requested, but may be of
help. We have been hosting Integrated Library System vendors in search
of a replacement for our current outdated system. Most companies offer
or plan to offer some type of electronic payment system, based on
requests from their customer libraries. You may want to check with your
ILS vendor first to see what they offer.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of MPL
Genealogy
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2005 7:48 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] PayPal and Credit Cards
I would like to hear from librarians who have established
policies and procedures for accepting electronic payment for services.
I am beginning to see the need for this and would like information to
mull over before I begin talking about adding it.
Do you take credit card numbers online?
Do you use a PayPal, or similar, account for payment?
Did you adjust your fee schedule for the expense of receiving
payment electronically?
What restrictions were placed on your activities as a result of
being allowed to accept such payments?
What kind of security did you have to add to guarantee privacy?
Best of all, what questions should I be asking?
Wally Waits
Muskogee Public Library
Local History/Genealogy Libn.
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 x257

"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so.
Thereafter, even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it
is recorded in writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the
Roman Empire, p. 205.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050628/3f0f3b18/
attachment.htm
From RAYBORNR at CRPL.CEDAR-RAPIDS.LIB.IA.US Tue Jun 28 15:33:59 2005
From: RAYBORNR at CRPL.CEDAR-RAPIDS.LIB.IA.US (Roger Rayborn)
Date: Tue Jun 28 15:13:42 2005
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuestOnline
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.0.20050628143146.033c07f0@mail.crlibrary.org>
Does anyone know if HeritageQuest/MyFamily/ProQuest is still developing
HeritageQuestOnline.
It seems like there have been NO updates for several months. They still
have only a very small part of the 1930 index finished (1 state added since
2003 - None for over a year). The 1830-1850 indexes were scheduled for
third quarter of 2004. ... Freedman's Bank records, Bounty Land Warrant
Indexes and obituaries? Remember when they promised "new content is added
weekly"? They haven't added to the books since 2003
"In the next interface upgrade to HeritageQuest Online -- scheduled for
mid- 2004 -- we intend to make significant improvements to the search
screens, including the addition of SOUNDEX and wildcard functionality."
Bill Forsyth on 11/24/2003

-

Bill Forsyth used to participate in some of the discussion on this list,
but I don't remember hearing from him for a long time.
Are they concentrating on Ancestry Library?
be a "thing of the past"?
We can't afford both.
to Ancestry Library?

Will HeritageQuestOnline soon

Should we give up on HeritageQuestOnline and switch

Roger A. Rayborn - Computer Information Systems Manager
raybornr@mail.crlibrary.org
(319) 398-5123
FAX (319) 398-0476
Cedar Rapids Public Library
500 1st St SE
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
52401
From ksmith at aapld.org Tue Jun 28 15:42:03 2005
From: ksmith at aapld.org (Kristen Smith)
Date: Tue Jun 28 15:19:55 2005
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
Message-ID: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0FBF@www.aapld.info>
On the topic of what's included in AncestryPlus vs. LE, one considerable
upgrade from the Gale AncestryPlus to Proquest's Ancestry LE is
Ancestry's immigration collection, which includes searchable immigration
records linked to manifest images. I personally can hardly wait to tell
my patrons that they may not have to send away for microfilm for these

records anymore.
On the downside, as we migrate from AncestryPlus to Ancestry LE, we will
(as I understand it) be loosing Biography and Genealogy Master Index,
Passenger and Immigration Lists Index, and City Directories of the
United States Various Times & Locations. Do those of you with Ancestry
LE miss these products?
It is also my understanding that the Historical Newspapers will not be
available in Library Edition - though this was never part of
AncestryPlus, either. The Historical Newspapers collection in Ancestry
seems only available through personal subscription. Please correct me
if I am wrong.
Other than that, I think Ancestry LE and Ancestry.com (personal
subscriptions) are the same. Does anyone else know of any other
differences?
Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
847-458-6060 ext. 129
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mara Munroe
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2005 2:06 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Ancestry-- price negotiable??
Heard a rumor that if you wave last year's Gale invoice in their faces
they will drop the price considerably. Also heard that they were going
to give Library edition ALL the stuff in the personal edition, which has
not always been the case. I think the library community needs to push
for that. We look stupid to the patrons telling them, no, our
subscription doesn't include that database their cousin has.
Mara B. Munroe
Reference Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
106 Washington Ave.
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"My mother took me to the library when I was six, and it is still the
most pivotal event of my life. It changed everything." --Dennis
Lehane, author of Mystic River in an interview with Terry Gross on
National Public Radio 's Fresh Air, broadcast on March 14, 2001.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Paula
Manzella
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2005 7:55 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry/HQ alternatives?
Hi,

It's renewal time... We were one of the libraries caught in Ancestry's
Gale-to-ProQuest transfer and now are facing a sizeable increase in the
subscription renewal rate. I am interested in finding out if any other
libraries currently subscribe to OTHER genealogy databases that are
offered to institutions?
We have had Ancestry for a long while now (four plus years) and do not
want to deny our customers a service, however the price increase is not
exactly in the, shall we say "comfortable" range. We have also offered
Heritage Quest on one PC as a "trial" for two years.
We will be adding
"New England Ancestors.org" on a trial basis for the upcoming year.
We are very familiar with the pros/cons of both Ancesty & HQ, and would
like to hear about any institutional/library alternatives out there.
Thank you for any & all input,
Paula Manzella
Reference, Local History & Genealogy
Burlington County Library
Westampton, NJ

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From genealib at xemaps.com Tue Jun 28 15:57:58 2005
From: genealib at xemaps.com (genealib@xemaps.com)
Date: Tue Jun 28 15:36:01 2005
Subject: [Genealib] PayPal and Credit Cards
In-Reply-To: <005a01c57b7b$0488b870$af28a8c0@genealogy>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066901E2CE45@mail.wvculture.local>
<005a01c57b7b$0488b870$af28a8c0@genealogy>
Message-ID: <6.1.2.0.0.20050628145010.01e9f528@pop.1and1.com>
Wally,
We have used PayPal for several years (five or more) at the Tazewell County
Genealogical & Historical Society for publications, dues, etc.
PayPal initially gave the service to non-profits for free but had to change
that policy when the Internet investment bubble burst.
Also, I have helped the Illinois State Genealogical Society to use it on
their website - they actually get much of their income through PayPal even registrations for the Genealogical Institute of Mid America and Life
Memberships which are several hundred dollar items.
We've found it much cheaper than establishing a merchant account on your
own. You can periodically transfer your balance in the PayPal account to
your regular bank account electronically. If I remember right, there's a

way to do this automatically but I never found it was worthwhile because
there was an additional fee.
I just do it once a quarter for TCGHS.
get up to $500.

I believe ISGS does it anytime they

PayPal also pays money market interest rates on the balance you leave in
the account. I read recently that they are currently paying one of the
highest money market rates around (3.0%).
TCGHS tends to add a $1 handling fee to help offset the PayPal fees.
On the other hand, ISGS absorbs the fee as part of the cost of doing business.
PayPal handles all the security issues - they are the only one who actually
takes the credit card number, etc. - that info is never available to us.
Hope this helps,
Mike Dickson
Webmaster
www.tcghs.org
ISGS web site - http://www.rootsweb.com/~ilsgs/
At 6/27/2005 07:47 PM, you wrote:
>* Replies will be sent through Spamex to genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>* For additional info click ->
><http://www.spamex.com/i/?v=3258599>www.spamex.com/i/?v=3258599
>
>I would like to hear from librarians who have established policies and
>procedures for accepting electronic payment for services. I am beginning
>to see the need for this and would like information to mull over before I
>begin talking about adding it.
>
>Do you take credit card numbers online?
>
>Do you use a PayPal, or similar, account for payment?
>
>Did you adjust your fee schedule for the expense of receiving payment
>electronically?
>
>What restrictions were placed on your activities as a result of being
>allowed to accept such payments?
>
>What kind of security did you have to add to guarantee privacy?
>
>Best of all, what questions should I be asking?
>
>Wally Waits
>Muskogee Public Library
>Local History/Genealogy Libn.
>history@eok.lib.ok.us
>918-682-6657 x257
>
>"At most living memory endures for a hundred years or so. Thereafter,
>even the barest outline of the past is forgotten, unless it is recorded in
>writing..." John Morris in Londinium: London in the Roman Empire, p. 205.
>
>

>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050628/e32c5c34/
attachment.htm
From LNaukam at libraryweb.org Tue Jun 28 16:14:23 2005
From: LNaukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Tue Jun 28 15:50:32 2005
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
Message-ID: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362016AF267@rpl05.rpl.org>
The Ancestry sub at the Family History Center where I volunteer DOES
include the newspapers. Our library sub does not.
As with any index, the indexing of the passenger lists is "as good as
can be". After all, the indexers were reading handwriting. It does
challenge one's creative side, though.
We never used B and G master index, nor the city directories, so we
don't miss them.
Larry Naukam
Head of Local History and Genealogy Division
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 2357 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050628/75db2988/
attachment.bin
From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Tue Jun 28 16:17:05 2005
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey J. Courouleau)
Date: Tue Jun 28 15:55:02 2005
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
In-Reply-To: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362016AF267@rpl05.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCOELOEIAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
The city directories have limited use, IF your ancestor happened to be in a
big city during a certain time period... My informal guestimation is that 5%
of our customers have used the directories for genealogy purposes through
Ancestry.
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us

Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: Naukam, Larry [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On
Behalf Of Naukam, Larry
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2005 15:14
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
The Ancestry sub at the Family History Center where I volunteer DOES include
the newspapers. Our library sub does not.
As with any index, the indexing of the passenger lists is "as good as can
be". After all, the indexers were reading handwriting. It does challenge
one's creative side, though.
We never used B and G master index, nor the city directories, so we don't
miss them.
Larry Naukam
Head of Local History and Genealogy Division
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY
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From Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us Tue Jun 28 16:45:29 2005
From: Camilla_Berger at ci.pomona.ca.us (Berger, Camilla)
Date: Tue Jun 28 16:23:21 2005
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
Message-ID: <FADFA2DBC28296489DD3D7138FED85FA05590FA9@e_mail>
Our city is about 150,000 population, incorporated in the mid-1880s, but we
also have smaller communities around us that are also listed in our city
directories. I find the city directories invaluable for local history and
genealogical research, even though the earliest in in the late 1890s. I use
them whenever they are available, whether locally for the Pomona area or
nationwide. Camilla Berger, Pomona Public Library, Pomona, CA
-----Original Message----From: Jeffrey J. Courouleau [mailto:jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us]
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2005 1:17 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
The city directories have limited use, IF your ancestor happened to be in a
big city during a certain time period... My informal guestimation is that 5%
of our customers have used the directories for genealogy purposes through
Ancestry.
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: Naukam, Larry [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On
Behalf Of Naukam, Larry
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2005 15:14

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
The Ancestry sub at the Family History Center where I volunteer DOES include
the newspapers. Our library sub does not.
As with any index, the indexing of the passenger lists is "as good as can
be". After all, the indexers were reading handwriting. It does challenge
one's creative side, though.
We never used B and G master index, nor the city directories, so we don't
miss them.
Larry Naukam
Head of Local History and Genealogy Division
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From lmolinario at jefferson.lib.la.us Tue Jun 28 16:53:44 2005
From: lmolinario at jefferson.lib.la.us (Molinario, Linda)
Date: Tue Jun 28 16:30:24 2005
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuestOnline
Message-ID: <D2E869233D336C438FC7FEB83387584C208F82@ebr2k3ex01.jefferson.lib.la.us>
more
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Roger
Rayborn
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2005 2:34 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuestOnline
Does anyone know if HeritageQuest/MyFamily/ProQuest is still developing
HeritageQuestOnline.
It seems like there have been NO updates for several months. They still
have only a very small part of the 1930 index finished (1 state added since
2003 - None for over a year). The 1830-1850 indexes were scheduled for
third quarter of 2004. ... Freedman's Bank records, Bounty Land Warrant
Indexes and obituaries? Remember when they promised "new content is added
weekly"? They haven't added to the books since 2003
"In the next interface upgrade to HeritageQuest Online -- scheduled for
mid- 2004 -- we intend to make significant improvements to the search
screens, including the addition of SOUNDEX and wildcard functionality."
Bill Forsyth on 11/24/2003

-

Bill Forsyth used to participate in some of the discussion on this list,
but I don't remember hearing from him for a long time.
Are they concentrating on Ancestry Library?
be a "thing of the past"?
We can't afford both.
to Ancestry Library?

Will HeritageQuestOnline soon

Should we give up on HeritageQuestOnline and switch

Roger A. Rayborn - Computer Information Systems Manager
raybornr@mail.crlibrary.org
(319) 398-5123
FAX (319) 398-0476
Cedar Rapids Public Library
500 1st St SE
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
52401
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From helms_m at lib.chattanooga.gov Tue Jun 28 16:58:29 2005
From: helms_m at lib.chattanooga.gov (Helms Mary)
Date: Tue Jun 28 16:36:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuestOnline
Message-ID: <17BA6CE243F86A4D89767BB3653146D375E6@antigua.chattanoogatn.gov>
Bill Forsyth made a presentation on HeritageQuest Online and Ancestry LE at the
ProQuest exhibit during ALA in Chicago. The company seems committed to HQ and
considers the products complementary. His email is:
william.forsyth@il.proquest.com if you want to ask him about specific issues.
Mary Helms
Head, Local History and Genealogy Department
Chattanooga-Hamilton County Bicentennial Library
1001 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2652
423-757-5448
helms_m@lib.chattanooga.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Roger
Rayborn
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2005 3:34 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuestOnline
Does anyone know if HeritageQuest/MyFamily/ProQuest is still developing
HeritageQuestOnline.
It seems like there have been NO updates for several months. They still
have only a very small part of the 1930 index finished (1 state added since
2003 - None for over a year). The 1830-1850 indexes were scheduled for
third quarter of 2004. ... Freedman's Bank records, Bounty Land Warrant
Indexes and obituaries? Remember when they promised "new content is added
weekly"? They haven't added to the books since 2003

"In the next interface upgrade to HeritageQuest Online -- scheduled for
mid- 2004 -- we intend to make significant improvements to the search
screens, including the addition of SOUNDEX and wildcard functionality."
Bill Forsyth on 11/24/2003

-

Bill Forsyth used to participate in some of the discussion on this list,
but I don't remember hearing from him for a long time.
Are they concentrating on Ancestry Library?
be a "thing of the past"?
We can't afford both.
to Ancestry Library?

Will HeritageQuestOnline soon

Should we give up on HeritageQuestOnline and switch

Roger A. Rayborn - Computer Information Systems Manager
raybornr@mail.crlibrary.org
(319) 398-5123
FAX (319) 398-0476
Cedar Rapids Public Library
500 1st St SE
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
52401
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From LNaukam at libraryweb.org Tue Jun 28 17:01:15 2005
From: LNaukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Tue Jun 28 16:37:24 2005
Subject: [Genealib] City directories
Message-ID: <895AE3C5B9D03345BDBE30C250067362016AF26A@rpl05.rpl.org>
Absolutely they are invaluable for research. I was referring to their online
availability (or not) in a subscription. We would basically only have use for our
own (not entirely true, but mostly).
On the other hand, we are digitizing them here and will put 1.5 million pages of
them online, so....
From Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org Tue Jun 28 18:23:48 2005
From: Heather.McLeland-Wieser at spl.org (Heather McLeland-Wieser)
Date: Tue Jun 28 18:02:09 2005
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuestOnline
Message-ID: <s2c16ba3.025@gwmail.spl.org>
Ray;
I don't believe that they will ever add to the book content. The books
currently on the site come from the" Genealogy & Local History Online, a
collection of over 25,000 family and local histories" to quote the "more
about this collection page at HeritageQuest. This collection used to be
available to libraries in microfilm format and from the very beginning
it was understood that they weren't going to be actively seeking new
books to add to this collection. Instead they are adding other
collections/databases such as Persi and the Revolution War Pensions.
HeritageQuest has almost never met its announced target dates for
uploading information, but their consistent quality indexing and their
willingness to tackle big projects like the Rev. War database keeps them
on our library's "A" list.

Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager
Art Recreation & Literature
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
206-386-4092
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050628/3cca8584/
attachment.htm
From maire1999 at yahoo.com Tue Jun 28 18:51:29 2005
From: maire1999 at yahoo.com (Mary)
Date: Tue Jun 28 18:29:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
In-Reply-To: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0FBF@www.aapld.info>
Message-ID: <20050628225129.55961.qmail@web61116.mail.yahoo.com>
Hi!
My library does enjoy the Immigration collection but we do seriously miss the city
directories. Oddly enough, this topic was something we were discussing today.
Boston was not only a major port city but it was also a large city (population
wise.) My department used the city directories not just for looking for people but
also looking for old companies. It was something we can do on the desk between
patrons and not have to wait for the rare off desk time to use the actual city
directories in our Microtext Department. The directories also helped with
businesses that people thought were located in Boston but actually weren't.
Sometimes the companies were located in other cities, such as Cambridge or Taunton.
The city directories from various years and locations were so helpful.
Now with Ancestry Library Edition, we only have access to the 1890 Boston City
Directory which is only an index and does not include actual images.
Mary Devine
Reference Librarian
Social Sciences Department
Boston Public Library
Kristen Smith <ksmith@aapld.org> wrote:
On the topic of what's included in AncestryPlus vs. LE, one considerable
upgrade from the Gale AncestryPlus to Proquest's Ancestry LE is
Ancestry's immigration collection, which includes searchable immigration
records linked to manifest images. I personally can hardly wait to tell
my patrons that they may not have to send away for microfilm for these
records anymore.
On the downside, as we migrate from AncestryPlus to Ancestry LE, we will
(as I understand it) be loosing Biography and Genealogy Master Index,
Passenger and Immigration Lists Index, and City Directories of the
United States Various Times & Locations. Do those of you with Ancestry
LE miss these products?
It is also my understanding that the Historical Newspapers will not be
available in Library Edition - though this was never part of
AncestryPlus, either. The Historical Newspapers collection in Ancestry

seems only available through personal subscription. Please correct me
if I am wrong.
Other than that, I think Ancestry LE and Ancestry.com (personal
subscriptions) are the same. Does anyone else know of any other
differences?
Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
847-458-6060 ext. 129
<snip>
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Tired of spam? Yahoo! Mail has the best spam protection around
http://mail.yahoo.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050628/df9dfe16/
attachment.htm
From tkemp at godfrey.org Wed Jun 29 00:34:40 2005
From: tkemp at godfrey.org (Tom Kemp)
Date: Wed Jun 29 00:14:47 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Didn't Get to ALA? Get freebies anyway
Message-ID: <20050629041414.83B385C380@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Hi. Our Library had a booth at ALA this year and gave away free luggage
tags. We've got plenty of the blanks to make some for anyone that
wants one.
Just send me (BY POSTAL MAIL) your business/address card and we'll
return the luggage tag to you.
It's free ... we're happy to do it. Just don't want to see the blanks
go to waste.
So, just mail me your business card/address card and we'll return
the tag to you.
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp, Director
Godfrey Memorial Library
134 Newfield Street
Middletown, CT 06457-2534
Phone: 860-346-4375 Cell: 860-218-5479
Fax:
860-347-9874 Email: TKemp@Godfrey.org
Web site: http://www.Godfrey.org
Listserv: Godfrey-Library-Help-L@Rootsweb.com

From donna.dinberg at lac-bac.gc.ca Wed Jun 29 06:52:00 2005
From: donna.dinberg at lac-bac.gc.ca (Dinberg Donna)
Date: Wed Jun 29 06:33:07 2005
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Post 1901 Census -- S-18 deemed to have passed Third
Reading
Message-ID: <920DE368B74EEF4C98BA9D3FDE6598C3B077EE@exchange8b>
All,
Those of you who attended the ALA Genealogy Committee meeting Sunday will
have heard my not-so-optimistic report of the slow progress of Bill S-18
through Canada's House of Commons. Well, yesterday the good news arrived
(see Gordon Watts' post, below). Genealogists, historians, archivists, and
demographers have finally won! The 1911 Canada Census data will be released
very soon. It has been a long struggle that has now, at last, a happy
ending. Senator Lorna Milne and Gordon Watts both deserve thanks for their
persistent work on our behalf over all these years.
Donna Dinberg
(currently en route from Chicago to) Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
donna.dinberg@lac-bac.gc.ca
<Opinions above are personal, not those of my employer.>
-----Original Message----From: Gordon A. Watts
To: Canada Census Campaign
Sent: 6/28/05 12:01 PM
Subject: Post 1901 Census -- S-18 deemed to have passed Third Reading
Greetings All.
At 8:10 AM PDT this morning I received a telephone call from the
Honourable Senator Lorna Milne.
She advised me that at 8:00 AM PDT MP Dominic LeBlanc, Deputy Government
Whip, rose and stated words to the effect that "If the Speaker would
seek it, I believe he would have the unanimous consent of the House to
deem Bill S-18 -- An Act to amend the Statistics Act, to have passed
Third Reading" (not necessarily an exact quote). That consent was
given.
Bill S-18 has now passed all necessary stages in both the Senate and the
House of Commons and all that remains to be done to make it law is for
it to receive Royal Assent. It is expected that assent will be received
shortly.
There will be, I am sure, a great deal of cheering and celebrating when
that happens. It is believed that the Library and Archives of Canada
has already scanned images of the 1911 National Census of Canada and
they should be available on line almost immediately.
We should now be able to spend our Summer researching the 1911 records
instead of continuing the fight to see them released.
Genealogists and historian owe a GREAT debt of thanks to the
perserverance and dedication of the Hon. Senator Lorna Milne, without
whose support over the past several years, we would not have achieved
this victory.

Those wishing to express their thanks to Senator Milne can do so through
her Policy Advisor, Jeff Paul at
PAULJ@SEN.PARL.GC.CA
On behalf of Muriel and myself, and all members of the Canada Census
Committee, I wish to express our thanks to all who have written letters
and email, signed petitions, called their Parliamentary representatives,
and generally supported our efforts to regain the public access to
Historic Census records we beleived we were always entitled to. I
expect that Muriel will likely be forwarding her own message of
appreciation as well.
We look forward to hearing some of the stories of success in researching
the 1911 Census records.
Happy Hunting.
Gordon A. Watts gordon_watts@telus.net
Co-chair Canada Census Committee
Port Coquitlam, BC
http://www.globalgenealogy.com/Census
en francais http://www.globalgenealogy.com/Census/Index_f.htm
Permission to forward without notice is granted

----- Original Message ----From: "Paul, Jeff: SEN" <PAULJ@SEN.PARL.GC.CA>
To: <CANADA-CENSUS-CAMPAIGN-L@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2005 7:51 AM
Subject: [CCC] S-18 is now law
S-18 has been deemed passed 3rd reading!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
BREAK OUT THE CHAMPAGNE!!!!!!!
Jeff Paul
Policy Advisor
Office of the Hon. Lorna Milne
Ph: 613-947-9744
Cel: 613-715-2965
From Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us Wed Jun 29 09:32:09 2005
From: Pimmel at sloma.state.oh.us (Paul Immel)
Date: Wed Jun 29 09:08:46 2005
Subject: [Genealib] All items from my freebie list yesterday have all been
spoken for !
Message-ID: <D7D9F5F5D18E7A4898EBFEC8F93A8641174B49@Exchsrv1.statelibrary.local>
Thanks to all who emailed!

Paul M. Immel

Genealogy Services Librarian
State Library of Ohio
274 E. 1st Ave.
Columbus, OH

43201

(614) 387-1186 (desk)
(614) 644-6966 (Genealogy Services)
pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us <mailto:pimmel@sloma.state.oh.us>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050629/7aa6d041/
attachment.htm
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Wed Jun 29 10:49:41 2005
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Wed Jun 29 10:27:33 2005
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
In-Reply-To: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCOELOEIAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
Message-ID: <!~!
UENERkVCMDkAAQACAJgAAAAAAAAAOKG7EAXlEBqhuwgAKypWwgAAUFNUUFJYLkRMTAAAAAAAAAAATklUQfm
/
uAEAqgA32W4AAABDOlxEb2N1bWVudHMgYW5kIFNldHRpbmdzXFNhbGxpZVxMb2NhbCBTZXR0aW5nc1xBcHB
saWNhdGlvbiBEYXRhXE1pY3Jvc29mdFxPdXRsb29rXG91dGxvb2sucHN0ABgAAAAAAAAA6TjepPk45kiZRl
/upU/
UiqKAAAAAAAAAGAAAAAAAAADpON6k+TjmSJlGX+6lT9SKwoAAABAAAAD91ljVEiP7QIcZdTXnjB81PQAAAF
JFOiBbR2VuZWFsaWJdIEFuY2VzdHJ5UGx1cyB2cy4gQW5jZXN0cnkgTEUgdnMuIEFuY2VzdHJ5LmNvbQA=@
glenviewpl.org>
Hi--The digital city directories were valuable to me and to my patrons.
I was
wishing and praying there would be more added...and I was devastated when
they were taken away!!
Using the city directories might be the only way you could find an address
for a relative, if you had no old letters etc....with the address, you could
then locate their census entry...this helped me find several relatives in
the census whose names had been mutilated beyond recognition by bad
handwriting, etc..
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
-----Original Message-----

The city directories have limited use, IF your ancestor happened to be in a
big city during a certain time period... My informal guestimation is that 5%
of our customers have used the directories for genealogy purposes through
Ancestry.
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: Naukam, Larry [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On
Behalf Of Naukam, Larry
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2005 15:14
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
The Ancestry sub at the Family History Center where I volunteer DOES include
the newspapers. Our library sub does not.
As with any index, the indexing of the passenger lists is "as good as can
be". After all, the indexers were reading handwriting. It does challenge
one's creative side, though.
We never used B and G master index, nor the city directories, so we don't
miss them.
Larry Naukam
Head of Local History and Genealogy Division
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY

From jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us Wed Jun 29 10:53:19 2005
From: jeffrey at bartlesville.lib.ok.us (Jeffrey J. Courouleau)
Date: Wed Jun 29 10:31:12 2005
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
In-Reply-To: <!~!
UENERkVCMDkAAQACAJgAAAAAAAAAOKG7EAXlEBqhuwgAKypWwgAAUFNUUFJYLkRMTAAAAAAAAAAATklUQfm
/
uAEAqgA32W4AAABDOlxEb2N1bWVudHMgYW5kIFNldHRpbmdzXFNhbGxpZVxMb2NhbCBTZXR0aW5nc1xBcHB
saWNhdGlvbiBEYXRhXE1pY3Jvc29mdFxPdXRsb29rXG91dGxvb2sucHN0ABgAAAAAAAAA6TjepPk45kiZR>

Message-ID: <OGEIJJEGLGNGHLOLCNLCEENGEIAA.jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us>
I agree, and they were useful in my own personal research. However, in this
part of Oklahoma, most people here do not seem to have relatives in the
cities featured in the directories, so the information has proved to be of
much more limited use to people here.
Now if I can only convince someone to put EVERY New Orleans City Directory
online, fully searchable and scanned... :)
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Deena Butta
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2005 09:50
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
Hi--The digital city directories were valuable to me and to my patrons.
I was
wishing and praying there would be more added...and I was devastated when
they were taken away!!
Using the city directories might be the only way you could find an address
for a relative, if you had no old letters etc....with the address, you could
then locate their census entry...this helped me find several relatives in
the census whose names had been mutilated beyond recognition by bad
handwriting, etc..
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
-----Original Message----The city directories have limited use, IF your ancestor happened to be in a

big city during a certain time period... My informal guestimation is that 5%
of our customers have used the directories for genealogy purposes through
Ancestry.
Jeffrey
*******************************************************************
Jeffrey J. Courouleau, MLIS
Local & Family History Librarian
Bartlesville Public Library
600 S. Johnstone Avenue
Bartlesville, OK, 74003
E-Mail: jeffrey@bartlesville.lib.ok.us
Office Telephone: 918-337-5332
LFH Helpdesk: 918-337-5333
http://www.bartlesville.lib.ok.us
*******************************************************************
-----Original Message----From: Naukam, Larry [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On
Behalf Of Naukam, Larry
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2005 15:14
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
The Ancestry sub at the Family History Center where I volunteer DOES include
the newspapers. Our library sub does not.
As with any index, the indexing of the passenger lists is "as good as can
be". After all, the indexers were reading handwriting. It does challenge
one's creative side, though.
We never used B and G master index, nor the city directories, so we don't
miss them.
Larry Naukam
Head of Local History and Genealogy Division
Central Library of Rochester and Monroe County NY

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Wed Jun 29 10:42:53 2005
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Wed Jun 29 10:48:39 2005

Subject: [Genealib] Carroll Co., Iowa?
Message-ID: <017f01c57cbc$889e51a0$e400a8c0@library.local>
Is there anyone on the list who is in Carroll Co., Iowa? If so, would you
please contact me off list? Thank you.
Phyllis Rickard
A-V Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
From dplumer at round-rock.tx.us Wed Jun 29 12:04:47 2005
From: dplumer at round-rock.tx.us (Danielle Plumer)
Date: Wed Jun 29 11:42:37 2005
Subject: [Genealib] AncestryPlus vs. Ancestry LE vs. Ancestry.com
Message-ID: <462AD2F92A7B4E46A8A02C410EEBBC0CAEB814@rrmail.corr.round-rock.tx.us>
I'm fairly new to being a genealogy librarian, but I was a hobbyist for many years
and had a personal subscription to Ancestry.com. I was suprised to learn how much
isn't included in the library products! (I was particularly annoyed that our
library could only have one simulateous user of AncestryPlus even through we were
paying enough for several individual subscriptions).
In preparing my budget for next year, I requested an individual subscription to the
full content of Ancestry.com in addition to the ProQuest Ancestry Library Edition.
That way, I'll be able to get at the "missing content" as well as being able to
work from home if needed (which has always been the main advantage of
HeritageQuest, for us).
Danielle
Danielle Cunniff Plumer
Reference Librarian
Genealogy and Local History Services
Round Rock Public Library System
dplumer@round-rock.tx.us
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
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Size: 3777 bytes
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From rlands at plcmc.org Wed Jun 29 15:34:54 2005
From: rlands at plcmc.org (Lands, Rosemary)
Date: Wed Jun 29 15:12:42 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Freebies
Message-ID: <B0A995C3D1FD0A40982788C07411B92850257B@voyager.plcmc.net>
North Carolina Genealogical Journal: volumes 11-26
From ehayes at lclsonline.org Wed Jun 29 15:45:52 2005
From: ehayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Wed Jun 29 15:23:46 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or trade.
Message-ID: <s2c2a618.003@Lcls_internet>

DUPLICATE BOOK SALE!!!!
The Laramie County Library System Genealogy Department in Cheyenne, WY
is clearing out their duplicate books! We have made every attempt to
price and describe each book as fairly as possible. We will also
consider TRADING volumes for books of equal value that will fit into our
collection.
POSTAGE AND HANDLING:
$4.00 1st volume, 2.00 each additional
volume. *Exceptions as notedCONTACT:
ehayes@lclsonline.org Please
respond off the list.
1. SHIP PASSENGER LISTS - THE SOUTH, 1538 - 1825 / Carl Boyer 3rd.
self-published. 1st Ed. 1979, 314 pages, hardcover. Ex libr. Tight.
VG.
PRICE:
$30.00 plus postage & handling
2. PENNSYLVANIA BIRTHS, LANCASTER COUNTY, 1723-1777, Vol. 1 by John T.
Humphrey.
C 1997. Self published, 387 pgs, hardcover.
Ex libr. Tight
Never
been circulated.
PRICE; $30.00 plus postage & handling
3. CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF DENNING TOWNSHIP, FRANKLIN COUNTY
ILLINOIS. Compiled by Susan Doxsie Dorris for Shawnee Trail Chapter,
DAR, West Frankfort, Ill. 1983, 159 pgs. Hardback, ex libr. bound.
Contains: Denning, Bethel, Rose, Barber, Hanes, Follis Cemeteries.
indexed ex libr. excellent condition
PRICE; $25.00 plus postage & handling
4. A REMINISCENT HISTORY OF THE OZARK REGION, facsimile reprint from
1894 (1978) Chicago, Goodspeed Brothers Publishers, 787 pages + every
name index. History of each county w/bios. Hardback w/bookplate Like
New
PRICE; $60.00 plus *$6.00 postage & handling
5. INDEX TO GEORGIA WILLS by Jeanette H. McCall.
no date or
publisher. 507 pages,
Index to surviving county will books formed before 1832 Land Lottery.
Not based on original wills (many have been destroyed), but on verbatim
copies. Index is designed to simplify research process. Contains about
20,000 testators.
hardback, 1 page slight tear.
Ex libr
VG
PRICE: $25.00 plus postage & handling
6. HISTORY OF HALL COUNTY, NEBRASKA By Buechler, A.F, R.J. Barr, Dale
P. Strough.
Eastern Publishing and engraving, 1920. 1st Ed. 1018
pages. Illustrated, index. Pioneer history and bios w/ special
analysis of military & civil participation in WWI. Ex libr. Small tear
in top of spine and repair on flyleaf inside. Excellent condition
inside, overall condition, good.
$65.00; plus * $6.00 postage & handling
7. OUR EARLY EMIGRANT ANCESTORS; THE ORIGINAL LISTS OF PERSONS OF
QUALITY by Hotten, John Camden, Genealogical Publishing Company, Inc.
1962, 580 pages. Cloth, VG w/ 2 small tears in spine.
Emigrants from
Great Britain to America Plantations 1600-1700 with ages, localities
where they lived, ships and other particulars. Ex libr . index.
PRICE; $50.00 plus postage & handling.
8. NORTH CAROLINA MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
1799-1825 from Raleigh
Register & North Carolina State Gazette. Compiled by Carrie L.
BroughtonGenealogical Publishing Company, 1966 3rd printing. 192

Pages. Covers entire state
marriages and rest deaths.
libr small shelf wear
VG
PRICE; $18.00 plus postage

of N.C. 5,000 entries w/approx. 2/3
Date and name of newspaper included.
condition
& handling

Ex

9. COMPENDIUM OF HISTORY & BIOGRAPHY OF NORTH DAKOTA by George A. Ogle
& Co. (1900) 1st Edition, 1410 pages with biographical sketches on
pages 159-1410Original leather with cover mended and spine repaired.
libr. Stamped, cover has top & bottom "shelf rubs." Inside pages very
good. Valuable resource in scarce area of data.
PRICE: $300.00 plus *$10.00 postage & handling
10. A COMPENDIUM OF THE WAR OF THE REBELLION
by Dyer, Frederick H.
3 vol. set. Sagamore Press, Yoseloff, Publisher (1959) Organization of
Armies of U.S. chronological record of campaigns, battles, engagements,
actions, combats, etc, in U.S. from 1861-1865. Union regimental
histories. Hailed as unprecedented in scope and depth. Original binding
maroon w/gold on black lettering. Slight wear on spine; shelf wear. Ex
Libr. Good condition inside. A must for any Civil War Collection. Vol.
1 to page 578, Vol. 2 to page 991, Vol. 3 to page 1796. PRICE: $250.00
for the 3 v
Watch for more excellent genealogy books listed for sale or trade later
this summer!
Elaine Jones Hayes
Genealogy Coordinator/Information Services Librarian
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From ksmith at aapld.org Wed Jun 29 17:26:05 2005
From: ksmith at aapld.org (Kristen Smith)
Date: Wed Jun 29 17:03:51 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Chicago Tribune Historical Databases
Message-ID: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0FC2@www.aapld.info>
Would anyone care to elaborate about the pluses/minuses of the two
databases offering historical coverage of the Chicago Tribune? Proquest
and Newsbank are the two companies I am referring to. Specifically, I
am trying to get a good idea of dates of coverage. Which years does
Proquest cover? Newsbank? I would appreciate feedback from those of
you who subscribe to one or both of these databases for the Chicago
Tribune.

Thanks in advance.

Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.

Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
847-458-6060 ext. 129

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Mary.Deluz at sjvls.org Wed Jun 29 17:54:24 2005
From: Mary.Deluz at sjvls.org (Deluz, Mary)
Date: Wed Jun 29 17:32:18 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or trade.
Message-ID: <D73AD75D280AE44DB5891809BB7ADFB509038B@sjvem1.sjvls.org>
The Tulare Public Library's Genealogy Collection would like to have the History of
Hall County Nebraska.
Thank you,
Mary De Luz
(559) 685-2342
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Elaine Hayes
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2005 12:46 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or trade.

DUPLICATE BOOK SALE!!!!
The Laramie County Library System Genealogy Department in Cheyenne, WY is clearing
out their duplicate books! We have made every attempt to price and describe each
book as fairly as possible. We will also consider TRADING volumes for books of
equal value that will fit into our collection.
POSTAGE AND HANDLING:
$4.00 1st volume, 2.00 each additional volume.
*Exceptions as noted<?xml:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoftcom:office:office" />
CONTACT:
1.

ehayes@lclsonline.org

Please respond off the list.

SHIP PASSENGER LISTS - THE SOUTH, 1538 - 1825 / Carl Boyer 3rd.

self-published.

1st Ed.

1979,

314 pages, hardcover. Ex libr. Tight. VG.
PRICE:
$30.00 plus postage & handling
2. PENNSYLVANIA BIRTHS, LANCASTER COUNTY, 1723-1777, Vol. 1 by John T. Humphrey.
C 1997. Self published, 387 pgs, hardcover.
Ex libr. Tight
Never been
circulated.
PRICE; $30.00 plus postage & handling
3.

CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF DENNING TOWNSHIP, FRANKLIN COUNTY ILLINOIS.

Compiled

by Susan Doxsie Dorris for Shawnee Trail Chapter, DAR, West Frankfort, Ill. 1983,
159 pgs. Hardback, ex libr. bound. Contains: Denning, Bethel, Rose, Barber,
Hanes, Follis Cemeteries.
indexed ex libr. excellent condition
PRICE; $25.00 plus postage & handling
4.

A REMINISCENT HISTORY OF THE OZARK REGION,

facsimile reprint from 1894 (1978) Chicago, Goodspeed Brothers Publishers,
787 pages + every name index. History of each county w/bios. Hardback w/bookplate
Like New
PRICE; $60.00 plus *$6.00 postage & handling
5.

INDEX TO GEORGIA WILLS by Jeanette H. McCall.
no date or publisher.

507 pages,
Index to surviving county will books formed before 1832 Land Lottery. Not based on
original wills (many have been destroyed), but on verbatim copies. Index is
designed to simplify research process. Contains about 20,000 testators.
hardback, 1 page slight tear.
Ex libr
VG
PRICE: $25.00 plus postage & handling
6.

HISTORY OF HALL COUNTY, NEBRASKA

By Buechler, A.F, R.J. Barr, Dale P. Strough.

Eastern Publishing and engraving, 1920.

1st Ed.

1018 pages.
Illustrated, index. Pioneer history and bios w/ special analysis of military &
civil participation in WWI. Ex libr. Small tear in top of spine and repair on
flyleaf inside. Excellent condition inside, overall condition, good.
$65.00; plus * $6.00 postage & handling
7. OUR EARLY EMIGRANT ANCESTORS; THE ORIGINAL LISTS OF PERSONS OF QUALITY by
Hotten, John Camden,
Genealogical Publishing Company, Inc.

1962,

580 pages. Cloth, VG w/ 2 small tears in spine.
Emigrants from Great Britain to
America Plantations 1600-1700 with ages, localities where they lived, ships and
other particulars. Ex libr . index.
PRICE; $50.00 plus postage & handling.
8. NORTH CAROLINA MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
1799-1825 from Raleigh Register & North
Carolina State Gazette. Compiled by Carrie L. Broughton
Genealogical Publishing Company, 1966

3rd printing.

192 Pages. Covers entire state of N.C. 5,000 entries w/approx. 2/3 marriages and
rest deaths. Date and name of newspaper included. Ex libr small shelf wear
VG
condition
PRICE; $18.00 plus postage & handling
9. COMPENDIUM OF HISTORY & BIOGRAPHY OF NORTH DAKOTA by George A. Ogle & Co.
(1900) 1st Edition,

1410 pages with biographical sketches on pages 159-1410
Original leather with cover mended and spine repaired. libr. Stamped, cover has
top & bottom "shelf rubs." Inside pages very good. Valuable resource in scarce
area of data.
PRICE: $300.00 plus *$10.00 postage & handling
10. A COMPENDIUM OF THE WAR OF THE REBELLION
Sagamore Press, Yoseloff, Publisher (1959)

by Dyer, Frederick H.

3 vol. set.

Organization of Armies of U.S. chronological record of campaigns, battles,
engagements, actions, combats, etc, in U.S. from 1861-1865. Union regimental
histories. Hailed as unprecedented in scope and depth. Original binding maroon
w/gold on black lettering. Slight wear on spine; shelf wear. Ex Libr. Good
condition inside. A must for any Civil War Collection. Vol. 1 to page 578, Vol. 2
to page 991, Vol. 3 to page 1796.
PRICE:

$250.00 for the 3 v

Watch for more excellent genealogy books listed for sale or trade later this
summer!
Elaine Jones Hayes
Genealogy Coordinator/Information Services Librarian
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From ehayes at lclsonline.org Wed Jun 29 18:15:51 2005
From: ehayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Wed Jun 29 17:54:03 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or trade.
Message-ID: <s2c2c950.027@Lcls_internet>
Mary,
Do you have something to trade or would you like us to send you a bill
for $71?
Thanks,
Elaine Jones Hayes
Information Services Librarian
Interim Genealogy Coordinator
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
>>> Mary.Deluz@sjvls.org 6/29/2005 3:54:24 PM >>>
The Tulare Public Library's Genealogy Collection would like to have the
History of Hall County Nebraska.
Thank you,

Mary De Luz
(559) 685-2342
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Elaine
Hayes
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2005 12:46 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or
trade.

DUPLICATE BOOK SALE!!!!
The Laramie County Library System Genealogy Department in Cheyenne, WY
is clearing out their duplicate books! We have made every attempt to
price and describe each book as fairly as possible. We will also
consider TRADING volumes for books of equal value that will fit into our
collection.
POSTAGE AND HANDLING:
$4.00 1st volume, 2.00 each additional
volume. *Exceptions as noted<?xml:namespace prefix = o ns =
"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" />
CONTACT:
1.

ehayes@lclsonline.org

Please respond off the list.

SHIP PASSENGER LISTS - THE SOUTH, 1538 - 1825 / Carl Boyer 3rd.

self-published.

1st Ed.

1979,

314 pages, hardcover. Ex libr. Tight. VG.
PRICE:
$30.00 plus postage & handling
2. PENNSYLVANIA BIRTHS, LANCASTER COUNTY, 1723-1777, Vol. 1 by John T.
Humphrey.
C 1997. Self published, 387 pgs, hardcover.
Ex libr. Tight
Never
been circulated.
PRICE; $30.00 plus postage & handling
3. CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF DENNING TOWNSHIP, FRANKLIN COUNTY
ILLINOIS. Compiled by Susan Doxsie Dorris for Shawnee Trail Chapter,
DAR, West Frankfort, Ill. 1983,
159 pgs. Hardback, ex libr. bound. Contains: Denning, Bethel, Rose,
Barber, Hanes, Follis Cemeteries.
indexed ex libr. excellent
condition
PRICE; $25.00 plus postage & handling
4.

A REMINISCENT HISTORY OF THE OZARK REGION,

facsimile reprint from 1894 (1978) Chicago, Goodspeed Brothers
Publishers,
787 pages + every name index. History of each county w/bios. Hardback
w/bookplate Like New
PRICE; $60.00 plus *$6.00 postage & handling
5.

INDEX TO GEORGIA WILLS by Jeanette H. McCall.

no date or publisher.
507 pages,
Index to surviving county will books formed before 1832 Land Lottery.
Not based on original wills (many have been destroyed), but on verbatim
copies. Index is designed to simplify research process. Contains about
20,000 testators.
hardback, 1 page slight tear.
Ex libr
VG
PRICE: $25.00 plus postage & handling
6. HISTORY OF HALL COUNTY, NEBRASKA
P. Strough.

By Buechler, A.F, R.J. Barr, Dale

Eastern Publishing and engraving, 1920.

1st Ed.

1018 pages.
Illustrated, index. Pioneer history and bios w/ special analysis of
military & civil participation in WWI. Ex libr. Small tear in top of
spine and repair on flyleaf inside. Excellent condition inside,
overall condition, good.
$65.00; plus * $6.00 postage & handling
7. OUR EARLY EMIGRANT ANCESTORS; THE ORIGINAL LISTS OF PERSONS OF
QUALITY by Hotten, John Camden,
Genealogical Publishing Company, Inc.

1962,

580 pages. Cloth, VG w/ 2 small tears in spine.
Emigrants from Great
Britain to America Plantations 1600-1700 with ages, localities where
they lived, ships and other particulars. Ex libr . index.
PRICE; $50.00 plus postage & handling.
8. NORTH CAROLINA MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
Register & North Carolina State Gazette.
Broughton
Genealogical Publishing Company, 1966

1799-1825 from Raleigh
Compiled by Carrie L.

3rd printing.

192 Pages. Covers entire state of N.C. 5,000 entries w/approx. 2/3
marriages and rest deaths. Date and name of newspaper included. Ex
libr small shelf wear
VG condition
PRICE; $18.00 plus postage & handling
9. COMPENDIUM OF HISTORY & BIOGRAPHY OF NORTH DAKOTA by George A. Ogle
& Co. (1900) 1st Edition,
1410 pages with biographical sketches on pages 159-1410
Original leather with cover mended and spine repaired. libr. Stamped,
cover has top & bottom "shelf rubs." Inside pages very good. Valuable
resource in scarce area of data.
PRICE: $300.00 plus *$10.00 postage & handling
10. A COMPENDIUM OF THE WAR OF THE REBELLION
by Dyer, Frederick H.
3 vol. set. Sagamore Press, Yoseloff, Publisher (1959)
Organization of Armies of U.S. chronological record of campaigns,
battles, engagements, actions, combats, etc, in U.S. from 1861-1865.

Union regimental histories. Hailed as unprecedented in scope and depth.
Original binding maroon w/gold on black lettering. Slight wear on
spine; shelf wear. Ex Libr. Good condition inside. A must for any
Civil War Collection. Vol. 1 to page 578, Vol. 2 to page 991, Vol. 3 to
page 1796.
PRICE:

$250.00 for the 3 v

Watch for more excellent genealogy books listed for sale or trade later
this summer!
Elaine Jones Hayes
Genealogy Coordinator/Information Services Librarian
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org

From Dlunow at aol.com Wed Jun 29 18:17:53 2005
From: Dlunow at aol.com (Dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Wed Jun 29 17:55:40 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or trade.
Message-ID: <1a9.3a8b11d0.2ff47811@aol.com>
I attached the list of trades
Diane
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From chayes at mail.jefcolib.lib.mo.us Wed Jun 29 19:02:37 2005
From: chayes at mail.jefcolib.lib.mo.us (Cindy Hayes)
Date: Wed Jun 29 18:40:29 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Chicago Tribune Historical Databases
References: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0FC2@www.aapld.info>
Message-ID: <00d601c57cfe$a4ebee70$820a0a0a@jefcolib.lib.mo.us>
Hi Kristen,
We get the historical Chicago Trib from Newsbank: Included are
a.. Chicago Tribune Morgue clippings file (nearly 3 million) - major stories
covering events and issues clipped and indexed by the Chicago Tribune staff at time
of publication. Coverage is from the 1920's through 1984.
b.. Front pages (16,614 pages containing over 155,000 articles) - image of entire
front page as it appeared when published from the early 1900 through 1984.
Proquest/Elibrary offers Chicago Sun Times, the Daily Herald and the Independent
Bulletin. I think the Trib is a separate purchase, but it is NOT included in the
basic package, unfortunately. I think that when I spoke with the sales rep last
week she said that their coverage was less extensive.
The Proquest database is MUCH more user friendly, and if they offered the Trib, I'd
suggest you go with them.
----- Original Message ----From: Kristen Smith

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2005 4:26 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Chicago Tribune Historical Databases
Would anyone care to elaborate about the pluses/minuses of the two databases
offering historical coverage of the Chicago Tribune? Proquest and Newsbank are the
two companies I am referring to. Specifically, I am trying to get a good idea of
dates of coverage. Which years does Proquest cover? Newsbank? I would appreciate
feedback from those of you who subscribe to one or both of these databases for the
Chicago Tribune.

Thanks in advance.

Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
847-458-6060 ext. 129

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050629/59074841/
attachment.htm
From cribbswh at gmail.com Wed Jun 29 19:10:32 2005
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (Bill Cribbs)
Date: Wed Jun 29 18:48:18 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Chicago Tribune Historical Databases
In-Reply-To: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0FC2@www.aapld.info>
References: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0FC2@www.aapld.info>
Message-ID: <4058421b050629161010376d4@mail.gmail.com>
Dear Kristen,
The Newsbank offering is described as follows:
====================
Included are
Obituaries and Death Notices (2.5 million) - very unique data covering
1860-1984, including front-page obituaries for notables from Chicago
and worldwide.
Chicago Tribune Morgue clippings file (nearly 3 million) - major
stories covering events and issues clipped and indexed by the Chicago
Tribune staff at time of publication. Coverage is from the 1920's

through 1984.
Front pages (16,614 pages containing over 155,000 articles) - image of
entire front page as it appeared when published from the early 1900
through 1984.
====================
I prefer Newsbank's because much of theirs is transcribed.
ProQuest's are all scanned clippings.
Theirs is described as follows:
"ProQuest Historical Newspapers Chicago Tribune (1890 - 1984)"
Hope this helps.
Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com

On 6/29/05, Kristen Smith <ksmith@aapld.org> wrote:
>
>
> Would anyone care to elaborate about the pluses/minuses of the two databases
> offering historical coverage of the Chicago Tribune? Proquest and Newsbank
> are the two companies I am referring to. Specifically, I am trying to get a
> good idea of dates of coverage. Which years does Proquest cover? Newsbank?
> I would appreciate feedback from those of you who subscribe to one or both
> of these databases for the Chicago Tribune.
>
>
>
> Thanks in advance.
>
>
>
> Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
>
> Reference & Genealogy Librarian
>
> Algonquin Area Public Library
>
> 847-458-6060 ext. 129
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
-Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
Fax: 1-832-553-2796
From cribbswh at gmail.com Wed Jun 29 19:10:32 2005
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (Bill Cribbs)

Date: Wed Jun 29 18:48:21 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Chicago Tribune Historical Databases
In-Reply-To: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0FC2@www.aapld.info>
References: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0FC2@www.aapld.info>
Message-ID: <4058421b050629161010376d4@mail.gmail.com>
Dear Kristen,
The Newsbank offering is described as follows:
====================
Included are
Obituaries and Death Notices (2.5 million) - very unique data covering
1860-1984, including front-page obituaries for notables from Chicago
and worldwide.
Chicago Tribune Morgue clippings file (nearly 3 million) - major
stories covering events and issues clipped and indexed by the Chicago
Tribune staff at time of publication. Coverage is from the 1920's
through 1984.
Front pages (16,614 pages containing over 155,000 articles) - image of
entire front page as it appeared when published from the early 1900
through 1984.
====================
I prefer Newsbank's because much of theirs is transcribed.
ProQuest's are all scanned clippings.
Theirs is described as follows:
"ProQuest Historical Newspapers Chicago Tribune (1890 - 1984)"
Hope this helps.
Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com

On 6/29/05, Kristen Smith <ksmith@aapld.org> wrote:
>
>
> Would anyone care to elaborate about the pluses/minuses of the two databases
> offering historical coverage of the Chicago Tribune? Proquest and Newsbank
> are the two companies I am referring to. Specifically, I am trying to get a
> good idea of dates of coverage. Which years does Proquest cover? Newsbank?
> I would appreciate feedback from those of you who subscribe to one or both
> of these databases for the Chicago Tribune.
>
>
>
> Thanks in advance.
>
>
>
> Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
>
> Reference & Genealogy Librarian
>
> Algonquin Area Public Library
>
> 847-458-6060 ext. 129
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
Fax: 1-832-553-2796
From Mary.Deluz at sjvls.org Wed Jun 29 19:50:24 2005
From: Mary.Deluz at sjvls.org (Deluz, Mary)
Date: Wed Jun 29 19:28:14 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or trade.
Message-ID: <D73AD75D280AE44DB5891809BB7ADFB509038C@sjvem1.sjvls.org>
I have a duplicate copies of Pioneer Families of Missouri and also A Town Called
Tulare: a pictorial history of Tulare.
Mary De Luz
Tulare Public Library
Genealogy Collection
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Elaine Hayes
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2005 3:16 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or
trade.
Mary,
Do you have something to trade or would you like us to send you a bill
for $71?
Thanks,
Elaine Jones Hayes
Information Services Librarian
Interim Genealogy Coordinator
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
>>> Mary.Deluz@sjvls.org 6/29/2005 3:54:24 PM >>>
The Tulare Public Library's Genealogy Collection would like to have the
History of Hall County Nebraska.
Thank you,
Mary De Luz
(559) 685-2342
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Elaine
Hayes
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2005 12:46 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or
trade.

DUPLICATE BOOK SALE!!!!
The Laramie County Library System Genealogy Department in Cheyenne, WY
is clearing out their duplicate books! We have made every attempt to
price and describe each book as fairly as possible. We will also
consider TRADING volumes for books of equal value that will fit into our
collection.
POSTAGE AND HANDLING:
$4.00 1st volume, 2.00 each additional
volume. *Exceptions as noted<?xml:namespace prefix = o ns =
"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" />
CONTACT:
1.

ehayes@lclsonline.org

Please respond off the list.

SHIP PASSENGER LISTS - THE SOUTH, 1538 - 1825 / Carl Boyer 3rd.

self-published.

1st Ed.

1979,

314 pages, hardcover. Ex libr. Tight. VG.
PRICE:
$30.00 plus postage & handling
2. PENNSYLVANIA BIRTHS, LANCASTER COUNTY, 1723-1777, Vol. 1 by John T.
Humphrey.
C 1997. Self published, 387 pgs, hardcover.
Ex libr. Tight
Never
been circulated.
PRICE; $30.00 plus postage & handling
3. CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF DENNING TOWNSHIP, FRANKLIN COUNTY
ILLINOIS. Compiled by Susan Doxsie Dorris for Shawnee Trail Chapter,
DAR, West Frankfort, Ill. 1983,
159 pgs. Hardback, ex libr. bound. Contains: Denning, Bethel, Rose,
Barber, Hanes, Follis Cemeteries.
indexed ex libr. excellent
condition
PRICE; $25.00 plus postage & handling
4.

A REMINISCENT HISTORY OF THE OZARK REGION,

facsimile reprint from 1894 (1978) Chicago, Goodspeed Brothers
Publishers,
787 pages + every name index. History of each county w/bios. Hardback
w/bookplate Like New
PRICE; $60.00 plus *$6.00 postage & handling
5.

INDEX TO GEORGIA WILLS by Jeanette H. McCall.
no date or publisher.

507 pages,
Index to surviving county will books formed before 1832 Land Lottery.

Not based on original wills (many have been destroyed), but on verbatim
copies. Index is designed to simplify research process. Contains about
20,000 testators.
hardback, 1 page slight tear.
Ex libr
VG
PRICE: $25.00 plus postage & handling
6. HISTORY OF HALL COUNTY, NEBRASKA
P. Strough.

By Buechler, A.F, R.J. Barr, Dale

Eastern Publishing and engraving, 1920.

1st Ed.

1018 pages.
Illustrated, index. Pioneer history and bios w/ special analysis of
military & civil participation in WWI. Ex libr. Small tear in top of
spine and repair on flyleaf inside. Excellent condition inside,
overall condition, good.
$65.00; plus * $6.00 postage & handling
7. OUR EARLY EMIGRANT ANCESTORS; THE ORIGINAL LISTS OF PERSONS OF
QUALITY by Hotten, John Camden,
Genealogical Publishing Company, Inc.

1962,

580 pages. Cloth, VG w/ 2 small tears in spine.
Emigrants from Great
Britain to America Plantations 1600-1700 with ages, localities where
they lived, ships and other particulars. Ex libr . index.
PRICE; $50.00 plus postage & handling.
8. NORTH CAROLINA MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
Register & North Carolina State Gazette.
Broughton
Genealogical Publishing Company, 1966

1799-1825 from Raleigh
Compiled by Carrie L.

3rd printing.

192 Pages. Covers entire state of N.C. 5,000 entries w/approx. 2/3
marriages and rest deaths. Date and name of newspaper included. Ex
libr small shelf wear
VG condition
PRICE; $18.00 plus postage & handling
9. COMPENDIUM OF HISTORY & BIOGRAPHY OF NORTH DAKOTA by George A. Ogle
& Co. (1900) 1st Edition,
1410 pages with biographical sketches on pages 159-1410
Original leather with cover mended and spine repaired. libr. Stamped,
cover has top & bottom "shelf rubs." Inside pages very good. Valuable
resource in scarce area of data.
PRICE: $300.00 plus *$10.00 postage & handling
10. A COMPENDIUM OF THE WAR OF THE REBELLION
by Dyer, Frederick H.
3 vol. set. Sagamore Press, Yoseloff, Publisher (1959)
Organization of Armies of U.S. chronological record of campaigns,
battles, engagements, actions, combats, etc, in U.S. from 1861-1865.
Union regimental histories. Hailed as unprecedented in scope and depth.
Original binding maroon w/gold on black lettering. Slight wear on
spine; shelf wear. Ex Libr. Good condition inside. A must for any
Civil War Collection. Vol. 1 to page 578, Vol. 2 to page 991, Vol. 3 to
page 1796.

PRICE:

$250.00 for the 3 v

Watch for more excellent genealogy books listed for sale or trade later
this summer!
Elaine Jones Hayes
Genealogy Coordinator/Information Services Librarian
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Thu Jun 30 09:51:56 2005
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Thu Jun 30 09:28:31 2005
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuestOnline
In-Reply-To: <5.1.0.14.0.20050628143146.033c07f0@mail.crlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <42C3B2AC.12435.254A43@localhost>
I encourage all librarians to take advantage of educational
opportunities such as the recent genealogy preconference at ALA in
Chicago. We had ample opportunity to question Bill Forsythe about
Heritage Quest and other ProQuest products. I was encouraged by what
I heard there. ProQuest is definitely not giving up on its genealogy
products.

On 28 Jun 2005 at 14:33, Roger Rayborn wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Does anyone know if HeritageQuest/MyFamily/ProQuest is still developing
HeritageQuestOnline.
It seems like there have been NO updates for several months. They still
have only a very small part of the 1930 index finished (1 state added since
2003 - None for over a year). The 1830-1850 indexes were scheduled for
third quarter of 2004. ... Freedman's Bank records, Bounty Land Warrant
Indexes and obituaries? Remember when they promised "new content is added
weekly"? They haven't added to the books since 2003
"In the next interface upgrade to HeritageQuest Online -- scheduled for
mid- 2004 -- we intend to make significant improvements to the search
screens, including the addition of SOUNDEX and wildcard functionality."
Bill Forsyth on 11/24/2003

-

Bill Forsyth used to participate in some of the discussion on this list,
but I don't remember hearing from him for a long time.
Are they concentrating on Ancestry Library?
be a "thing of the past"?
We can't afford both.

Will HeritageQuestOnline soon

Should we give up on HeritageQuestOnline and switch

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

to Ancestry Library?
Roger A. Rayborn - Computer Information Systems Manager
raybornr@mail.crlibrary.org
(319) 398-5123
FAX (319) 398-0476
Cedar Rapids Public Library
500 1st St SE
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
52401
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.

From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Thu Jun 30 09:56:15 2005
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Thu Jun 30 09:32:45 2005
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuestOnline
In-Reply-To: <s2c16ba3.025@gwmail.spl.org>
Message-ID: <42C3B3AF.2226.293E0B@localhost>
Yes, Heritage Quest is adding to its book content. Also the
microfiche is still for sale. We have the 63 parts which have been
offered for sale and I know HQ is continuing to digitize them. I
understand they have currently digitized parts 1-50. But ProQuest
continues to offer about two parts a year in microfiche format.
Again, as I stated in another replied posting, please take advantage
of genealogy preconferences at ALA. You can find out so much info
when you attend.

On 28 Jun 2005 at 15:23, Heather McLeland-Wieser wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Ray;
I don't believe that they will ever add to the book content. The books
currently on the site come from the" Genealogy & Local History Online, a
collection of over 25,000 family and local histories" to quote the "more
about this collection page at HeritageQuest. This collection used to be
available to libraries in microfilm format and from the very beginning
it was understood that they weren't going to be actively seeking new
books to add to this collection. Instead they are adding other
collections/databases such as Persi and the Revolution War Pensions.
HeritageQuest has almost never met its announced target dates for
uploading information, but their consistent quality indexing and their
willingness to tackle big projects like the Rev. War database keeps them
on our library's "A" list.
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager

>
>
>
>
>
>

Art Recreation & Literature
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
206-386-4092

Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
From ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us Thu Jun 30 09:56:15 2005
From: ge_librarian at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Thu Jun 30 09:32:50 2005
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuestOnline
In-Reply-To: <s2c16ba3.025@gwmail.spl.org>
Message-ID: <42C3B3AF.2226.293E0B@localhost>
Yes, Heritage Quest is adding to its book content. Also the
microfiche is still for sale. We have the 63 parts which have been
offered for sale and I know HQ is continuing to digitize them. I
understand they have currently digitized parts 1-50. But ProQuest
continues to offer about two parts a year in microfiche format.
Again, as I stated in another replied posting, please take advantage
of genealogy preconferences at ALA. You can find out so much info
when you attend.

On 28 Jun 2005 at 15:23, Heather McLeland-Wieser wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Ray;
I don't believe that they will ever add to the book content. The books
currently on the site come from the" Genealogy & Local History Online, a
collection of over 25,000 family and local histories" to quote the "more
about this collection page at HeritageQuest. This collection used to be
available to libraries in microfilm format and from the very beginning
it was understood that they weren't going to be actively seeking new
books to add to this collection. Instead they are adding other
collections/databases such as Persi and the Revolution War Pensions.
HeritageQuest has almost never met its announced target dates for
uploading information, but their consistent quality indexing and their
willingness to tackle big projects like the Rev. War database keeps them
on our library's "A" list.
Heather McLeland-Wieser
Manager
Art Recreation & Literature
History Travel & Maps
Seattle Public Library
206-386-4092

Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
Mid-Continent Public Library
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
From eggers at flinthills.com Thu Jun 30 10:44:55 2005
From: eggers at flinthills.com (Raleigh Eggers)
Date: Thu Jun 30 10:21:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuestOnline
References: <42C3B2AC.12435.254A43@localhost>
Message-ID: <00e601c57d82$4a9ab300$a7ca2740@eggers>
Sorry,Jill. I see that the scanner is switched to B/W. I'll resend when I
figure out how to switch it back. Glee
----- Original Message ----From: "Janice Schultz" <ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
To: "Roger Rayborn" <RAYBORNR@CRPL.CEDAR-RAPIDS.LIB.IA.US>;
<genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2005 8:51 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] HeritageQuestOnline
> I encourage all librarians to take advantage of educational
> opportunities such as the recent genealogy preconference at ALA in
> Chicago. We had ample opportunity to question Bill Forsythe about
> Heritage Quest and other ProQuest products. I was encouraged by what
> I heard there. ProQuest is definitely not giving up on its genealogy
> products.
>
>
>
> On 28 Jun 2005 at 14:33, Roger Rayborn wrote:
>
> > Does anyone know if HeritageQuest/MyFamily/ProQuest is still developing
> > HeritageQuestOnline.
> >
> > It seems like there have been NO updates for several months. They still
> > have only a very small part of the 1930 index finished (1 state added
since
> > 2003 - None for over a year). The 1830-1850 indexes were scheduled for
> > third quarter of 2004. ... Freedman's Bank records, Bounty Land Warrant
> > Indexes and obituaries? Remember when they promised "new content is
added
> > weekly"? They haven't added to the books since 2003
> >
> > "In the next interface upgrade to HeritageQuest Online -- scheduled for
> > mid- 2004 -- we intend to make significant improvements to the search
> > screens, including the addition of SOUNDEX and wildcard
unctionality." > > Bill Forsyth on 11/24/2003
> >
> > Bill Forsyth used to participate in some of the discussion on this list,
> > but I don't remember hearing from him for a long time.
> >
> > Are they concentrating on Ancestry Library? Will HeritageQuestOnline
soon
> > be a "thing of the past"?
> >
> > We can't afford both. Should we give up on HeritageQuestOnline and

switch
> > to Ancestry Library?
> >
> > Roger A. Rayborn - Computer Information Systems Manager
> > raybornr@mail.crlibrary.org
> > (319) 398-5123
FAX (319) 398-0476
> > Cedar Rapids Public Library
> > 500 1st St SE
> > Cedar Rapids, Iowa
52401
> >
> >
> > _______________________________________________
> > genealib mailing list
> > genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
Janice Schultz, Genealogy Librarian
>
Mid-Continent Public Library
>
ge_librarian@mcpl.lib.mo.us -=- http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/ge
>
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed are personal.
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From rlands at plcmc.org Thu Jun 30 11:26:02 2005
From: rlands at plcmc.org (Lands, Rosemary)
Date: Thu Jun 30 11:03:55 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Updated Trade List for The Public Library of Charlotte
and North Carolina
Message-ID: <B0A995C3D1FD0A40982788C07411B92850257C@voyager.plcmc.net>
Attached is an updated list of books that we would like to offer for trade.
Please contact me a rlands@plcmc.org for details on any of the items.
We still have a "freebie" set of North Carolina Genealogical Society
Journal, volumes 11-26.

<<PLCMC BOOK TRADE LIST - June 30 2005.doc>>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: PLCMC BOOK TRADE LIST - June 30 2005.doc
Type: application/msword
Size: 27648 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://lists.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20050630/ea1f137d/
PLCMCBOOKTRADELIST-June302005-0001.doc
From nichels at noblenet.org Thu Jun 30 14:07:13 2005

From: nichels at noblenet.org (Suzanne Nichelson)
Date: Thu Jun 30 13:30:41 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Chicago Tribune Historical Databases
In-Reply-To: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0FC2@www.aapld.info>
Message-ID: <Pine.LNX.4.44.0506301356140.15284-100000@mail.noblenet.org>
We have a subscription through the state of Massachusetts to the Boston
Globe through Newsbank. As someone
pointed out that it is transcribed rather than scanned. I recently did
a trial of the Boston Globe through Proquest. There are significant
differences in the
way the data is shown. Proquest is scanned and includes advertising as
well as all articles. Newsbank is transcribed and doesn't include
advertising (at least the version I have used doesn't. Doing historical
research on a town or city it is nice to
be able to look at business advertisements as well as articles. I like
to read and look at the transcribed articles more than the scanned. The
scanned quality can be iffy. Both have good search engines and are
reasonably easy to use. I would do a trial of each database and set up
some test search questions and then see which works better in your
situation.
Suzanne
On Wed, 29 Jun 2005, Kristen Smith wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Would anyone care to elaborate about the pluses/minuses of the two
databases offering historical coverage of the Chicago Tribune? Proquest
and Newsbank are the two companies I am referring to. Specifically, I
am trying to get a good idea of dates of coverage. Which years does
Proquest cover? Newsbank? I would appreciate feedback from those of
you who subscribe to one or both of these databases for the Chicago
Tribune.

Thanks in advance.

Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
847-458-6060 ext. 129

-Suzanne Nichelson, Reference
Beverly Public Library, Beverly Massachusetts
nichelson@noblenet.org
North of Boston Library Exchange
From nichels at noblenet.org Thu Jun 30 14:07:13 2005
From: nichels at noblenet.org (Suzanne Nichelson)
Date: Thu Jun 30 13:30:45 2005

Subject: [Genealib] Chicago Tribune Historical Databases
In-Reply-To: <50B2DA3E3BEA9F4D80DFCDCA8891183D2B0FC2@www.aapld.info>
Message-ID: <Pine.LNX.4.44.0506301356140.15284-100000@mail.noblenet.org>
We have a subscription through the state of Massachusetts to the Boston
Globe through Newsbank. As someone
pointed out that it is transcribed rather than scanned. I recently did
a trial of the Boston Globe through Proquest. There are significant
differences in the
way the data is shown. Proquest is scanned and includes advertising as
well as all articles. Newsbank is transcribed and doesn't include
advertising (at least the version I have used doesn't. Doing historical
research on a town or city it is nice to
be able to look at business advertisements as well as articles. I like
to read and look at the transcribed articles more than the scanned. The
scanned quality can be iffy. Both have good search engines and are
reasonably easy to use. I would do a trial of each database and set up
some test search questions and then see which works better in your
situation.
Suzanne
On Wed, 29 Jun 2005, Kristen Smith wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Would anyone care to elaborate about the pluses/minuses of the two
databases offering historical coverage of the Chicago Tribune? Proquest
and Newsbank are the two companies I am referring to. Specifically, I
am trying to get a good idea of dates of coverage. Which years does
Proquest cover? Newsbank? I would appreciate feedback from those of
you who subscribe to one or both of these databases for the Chicago
Tribune.

Thanks in advance.

Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference & Genealogy Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
847-458-6060 ext. 129

-Suzanne Nichelson, Reference
Beverly Public Library, Beverly Massachusetts
nichelson@noblenet.org
North of Boston Library Exchange
From rlands at plcmc.org Thu Jun 30 15:24:23 2005
From: rlands at plcmc.org (Lands, Rosemary)
Date: Thu Jun 30 15:02:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] North Carolina Genealogical Society Freebie
Message-ID: <B0A995C3D1FD0A40982788C07411B928502580@voyager.plcmc.net>

Our NC Genealogical Society Freebies have been taken.
Rosemary
From ehayes at lclsonline.org Thu Jun 30 18:52:04 2005
From: ehayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Thu Jun 30 18:30:16 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or trade.
Message-ID: <s2c4234e.099@Lcls_internet>
Mary,
Sorry, but I've traded the Nebraska book to someone who had something
we really needed/wanted. Thanks for your interest.
Elaine Jones Hayes
Information Services Librarian
Interim Genealogy Coordinator
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
>>> Mary.Deluz@sjvls.org 6/29/2005 5:50 PM >>>
I have a duplicate copies of Pioneer Families of Missouri and also A
Town Called Tulare: a pictorial history of Tulare.
Mary De Luz
Tulare Public Library
Genealogy Collection
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Elaine
Hayes
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2005 3:16 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale
or
trade.
Mary,
Do you have something to trade or would you like us to send you a bill
for $71?
Thanks,
Elaine Jones Hayes
Information Services Librarian
Interim Genealogy Coordinator
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
>>> Mary.Deluz@sjvls.org 6/29/2005 3:54:24 PM >>>
The Tulare Public Library's Genealogy Collection would like to have
the
History of Hall County Nebraska.
Thank you,

Mary De Luz
(559) 685-2342
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Elaine
Hayes
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2005 12:46 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or
trade.

DUPLICATE BOOK SALE!!!!
The Laramie County Library System Genealogy Department in Cheyenne, WY
is clearing out their duplicate books! We have made every attempt to
price and describe each book as fairly as possible. We will also
consider TRADING volumes for books of equal value that will fit into
our
collection.
POSTAGE AND HANDLING:
$4.00 1st volume, 2.00 each additional
volume. *Exceptions as noted<?xml:namespace prefix = o ns =
"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" />
CONTACT:
1.

ehayes@lclsonline.org

Please respond off the list.

SHIP PASSENGER LISTS - THE SOUTH, 1538 - 1825 / Carl Boyer 3rd.

self-published.

1st Ed.

1979,

314 pages, hardcover. Ex libr. Tight. VG.
PRICE:
$30.00 plus postage & handling
2. PENNSYLVANIA BIRTHS, LANCASTER COUNTY, 1723-1777, Vol. 1 by John
T.
Humphrey.
C 1997. Self published, 387 pgs, hardcover.
Ex libr. Tight
Never
been circulated.
PRICE; $30.00 plus postage & handling
3. CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF DENNING TOWNSHIP, FRANKLIN COUNTY
ILLINOIS. Compiled by Susan Doxsie Dorris for Shawnee Trail Chapter,
DAR, West Frankfort, Ill. 1983,
159 pgs. Hardback, ex libr. bound. Contains: Denning, Bethel,
Rose,
Barber, Hanes, Follis Cemeteries.
indexed ex libr. excellent
condition
PRICE; $25.00 plus postage & handling
4.

A REMINISCENT HISTORY OF THE OZARK REGION,

facsimile reprint from 1894 (1978) Chicago, Goodspeed Brothers
Publishers,
787 pages + every name
w/bookplate Like New

index. History of each county w/bios. Hardback

PRICE;
5.

$60.00 plus *$6.00 postage & handling

INDEX TO GEORGIA WILLS by Jeanette H. McCall.
no date or publisher.

507 pages,
Index to surviving county will books formed before 1832 Land Lottery.
Not based on original wills (many have been destroyed), but on
verbatim
copies. Index is designed to simplify research process. Contains
about
20,000 testators.
hardback, 1 page slight tear.
Ex libr
VG
PRICE: $25.00 plus postage & handling
6. HISTORY OF HALL COUNTY, NEBRASKA
Dale
P. Strough.

By Buechler, A.F, R.J. Barr,

Eastern Publishing and engraving, 1920.

1st Ed.

1018 pages.
Illustrated, index. Pioneer history and bios w/ special analysis of
military & civil participation in WWI. Ex libr. Small tear in top of
spine and repair on flyleaf inside. Excellent condition inside,
overall condition, good.
$65.00; plus * $6.00 postage & handling
7. OUR EARLY EMIGRANT ANCESTORS; THE ORIGINAL LISTS OF PERSONS OF
QUALITY by Hotten, John Camden,
Genealogical Publishing Company, Inc.

1962,

580 pages. Cloth, VG w/ 2 small tears in spine.
Emigrants from
Great
Britain to America Plantations 1600-1700 with ages, localities where
they lived, ships and other particulars. Ex libr . index.
PRICE; $50.00 plus postage & handling.
8. NORTH CAROLINA MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
Register & North Carolina State Gazette.
Broughton
Genealogical Publishing Company, 1966

1799-1825 from Raleigh
Compiled by Carrie L.

3rd printing.

192 Pages. Covers entire state of N.C. 5,000 entries w/approx. 2/3
marriages and rest deaths. Date and name of newspaper included. Ex
libr small shelf wear
VG condition
PRICE; $18.00 plus postage & handling
9. COMPENDIUM OF HISTORY & BIOGRAPHY OF NORTH DAKOTA by George A.
Ogle
& Co. (1900) 1st Edition,
1410 pages with biographical sketches on pages 159-1410
Original leather with cover mended and spine repaired. libr. Stamped,
cover has top & bottom "shelf rubs." Inside pages very good. Valuable

resource in scarce area of data.
PRICE: $300.00 plus *$10.00 postage & handling
10.

A COMPENDIUM OF THE WAR OF THE REBELLION

3 vol. set.

by Dyer, Frederick H.

Sagamore Press, Yoseloff, Publisher (1959)

Organization of Armies of U.S. chronological record of campaigns,
battles, engagements, actions, combats, etc, in U.S. from 1861-1865.
Union regimental histories. Hailed as unprecedented in scope and
depth.
Original binding maroon w/gold on black lettering. Slight wear on
spine; shelf wear. Ex Libr. Good condition inside. A must for any
Civil War Collection. Vol. 1 to page 578, Vol. 2 to page 991, Vol. 3
to
page 1796.
PRICE:

$250.00 for the 3 v

Watch for more excellent genealogy books listed for sale or trade
later
this summer!
Elaine Jones Hayes
Genealogy Coordinator/Information Services Librarian
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
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From Mary.Deluz at sjvls.org Thu Jun 30 19:30:44 2005
From: Mary.Deluz at sjvls.org (Deluz, Mary)
Date: Thu Jun 30 19:08:29 2005
Subject: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or trade.
Message-ID: <D73AD75D280AE44DB5891809BB7ADFB5090390@sjvem1.sjvls.org>
OK, maybe next time.
Mary D.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Elaine Hayes
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2005 3:52 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or
trade.
Mary,

Sorry, but I've traded the Nebraska book to someone who had something
we really needed/wanted. Thanks for your interest.
Elaine Jones Hayes
Information Services Librarian
Interim Genealogy Coordinator
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
>>> Mary.Deluz@sjvls.org 6/29/2005 5:50 PM >>>
I have a duplicate copies of Pioneer Families of Missouri and also A
Town Called Tulare: a pictorial history of Tulare.
Mary De Luz
Tulare Public Library
Genealogy Collection
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Elaine
Hayes
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2005 3:16 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale
or
trade.
Mary,
Do you have something to trade or would you like us to send you a bill
for $71?
Thanks,
Elaine Jones Hayes
Information Services Librarian
Interim Genealogy Coordinator
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
>>> Mary.Deluz@sjvls.org 6/29/2005 3:54:24 PM >>>
The Tulare Public Library's Genealogy Collection would like to have
the
History of Hall County Nebraska.
Thank you,
Mary De Luz
(559) 685-2342
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Elaine
Hayes
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2005 12:46 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Wonderful genealogy books available for sale or

trade.

DUPLICATE BOOK SALE!!!!
The Laramie County Library System Genealogy Department in Cheyenne, WY
is clearing out their duplicate books! We have made every attempt to
price and describe each book as fairly as possible. We will also
consider TRADING volumes for books of equal value that will fit into
our
collection.
POSTAGE AND HANDLING:
$4.00 1st volume, 2.00 each additional
volume. *Exceptions as noted<?xml:namespace prefix = o ns =
"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" />
CONTACT:
1.

ehayes@lclsonline.org

Please respond off the list.

SHIP PASSENGER LISTS - THE SOUTH, 1538 - 1825 / Carl Boyer 3rd.

self-published.

1st Ed.

1979,

314 pages, hardcover. Ex libr. Tight. VG.
PRICE:
$30.00 plus postage & handling
2. PENNSYLVANIA BIRTHS, LANCASTER COUNTY, 1723-1777, Vol. 1 by John
T.
Humphrey.
C 1997. Self published, 387 pgs, hardcover.
Ex libr. Tight
Never
been circulated.
PRICE; $30.00 plus postage & handling
3. CEMETERY INSCRIPTIONS OF DENNING TOWNSHIP, FRANKLIN COUNTY
ILLINOIS. Compiled by Susan Doxsie Dorris for Shawnee Trail Chapter,
DAR, West Frankfort, Ill. 1983,
159 pgs. Hardback, ex libr. bound. Contains: Denning, Bethel,
Rose,
Barber, Hanes, Follis Cemeteries.
indexed ex libr. excellent
condition
PRICE; $25.00 plus postage & handling
4.

A REMINISCENT HISTORY OF THE OZARK REGION,

facsimile reprint from 1894 (1978) Chicago, Goodspeed Brothers
Publishers,
787 pages + every name index. History of each county w/bios. Hardback
w/bookplate Like New
PRICE; $60.00 plus *$6.00 postage & handling
5.

INDEX TO GEORGIA WILLS by Jeanette H. McCall.
no date or publisher.

507 pages,
Index to surviving county will books formed before 1832 Land Lottery.
Not based on original wills (many have been destroyed), but on
verbatim

copies. Index is designed to simplify research process. Contains
about
20,000 testators.
hardback, 1 page slight tear.
Ex libr
VG
PRICE: $25.00 plus postage & handling
6. HISTORY OF HALL COUNTY, NEBRASKA
Dale
P. Strough.

By Buechler, A.F, R.J. Barr,

Eastern Publishing and engraving, 1920.

1st Ed.

1018 pages.
Illustrated, index. Pioneer history and bios w/ special analysis of
military & civil participation in WWI. Ex libr. Small tear in top of
spine and repair on flyleaf inside. Excellent condition inside,
overall condition, good.
$65.00; plus * $6.00 postage & handling
7. OUR EARLY EMIGRANT ANCESTORS; THE ORIGINAL LISTS OF PERSONS OF
QUALITY by Hotten, John Camden,
Genealogical Publishing Company, Inc.

1962,

580 pages. Cloth, VG w/ 2 small tears in spine.
Emigrants from
Great
Britain to America Plantations 1600-1700 with ages, localities where
they lived, ships and other particulars. Ex libr . index.
PRICE; $50.00 plus postage & handling.
8. NORTH CAROLINA MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
Register & North Carolina State Gazette.
Broughton
Genealogical Publishing Company, 1966

1799-1825 from Raleigh
Compiled by Carrie L.

3rd printing.

192 Pages. Covers entire state of N.C. 5,000 entries w/approx. 2/3
marriages and rest deaths. Date and name of newspaper included. Ex
libr small shelf wear
VG condition
PRICE; $18.00 plus postage & handling
9. COMPENDIUM OF HISTORY & BIOGRAPHY OF NORTH DAKOTA by George A.
Ogle
& Co. (1900) 1st Edition,
1410 pages with biographical sketches on pages 159-1410
Original leather with cover mended and spine repaired. libr. Stamped,
cover has top & bottom "shelf rubs." Inside pages very good. Valuable
resource in scarce area of data.
PRICE: $300.00 plus *$10.00 postage & handling
10.

A COMPENDIUM OF THE WAR OF THE REBELLION

3 vol. set.

by Dyer, Frederick H.

Sagamore Press, Yoseloff, Publisher (1959)

Organization of Armies of U.S. chronological record of campaigns,
battles, engagements, actions, combats, etc, in U.S. from 1861-1865.
Union regimental histories. Hailed as unprecedented in scope and

depth.
Original binding maroon w/gold on black lettering. Slight wear on
spine; shelf wear. Ex Libr. Good condition inside. A must for any
Civil War Collection. Vol. 1 to page 578, Vol. 2 to page 991, Vol. 3
to
page 1796.
PRICE:

$250.00 for the 3 v

Watch for more excellent genealogy books listed for sale or trade
later
this summer!
Elaine Jones Hayes
Genealogy Coordinator/Information Services Librarian
Laramie County Library System
2800 Central Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
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